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WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
CANTON, China — Chinese
authorities said today that at
least 127 people were killed and
more than 40 seriously injured
when a hijacked plane crashed
into two parked jets at this
southeastern city's airport.

STATE
OWENSBORO, Ky. — U.S.
troops in Saudi Arabia have
received the giant card signed
by 23,000 Everly Brothers fans
in August. Dorothy Lynn of
Greenville, who wrote her name
and address on the card during
Everly Brothers Homecoming
III in Central City, received a
letter last week from a soldier
who wrote to thank everyone for
the card.
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Hayung Kohler's return home to Germany
will be to a long-awaited dream come true
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Staff

On trips to the beach where he
grew up near the Baltic Sea just
outside the West German city of
Hamburg, Murray State senior
Hayung Kohler could look over the
bay and see the coastline of East
Germany.
But, the next time Kohler goes
home, he will be able to look over
and see Germany, as the long
awaited dream of German unification became a reality today.

Kohler, who came over to the
United States in 1984 as a high
school junior on a student
exchange program, never dreamed
he would return home to a unified
Germany.
"Nobody expected the things that
have happened," Kohler said. "1
guess we've always felt that the
two Germanies would be reunited,
but I never expected it so soon. I
was really suprised at how quickly
this has happened."
Kohler said that he always felt
sorry for the escapees who didn't

By LARRY THORSON
Associated Press Writer

BERLIN — The two Germanys
ended 45 years of division with a
blaze of fireworks and the pealing
of church bells Wednesday, declaring the creation of a new German
nation in the heart of Europe.
Near the ruins of Hitler's citadel
in the city that symbolized the
Cold War division of Europe, the
German flag was hoisted to crown
the dramatic rush to unify a Germany divided by World War II and

the Communist Berlin Wall.
Rockets burst in the sky over
Berlin, illuminating the war-scarred
Reichstag building and the Brandenburg Gate. The shower of fireworks also lighted the upturned
faces of thousands of Germans,
united in peace but troubled y the
political and economic problems
facing a united Germany.
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, President Richard von Weizsaecker and
former leader Willy Brandt stood
in the glare of floodlights at the
Reichstag and joined in singing the

national anthem as a vast party
occurred across the land of 78 million residents. Millions of Germans
and a watching world joined the
ceremony by television.
Wednesday was declared a
national holiday, but late Tuesday
police in Goettingen, 66 miles
south of Hanover, reported 1,000
leftist protesters opposed to unification rampaged through the city.
Authorities said the radicals broke
store windows and chanted "Never
Again Germany!" and "Nazis
out!"

Road block

Associated Press Writer

FORECAST

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

•

(Cont'd on page 2)

By TOM RAUM

WASHINGTON — Sales of
new homes fell 1.4 percent in
August, the government said. In
response to Tuesday's report
from the Commerce Department, analysts said sales would
have fallen further but for buyers who signed contracts before
the effects of the Persian Gulf
crisis were felt.
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In Berlin, police detained seven
people who were caught with paint
aed gas pistols. Another man was
arrested in the Kreuzberg district
after a policeman was stabbed in
the arm during a scuffle between
police and about 500 youthful
demonstrators.
In the northern port of Rostock,
authorities evacuated 23 Soviet
Jews from a refugee center because
of fears the center could become a
target of rightist radicals. No inci-

Murray Police Officer Jack Kendall checks Ray Nevvsome's drivers license in a roadblock set up this
morning at 10th and Arcadia. Newsome's license and insurance were both valid in the check. The police
officers are asking drivers to present valid operator's licenses and to present proof of insurance. At least
18 citations have been issued since the roadblocks have been set up at various locations within the city
during the last week, according to Police Officer M.C. Jones. Nine citations were for suspended or revoked
licenses, five for expired tags, three for no insurance, and one for an expired operator's license. About 26
warnings have also been issued, she said.
Staff pboto by Mary Layton

WASHINGTON — President
Bush asked Americans Tuesday
night to support a $500 billion
package of tax increases and
spending cuts that demands sacrifice from all. "Everyone who can
should contribute something," the
president said.
Claiming rare unity with leaders
of the Democratic-controlled Congress, Bush said in a 10-minute
televised speech from the Oval
Office that the package was written
in "eight months of blood, sweat
and fears — fears of the economic
chaos that would follow if we fail
to reduce the deficit."
"It is the best agreement that
can be legislated now," Bush said
of the compromise. "This deficit
reduction agreement is tough, and
so are the times."
Bush's address from the Oval
Office was nationally televised, but

Booth addresss issue of
differentiation to faculty
By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

BERLIN (AP) — Among the
thousands of bells ringing in the
new united Germany is one
with a fitting inscription: a
23.000-pound Liberty Bell
given to Berlin by millions of
Americans.
The Liberty Bell, which
hangs in the tower of Berlin's
Schoeneberg city hall, abou:
three miles from the Brandenburg Gate, was presented to
Berlin on Oct. 24, 1950, by the
then-military governor of Germany, U.S. Gen. Lucius D.
Clay.
Records show 17 million
Americans donated money to
give the bell to Berlin after the
Berlin airlift. The nine-month
airlift kept West Berliners from
starving and broke a Soviet
blockade of the city that ended
in May 1949.
The Liberty Bell bears this
inscription, in English: "That
this world under God shall have
a new birth of freedom."
The Berlin Liberty Bell,
which is electronically controlled, rings out over the city
each noon and during special
celebrations.

President asks taxpayers
to share budget burdens

BUSINESS
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Hayung Kohler

Two Germanys united after 45 years

COLORADO SPRINGS,
Colo. — The USA Basketball
Council approved recommendations made last month by its
Games Committee for an NBA
coach to direct a team comprised of NBA and collegiate
players in the 1992 Olympics.

Today mostly cloudy windy
and warm with a 40 percent
chance of thunderstorms mainly
during the afternoon. High
around 80. South wind 15 to 25
mph.
Tonight thunderstorms with
locally heavy rain possible. Low
in the lower 60s. Southwest
wind 10 to 20 mph. Chance of
rain 80 percent.

Americans' gift
bears prophetic
inscription for
united Germany

make it over the border.
"You read in the paper about
some escape attempt, about somebody killed by a border guard, or a
lifeboat sinking," Kohler said.
The unification will allow Kohler's father to return to his native
birthplace, and will allow Kohler's
grandmother to return to an area
that she left when she fled across
the border years ago.
"The older people are the ones
who really are excited about unifi(Cont'd on page 2)

50-CENTS

university's six colleges.
"When we're talking about differentiated roles, I think we're talking about the faculty of each college determining what is the appropriate role for the college, what is
the appropriate expectation for
research, for teaching and for service," Booth said. "I think it is a
collegiate and faculty function and
not an administrative function."
Booth said he was not deemphasizing research and publihtion among faculty members, but
instead calling for a balance
according to an indivdual's talents.
"At a college, you're going to
have scholars who are productive
in research and in publications,
others who will interface with
public schools, and that's what
they do extremely well that contributes significantly to the mission
of that college. Others are going to

The issue of role differentiation
among Murray State University
faculty was addressed Tuesday during the monthly meeting of the
Faculty Senate.
At last month's meeting, there
was misinterpretation about role
differentiation among some members hearing President Ronald
Kurth speak to the senate last
month, Dr. Farouk Umar, senate
president, said.
Umar said some faculty members thought Kurth emphasized the
importance of research and publication within the university, when
what he said was there must be a
balance of teaching, scholarship
and service.
Dr. Jim Booth, provost, told the
senate that the strategic plan calls
for role differentiation, but in keeping with the mission of each of the (Cont'd on page 2)

his message was primarily aimed
16 blocks away: at Congress,
where an initial vote on the plan
may be held as early as Thursday.
Although the package generally
has support among Democrats,
lawmakers from Bush's own party
— particularly in the House —
have balked at its tax provisions.
Bush himself had to abandon his
"no new taxes" pledge in the face
of the growing deficit.
"I'm not, and I know you're not,
a fan of tax increases," Bush said.
"But if there have to be tax measures, they should allow the economy to grow, they should not turn
us back to higher income tax rates
and they should be fair.
"Everyone who can should contribute something. And no one
should have to contribute beyond
their fair share."
Bush pointed out that the agreement had been hammered out by a
(Cont'd on page 3)

Senate confirms
Souter as latest
member of the
Supreme Court
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Writer

Dr. Jim Booth, provost at Murray State University, addresses the
Faculty Senate on the issue of role differentiation according to the
university's strategic plan Tuesday.

WASHINGTON — The Senate
voted 90-9 Tuesday to confirm the
nomination of Judge David H. Souter to the Supreme Court. The only
dissenting votes came from liberals
who fear he will oppose abortion
rights.
The New Hampshire jurist was
approved less than TA months
after he was tapped as President
Bush's first nominee to the high
court. It was too late to put him on
the court for the start of its session
this week but, age 51, he'll probably participate in its rulings well
into the next century.
The Supreme Court announced
that Souter would be sworn in as
(Cont'd on page 3)
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pielhaus, blowing whistles and
jeering at dignitaries arriving for a
formal state ceremony hosted by (Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page 1)
the departing East German cation," Kohler said. "My granddents were reported.
government.
mother and my dad have the opporAt least four people were injured
The radicals chanted "Germany, tunity to see things that they
and more than 10 arrested in scuf- drop dead!"
haven't seen in years."
fles between police and demonstraKohl, 60, said in a statement to
Kohler, who came to Murray
tors in Schwerin, where some cele- the Frankfurter Allgemeine newsState
on a football scholarship as a
brated unification with the Nazi paper that the new Germany will
placekicker,
really saw the changes
"Sieg-Heil" salute, witnesses said. help stabilize Europe, and that it
Germany
when returning last
in
Police also reported clashes with would not be a "restless Reich"
Christmas break.
during
the
year
youths in Leipzig and Hamburg. like Nazi Germany, which plunged
stores were
"Last
fall,
the
The ceremony marked return of Europe into its most disastrous
coming
Germans
packed
with
East
a united Germany built on the ruins war.
Christmas
the
border
to
buy
across
of Adolf Hitler's defeat in World
The unification of.Germany is a
gifts," he said.
War II and the end of Cold War "European, indeed a world event
Kohler' also made his first trip
antagonism that split Europe into of historic rank," Kohl .said.
across the East German border.
competing blocs led by the United
Several German newspapers
"It is hard to describe how it
States and the Soviet Union.
published the approved verse of the
was," Kohler said. "Everything
It came less than 11 months after national anthem to be sung in uniover there is so depressing. The
the Berlin Wall was opened Nov. fied Germany — not the old
best way I can describe it is that it
9, 1989, by a tide of democracy "Deutschland Ueber Alles" verse
is like having a color television and
that swept away Communist — but the third verse, which starts:
then watching a black and white
-Unity and Justice and Freedom
regimes across Eastern Europe.
one. East Germany is so polluted,
Fourteen schoolchildren from the for the German fatherland."
and doesn't have any life or color
The verse admonishes Germany
former East and West Germanys
to it. East Berlin still has a lot of
carried the huge, 72-square-yard to "bloom," not to be "above
damage from World War II that
German flag and hoisted it up the all," the old mission that frightens
hasn't been repaired because the
132-foot-tall mast in front of the some Europeans.
government couldn't afford it."
Only a year ago the rush toward
Reichstag.
Three East Germans also went
unity was barely starting. East Geron
a trip with Kohler and some
Hundreds of thousands of peopolitical
mans
demonstrated
for
friends
to nearby Denmark.
ple, waving German flags, crowded
"They've never seen some of the
along the Unten den Linden thor- freedoms and the right to leave
basic things that we have," Kohler
oughfare and June 17th Street that their country. The Communist govBerlin
Wall
ernment
opened
the
"And they were so afraid,
said.
once were cut by the Berlin Wall.
because over there, nobody ever
Fireworks exploded over the last fall but was swept away anyway in a peaceful popular
did anything- a little different
Reichstag as a replica of the Liberrevolution.
because they were afraid of being
ty Bell, donated to Berlin by the
East Germans began to demonslocked up."
American people, pealed.
trate for unification, which was
But Kohler said he could see
"Germany is one again, Gergovernby
Kohl
and
his
taken
up
Germans changing as more
East
many is sovereign," said German
ment, and eventually approved by
and more came across the border to
television. "Forty-five years after
Moscow and the Allies.
visit.
the unconditional surrender" of
let united
The
Soviets
agreed
to
"They're trying to get rid of the
Nazi Germany the Two German
Germany remain in NATO and to
image
we have had of them," Kohstates are united."
end of
remove
their
troops
by
the
"They don't have a lot of
ler
said.
Prime Minister Lothar de Mai1994, although Germany is paying
everything they get
fresh
fruit,
ziere said of unification minutes Moscow $9.5 billion to finance the
comes
in
cans.
So as a gesture,
before midnight, "What for most withdrawal. The Allies will keep
when a West German would see an
people had been only a dream has troops in West Berlin until the
East German car parked on the
become reality."
Soviets leave.
street, they would hang bags of
City authorities had banned
The last formal steps to clear the
fruit, especially bananas, on the
demonstrations near the Branden- way for unity were taken mostly by
cars. I remember just before I left
burg Gate, the 200-year-old monu- the foreign powers who defeated
there was a headline in the paper
ment that was a focus of Nazi Germany and retained legal
that had East Germans saying: 'We
celebrations.
powers as occupiers in Berlin.
are not apes', saying they were
The broad thoroughfares around
In New York on Monday, Presitired of bananas."
the Brandenburg Gate were dent Bush and Soviet Foreign
Before, East Germans would
thronged with tens of thousands of Minister Eduard Shevardnadze
have to wait 15 years to buy a car,
people hours before the historic were present for the signing of a
which is a car built by the governoccasion, and vendors sold food, declaration of a suspension of the
that breaks down a lot and
ment
drinks and souvenirs.
Allies' special powers.
a mixture of oil and
runs
on
Searchlight beams waved in a
On Tuesday morning, Allied
gasoline.
cloudless sky, and a tall crane generals from the United States,
But all that, and many other
dangled an old East German Britain and France signed a letter
aspects of life for both East and
"Trabi" car 50 feet in the air just ceding their powers. Buglers playWest Germans is going to change
south of the massive stone gate. ed as the three flags were lowered
during unification.
About 200 leftist radicals lined a for the last time at the Allied
"It's going to be hard, especially
police barrier outside the Schaus- headquarters.
economically," Kohler, who will
graduate from Murray with a
degrees in business administration
and Spanish, said.
Kohler will leave Murray in
December, and head to Costa Rica
"Where your ideas turn to gold."
for an intership before returning to
759-1141
Dixieland Center
Europe in the spring. But instead of
the Timmendorfer Strand, West
Germany, it will be Timmendorfer
Strand, Germany.

Kohler...

Two Germanys...
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Murray State University student Sarah Rothenberger ties a friendship bracelet on Kevin Moore, while
Karen Planey looks on. Rothenberger and Planey are among the volunteers from the Student Alumni
Association and the Student Government Association who distributed friendship bracelets and buttons
Monday and Tuesday at the Curris Center to help raise money for CARE packages which will be sent to
American troops in Saudi Arabia.

Murray State students show support
for service personnel in Saudi Arabia
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which will be included in the F. Kennedy, CV-67„ FPO NY
09538.
packages.
*Airmen of 4th Tactical Fighter
Students and community memMurray State University students bers may make donations to the Wing Deployed, APO NY 09608.
are showing support for the ser- Circle of Care packages by placing
Letter writers are asked to
vicemen and women involved in the items in collection boxes include a self-addressed envelope
Operation Desert Shield in Saudi located in the SGA and SAA
and a couple of sheets of writing
Arabia.
offices, Curris Center Bookstore, paper so that the service member
MSU Student Alumni Associa- Piggly Wiggly, Kroger, Wal-Mart, can answer your letter easily. Lettion (SAA) and Student Govern- K-Mart, IGA and Storey's. The ters may take as long as a month to
ment Association (SGA) raised boxes, which will be marked with reach them. Postage is not necesnearly $500 Monday and Tuesday the Circle of Care logo, will be sary since postal service is free to
by selling red, white and blue placed at these locations within one service personnel stationed in the
friendship bracelets for a minimum week, Herndon said.
Middle East.
donation of SI and buttons for 50
Among the items which will be
Because of the differences in
cents.
included in the Circle of Care cultures and values, censorship of
SAA and SGA are sponsoring an packages are writing paper, blank mail is routine in an effort by the
Adopt-A-Soldier letter-writing and recorded cassette tapes, Saudis to preserve their culture,
campaign and mailing Circle of pocket-sized packets of Kleenex, Herndon said. Please keep the folCare packages which will be sent envelopes, ink pens, pre-sweetened lowing points in mind when you
to service members with ties to drink mix (especially Kool-Aid), write or send items to the troops.
MSU and the Murray area.
chewing gum, hard candies and zip Failure to comply will mean that
Volunteers from SAA and SGA ,lock bags.
your mailed items will not reach a
distributed the bracelets and butHerndon wishes to thank all of service member.
tons at tables set up in Curris the local businesses participating in
Material to avoid, she said,
Center.
the Circle of Care program and includeis religious items contrary to
Donna Herndon, director of give a special thanks to Wal-Mart the Islamic faith, such as any BibliAlumni Affairs, said that SAA and for donating the yarn that SAA cal references or religious greeting
SGA members are seeking names used to make the friendship cards; political materials; materials
and addresses of service members bracelets.
featuring pictures of women which
with a local connection who can be
If sufficient interest is expressed show any part of the body other
included in the Circle of Care by community members, tee-shirts than the face; any printed matter
package mailing list.
with the Circle of Care logo, containing sexual references; alcoTwo-hundred MSU students designed by students in the MSU holic beverages, firearms; and pork
from the 101st Airborne division in Graphic Arts Department, will be or pork by-products.
Fort Campbell are known to be made available to the public, HernAmong the other items which
involved in Operation Desert don said.
service members in Satidi Arabia
Shield, Herndon said. SAA and
SAA and SGA members are have expressed a desire to have are
SGA members have already encouraging people to write mem- magazine articles, crossword puzreceived about 20 names of other bers of the armed forces at the fol- zles, games, personal photos, raiindividuals who are serving in lowing addresses and perhaps send sins and other non-perishable
Saudi Arabia.
them a CARE package of thier snacks and comic strips. (Please
Community members who have own:
keep all above mentioned restric*Soldiers of the 82nd ABN DIV, tions in mind.)
names and addresses of service
personnel with a local connection
1/21st. Chem. Co., 1st BDE, APO
Herndon said that community
are encouraged to add to the Circle NY 09656.
members are encouraged to write
of Care package mailing list by
*Soldiers of 101st ABN DIV letters to the service members and
calling the SAA office at 762-3439 (Air Assault), APO NY 09309.
send their own CARE packages if
or the SGA office at 762-6345.
*Crewmembers of U.S.S. John they can.
I Circle of Care packages should
be sent to the troops by the end of
11rIbe Sock eyeing! mats
the month, Herndon said. In the
law."
meantime, SAA and SGA members
"Until we develop a universitywill be collecting various items (Cont'd from page 1)
wide system that meets all legal
requirements, we're going to have
be all-star teachers. That's the kind
to depend upon collegiate guideof dynamic mix I think you need in
lines and departmental guidelines:
every college," he said, "but I
Karen and Terry Isaacs, owners of J.H. Churchill Funeral
and members of the faculty," Booth.
don't think we can continue to
Home,offer you,at no obligation,two consultation services.
said.
expect everyone to be an excepIn other business:
tional
teacher,
an
absolute
scholar
(1) Pre-planning: All arrangements made in advance,
and provide service througout the • Drs. Wayne Bell, Dianne
through the 3 Plans they offer.
O'Brien and Roger Haney were
region and to the university."
elected
to serve on the Executive
and
service
The
roles
of
research
(2) Pre-counciling: Talking with you about what to expect or
Committee.
important
but
will
continue
to
be
prepare for, with a free booklet provided to you.
differentiated across campus, but • Umar informed the senate life
insurance would remain at the cur*At your time of sorrow you do not need the burden of
teaching is to be "as first-rate as
rent rate with Medical Life Insurfacing funeral arrangements for the first time.
possible" and will not be differenance Company for the next two
tiated across campus, Booth said.
*At your time of sorrow you do not need to create a financial
years.
In other business, Umar said
burden on yourself and family. But,you do want the most
anonymous student evaluations • Umar said he, Booth and Kurth
up-to-date, efficient and caring facility.
would be meeting every second
would no longer be used in deterMonday
of each month.
*At your time of sorrow you need those who can ease your
tenure
or
mining salary increases,
promotions for faculty members, • Dean Gary Boggess invited all
burden because they know how to care for you, at this
members to a "Focus on Learning"
citing a legal opinion which states
most trying time.
seminar
for faculty and profession"a
evaluations
are
anonymous
the
al staff Saturday.
violation of the due process of
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Burdens...
(Cont'd from page 1)
bipartisan group. "The Democratic
and Republican leadership tonight
all speak with once voice," he
said, and he urged people to tell
their congressmen they support the
package.
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine, joined Bush in
urging passage of the fragile package, saying the future of the nation
"is more important than partisan
differences."
In a televised response, Mitchell
acknowledged that Democrats and
Republicans had "deep differences
over values and priorities" that
delayed an agreement for months.
The Democratic leader called the
agreement "imperfect," and
warned that the compromise budget
cuts and tax increases will demand
-sacrifice from all Americans."
"But, if enacted, it holds the
promise of restoring a sound economy, from which all Americans
will benefit," Mitchell said.
"Everybody who can should
contribute something," Bush said.
"Everyone will bear a small burden. But if we succeed, every

Souter...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the first item of business next
Tuesday morning, before the court
begins the second week of its
session.
At the White House, presidential
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said:
"We're obviously very pleased
that Congress confirmed this nomination. We think Judge Souter will
be an outstanding justice for many
years."
Fitzwater said Bush hoped to
attend Souter's swearing-in.
Souter watched the proceedings
from a friend's law office in Concord, N.H.
"He's just exactly the kind of
person with a broad background
that we need on the Supreme
Court," Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,
said as debate on the nomination
began. "I think he showed that he
is a person of fairness. He's willing
to listen. He's a person of
independence."
Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Joseph Biden, D-Del.,
said he supported Souter, but
warned Bush that the path of the
next nominee might not be so
smooth if the president moves
further to the right wing.
"I want to express the hope that
the administration will not learn
the wrong lesson" from the lopsided Senate vote on Souter, Biden
said. A more doctrinaire conservative "could well fall outside the
sphere of acceptability," he said.
Souter becomes the 105th justice
of the Supreme Court, filling the
seat vacated last summer by the
retirement of Justice William
Brennan.
In Concord, Souter toasted the
vote with champagne and friends,
and pledged to return the nation's
confidence in him.
"I have been given much and
much will be expected of me in

American will have a large burden ress," said House Minority Leader
Robert Michel, R-Ill.
lifted."
One opponent, Rep. Vin Weber,
The alternative, Bush said, is
R-Minn., agreed, saying, • "I'd
recession.
Wavering Republican lawmakers guess right now it would be narhad told Bush earlier in the day rowly defeated. By tomorrow, it
that the plan was in trouble, and would be narrowly passed. ... Peothat a presidential address to the ple are being moved, one-by-one."
Bush said the budget deficit was
nation endorsing the package might
be helpful if he expected GOP sup- "a problem that has lingered and
port for the package with congres- dogged and vexed this country for
sional elections just a month away. far too long."
Likening the budget crisis to the
Bush also planned to push for
the three-day-old package, which Persian Gulf stalemate, Bush said
the White House negotiated with "our nation is standing together
congressional leaders, in a series of against Saddam Hussein's aggresupcoming speeches around the sion ' while at home "another
threat, a cancer, is gnawing away at
nation.
The budget package would raise our nation's health."
The president said that ending
taxes on gasoline, alcohol, cigaretdeficit
spending was simple "comtes, boats and furs while trimming
benefits to farmers and Medicare mon sense."
"No nation can continue to do
recipients. It also would reduce tax
business
the way the federal govdeductions for people who earn
ernment
has been operating and
$100,000.
more than
Bush earlier Tuesday had press- survive," he said.
"When you get a bill, that bill
ed his case with skeptical and wav- must be paid,"
he said.
ering House Republicans.
Bush said that the plan was not
He seemed to be making some "a magic
act" but contained true
headway and by late Tuesday,
deficit savings and would put the
House GOP leaders were beginning
nation on the path toward lower
to feel more optimistic about their interest
rates and a balanced
chances of rounding up support budget.
from most of their members.
A congressional study released
"We've made significant prog- Tuesday
showed that the poor
would be hit hardest by the package, the rich would feel its
return, and I will make that return increases the least. The increased
to you and I will make it in the ful- taxes and reduced benefits would
lest measure that I can," Souter take an average 2 percent of the
said.
earnings of Americans with the
The court's spokeswoman, Toni lowest incomes, according to the
House, said Chief Justice William survey by the House Ways and
H. Rehnquist would administer the Means Committee.
oath of office in private at 9 a.m.,
and would administer the oath in a
public ceremony in the court's
ornate courtroom 15 minutes later.
The first major case in which he
will participate will be a sex-bias
dispute that will be argued before
the justices Wednesday, Oct. 10.
At issue is whether employers may
exclude all women of child-bearing
age — perhaps 20 million — from
some hazardous jobs.
There was little doubt Souter
would be a more conservative justice than Brennan, especially on
matters of criminal law. But Souter's position on social issues,
including abortion, would be harder to predict.
During three days of testimony
before the Senate Judiciary Committee, Souter declined to say
whether he believed the court
should overturn its 1973 ruling in
Roe vs. Wade, which legalized
abortion. He said he was openminded.
On issues including civil rights
and religious liberty, his testimony
indicated a far more moderate
viewpoint than his record would
suggest.
Sen. Herb Kohl, D-Wis., a committee member, said there appeared
to be "two Judge Souters."
"Fortunately, the Judge Souter
who testified before our committee
did not seem locked to the past,"
said Kohl, saying he was voting for
that one and hoping the Senate had
not been deceived.
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NTVERSARY SALE
Ready-Made

Country Ruffles

Draperies

10%off

c
lir
off
(Thermal & Lined)

(All Sizes Included)
Entire Stock

Bedspreads
%
10 off

Kitchen Curtains

1067°off

Caroline 100"x84"
5 Colors • Reg '378
For

Now On Sale

$3396

Vinyl Stock Blinds
23"-36"

$996

37"-72"

Comforters &
Bed Ruffles

Wallpaper
Entire Stock

50(7'off

Available

Day Bed
Covers

10%off

10%off

Prints & Solids Included
Free Installation Available On Custom Blinds
Custom hlini•BLnds By Bali, Levolor, Hunter Douglas
FREE ESTIMATES

REEVES DRAPERY OUTLET
204 Brewer St.
Downtown Paris, TN
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
1-800-748-9342

118 E. Court

Dyersburg, TN

414 Broadway

Paducah, KY

•NEW Litters
•NEW Timing Chain
'NEW Valve Stem Seals
Components
•NEW Pistons and Pings •NEW Freeze Plugs
•NEW Gaskets
'NEW Main Bearings

Factory Tested Remanutactured

Domestic and Import Engines
Most Ford 302 V-8, Chevrolet 305, 350 V-82 Bolt Main Special Order Imports: Datsun L16,
L18, L2013, Honda EB, ED, EF - Mazda 1800, Courier 1800, Luv 1800, Chrysler 1600, Toyota 3KC.
4KC, 18RC. $50 off all other Domestic and Import engines. Price with exchange.

OVER 500 EN

Read the
want ads daily

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

ES AVAILABLE•DOMESTIC•IMPORDLONG BLOCK•SHORT BLOCK
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Which company...
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digital & fiber
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in the Tri-State
area?
-is locally
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operated?
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local Chambers
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-sponsors local
events?
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Store
stock

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No No

Yes

No

No No

Yes

No

No

Cotap
Heavy Duty
Shocks
Duralast
Gas Car
Shocks
Duralast
Gas Truck &
Van Shocks

only

ND Spark Plugs

EVERYDAY

Reg priced 10 999
Resistors 896
LIMO 8 at Sale Price

A

WI EACH
EVERYDAY

10

EACH

EVERYDAY

No

EACH

Resistors • 896
Limit 8 at Sale Price

AC
Spark Plugs

No

79
79

STP Air Filters

EA

Store stock only

NON et &SIOQS

EA

ono
NON RE SIS1ORS

Resistors 996
Limit 8 at Sale Pricelju EA.

Purolator
Air Fitters

Valvoline

Store stock only
Limit 201 Sore Price
All filters
priced to 56 99

All Climate or
Super HPO
Ail weights
in stock Limit

All

s priced

to saw

299

w QT

All other •

For most ye,-11c
Store stock onl.

,e
5543 04

Heater
Control Valves
$799

1 case at Sale Price

Heater Cores2099

99
ro

For most vehicles
Store stock only

54794

prestos

1 .......„,,, ..--I
For most GM vehicles

No

94

Motorcraft
Spark Plugs

NON Of SISTOQS

I Redd
AcARAWED
1
!

Starter
Solenoid

Yes

94

No

-guarantees
savings on all
Calls?
Oven with 502
area code)
For more
Infogartrlorrecall

1101 1 _

One Year Warranty.
SS304

Preston
.
--Advanced Formula

88

596

446

2 Headlamp Systems
146024 96054

Your Cost After Rebate

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
753-8971
S. 12th St. in Southside Center

GAL

AutoZone
V-Belts
V Ribbed Belts
FROM 467 $1996

poc•seooci ftev October 7 1900 WO WWI"OW MVO 70 MOW 000,Wh45 lstolo OnC• 90.90.01 one•flwooftet
Ad pnceli Not good or, spec 4:0 orders No INtoten luW d•fo.ls of vonvrontfos of stOr• 01990 Auf0I0n4r

Ad

Limit 2o1 Sale'''.

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
247-4171
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

(502) 444-0520
1-800-333-1608

Anco
Windshield
Wipers
I blade or 2 refills

1

0
'
1 _

/ilotoZone
The Best Ports in Auto Parts
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Blanket fuel exemption
Pookxork ecord. D.C.9s the place for you
LU-Als""
too high a price for state, , ..Arst thlt s what the
Thinking I might have missed
civil service
lessly confused that they defy
AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
State officials here are still hoping they can convince Delta Airlines to go forward with the
planned $300 million expansion of
Delta's hub at the Greater Cincinnati Internationl Airport in Boone
County. The proposal would double Delta's operations in Northern
Kentucky, bring in thousands of
new jobs to the area and result in
an economic windfall created by a
major airline hub.
State officials, however, aren't
likely to concede to Delta the tax
relief the airline said last week it
wants to begin the expansion. Nor
should they.
What began as a request by
Delta for a limit on Kentucky's 6
percent sales tax on aviation fuel
sold in the state turned into a
requirement that the sales tax be
lifted entirely. That would mean a
loss of between $13.5 million and
$15 million a year to the treasury.
As- aviation fuel prices rise as a
result of the Middle East crisis, the
state's income from the 6 percent
Naples tax also will rise.
Is a S30 million Delta expansion
worth the cost to the state?
It's doubtful, and the answer is
considerably more complex than
simply weighing economic benefits
against ta\ losses.
First it is a fact that Lie state's
sales tax on aviation fuel has not
kept United Parcel Service from
expanding substantially its operations at Louisville's Standiford
Field in recent years. Nor, indeed,
has the tax kept Louisville from
planning its own major airport
expansion and actively seeking a
national airline to locate a hub at
Standiford Field.
Delta undoubtedly knew about
Kentucky's sales tax when it

located— its hub in Boone County
and, in recent years, began international service from the Cincinnati
airport.
It is fair to ask, therefore,
whether the airline is using the
$300 million project to tempt Kentucky officials into eliminating a
longstanding tax that every other
airline, including Delta, has been
willing to pay all along?
Another factor Cabinet Secretary
L. Rogers Wells Jr. and state economic development officials now
negotiating with Delta undoubtedly
understand is the political difficultly of exempting airline from paying
the sales tax on the fuel the buy in
Kentucky.
Such an exemption would
require an act of the General
Assembly and it could be included
on the agenda of the special session
now planned for January to deal
with solid waste disposal and drunk
driving penalties. Even if Wells
and Gov. Wallace Wilkinson were
to become convinced the hub
expansion is worth losing the tax
income — and that's questionable
at this point — convincing legislators to enact the exemption probably would be impossible.
After all, it has been only six
months since the governor and
legislature agreed to the largest
overall tax increase in recent Kentucky history. Saddled with a higher sales tax, a higher income tax,
higher local property taxes and, in
most places, higher local property
assessments, the payers of all those
higher taxes aren't likely to be
impressed with a major tax exemption so that more of Delta Airlines'
jets can take off and land in Northern Kentucky.
Certainly, thrre is nothing at all
wrong with Nr ells offering Delta
the kinds of economic incentives
given to new industries locating in
Kentucky. But, a blanket exemption
of the sales tax on aviation fuel for
all airlines in the state would go
too far and probably result in a taxpayer revolt that would leave a lot
of political careers looking like
they'd been sucked into an engine
of a Delta 747.

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURICEEN
Ten years ago
A multimillion dollar expansion
of Fisher Price plant which provides a new capability for plastics
moulding of toy parts was dedicated on Oct. 1.
Stacy Fulton, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Fulton, and Susan
Crass, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A.B. Crass, are new pledges of
Alpha Delta Pi social sorority at
University of Mississippi.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Coleman, Sept.
20; a girl to Dr. and Mrs. Melvin
E. Page, Sept. 23; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson R. Gardner, Sept. 26.
Twenty years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Allan, Sept. 25;

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

0991Y wig*
OFBI Dia 11 10.111 A MY; BT. NC RR 41410111241
101 R1 SCR AT Wall

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Here are Tuesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky
Cash: 8-0-1 (eight, zero,
one).

a girl to Freddie and Pamela
Brown, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Dawson, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Curd, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Reed, Sept. 26.
Thirty years ago
Holmes Ellis, general manager
of Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, has been
elected president of Burley and
Dark Leaf Tobacco Export
Association.
Mrs. Ronald Churchill was
named as "Business Woman of the
Year" by Murray Business and Professional Women's Club in observance of National Business
Women's Week.
Billy Smith, Douglas Tucker,
Max Smotherman, Martha Broach,
Carol M. Rogers and Lanita Bazzell were elected as officers of Calloway County Farm Bureau Young
Peoples Organization at a meeting
held at Triangle Inn.
Births reported include a boy to
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hopkins,
Sept. 24.
Forty years ago
Marshall Thompson, 76, Crossland Community, died last night
from injuries sustained in a car and
farm wagon traffic accident.
Prof. F.D. Mellen talked about
"Our Freedom" at a meeting of
Murray Magazine Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House with
Mrs. V.E. Windsor as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Burrus Waters of
Flint, Mich., have been the guests
of their daughter, Mrs. James Thurmond and Mr. Thurmond.
Mrs. Alice Manning was honored on her 91st birthday with a
party at her home near Cherry Corner on Oct. 1.
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system provides. Once they are in
their jobs for a while, it's as if they
are bonded to their office chairs
with Krazy Glue.
The federal civil service system
provides so many safeguards for
the bureaucrat that it would be
easier to convict one of them of
high treason than of being a bumb- ing firm told you: "You are losing
ler. There are hearings and more money but we aren't sure how
hearings. Then appeals and more much because your widget-making
appeals. To fire one, you have to division has screwed up their books
clear more hurdles than an Olymp- so badly, we can't even audit
them." What would your reaction
ic champion.
So there they remain, stuck to be?
I mean, besides trying to strangle
their Krazy Glue chairs, till death
somebody.
or retirement do they part.
Of course — you'd march into
When I was young and idealistic,
I thought that the old patronage the widget-making division and fire
system, with political bosses hand- the people who caused the mess.
ing out jobs to the party workers,
But that's not the way the federwas evil and corrupt. And, no ques- al government works. We have
tion, it did lead to considerable agencies and agencies, and even
profiteering and waste.
more agencies. And their jobs are
But it had one major advantage to keep an eye on the various
over civil service. If a political industries that make federally
hack goofed up bad enough, there insured loans.
was a simple procedure for getting If they had done their work, we
rid of him. His boss walked in and wouldn't have the massive S&L
said, "You're fired."
scandal, the biggest financial mess
That's the way it works -in most in this country's history.
of the real world of employment.
Nor would we be waiting for the
And that's the way it should work next muddy shoe to drop. And the
in Washington.
next and the next. We wouldn't be
But, then, whoever said hearing the incredible statement
Washington was the real world?
that some loan records are so help-

audit.
But is anyone being fired? Has
anyone been told: "Say, John, I
hate to disturb your nap, but we're
talking billions here. What have
you and your people been doing?"
Of course not. It's as if there is a
large wall around the federal
bureaucracy. And what goes on
within that wall is their business,
not ours, even though we have to
pay their salaries and cover for
their blunders.
And there is such a wall. You
can't see it, but it is as thick and
impenetrable as anything Brinks's
could conceive. It's called "civil
service."
Some years ago, I gathered numbers on how many federal bureaucrats exist and how many are fired
in an average year.
I don't remember the exact
results. But think of it this way:
Take a bucket of sand. Remove one
or two grains of sand. That's about
it.
That meant one of two things:
Federal employees are remarkably
diligent and efficient. Or they were
invulnerable.
As the S&L mess has shown us
— and other massive blunders will
soon be telling us — diligence and
efficiency aren't running rampant.
So that leaves invulnerability.

something while on vacation, I
asked a co-worker if there had been
a big story out of Washington
about hundreds of ,fecleral bureaucrats being fired.
"No," he said, "I don't recall
seeing anything like that."
How about dozens? Or even a
half dozen? Maybe one?
"Uh-uh, nothing of the kind. I'm
sure I would have noticed."
How strange, if you think about
it.
First we had the S&L scandal,
with a final bill to the taxpayers
that will be more than $500 billion.
Now we're told that we're going
to be struck with the tab for at least
$12 billion in unpaid student loans,
farm loans and other federally
backed IOUs. And that's just the
early estimate. Remember, when
the S&L decable first surfaced,
they were talking about $50 billion
or less. So nobody really knows
what the cost will be to cover the
latest round of frauds and
deadbeats.
And maybe we'll never know.
One federal agency said that it's
impossible to tell how many loans
are unpaid because the records are
in such a shambles that they can't
be audited.
Think about that. What if you
ran a corporation and you account-
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Letters to the Editor

Reader urges candidates to be best they can
Dear Editor,
It is our incredible good fortune
to be able to choose as our government officials those who best represent our values. Yet, the practical
reality of discovering who most
shares one's own philosophy and is
least tied to obligations to major
campaign donors, plus the actual
performance records qualifying a
candidate for office is a monumental task. In our hectic lives, many
voters rely on information available
about candidates as elections
approach to make somewhat
informed decisions in choices of
candidates. Most often, and more
of recent years, that pool of information is comprised of professional
ads that misrepresent accomplishments, sleazy attacks on opponents,
vague messages of support for
everything so as not to let any vote
slip through the cracks, rehearsed
made-up camera smiles and
"Image."
Where is the substance? How is
it possible to see candidates' voting
records on issues of voter concern
without poring through the Congressional Record for hours at the
public library? How can an average
voter make an intelligent, informed
choice? The substance of candidates is the most elusive component of most campaigns. No wonder multitudes of voters give up
trying to choose from among the
poorly defined, unprincipaledappearing power seekers who seem
pumped and propped into visible
candidacies by all those monied
groups who stand to benefit from
their election! Whatever happened
to the revolutionary ideal in Amen -

Reader urges our
support for House
Bill 5416, a repeal
of Congress raise
Dear Editor,
I support H.R. 5416, a bill to
repeal the last congressional pay
raise. Congress is responsible for
the serious, ongoing problems of
the budget deficit, the billion dollar
S&L bailout, Pentagon boondoggies and the HUD scandal to name
a few. It is shameful that Congress
asks taxpayers to accept cut-backs
in IMPORTANT social programs
while they vote themselves a
$35,000 a year pay raise. Members
of Congress make more than 99
percent of the rest of all Americans
and have a generous pension and
benefit package. Taxpayers CANNOT afford the increase and Congress HASN'T EARNED ONE!
We need leadership by example!
Congress should repeal its pay
raise. Interested citizens who send
a stamped, self-addressed businesssize envelope to the Congressional
Accountability Project, P.O. Box
19446, Washington, D.C. 20036,
will receive a free action kit to
repeal the Congressional pay grab.
Sincerely,
Lois May Wilcox
1300 S. 16th Street
Murray, Ky. 420'71

ca that anyone could become President (governor, senator, etc.) if
she/he only had the vision and
leadership qualities to convince
voters? Today, only those with credentials to raise campaign fortunes
need apply, with any expectation of
winning. And don't commit
yourselves, candidate! Leave that
door open; let the voter see in you
what she/he wants.
Cynical?? Yes! Dismayed and
disgusted? YES! Based on today's
reality?? Y E S ! ! ! But apathetic?
NO WAY!! In our current state of
serious social, economic, environmental, military and educational
distress, no voter or candidate can
afford to be apathetic! Rather, this
is precisely the time to denounce
blur and mediocrity and to demand
clear high principals and
excellence.
Thus, I expect all candidates for
political office to please:
1. be and demonstrate your best;

with honesty and integrity, demonstrate your needed leadership abilities in the quality of your
campaign;
2. be mindful that if elected, your
mission is to represent the views
and interests of your constituents,
not the special interest groups who
may pay for your campaign;
3. have the conviction in your
beliefs and the courage to speak
them openly and consistently to all
votes; don't "adapt" your message
to your audience; make easily
available your past performance
(including voting, where applicable) records;
4. make public your values and
show how you tackle problems by
defining those issues which you
intend to address, with clear practical proposals for improvement; and
5. run for office only if you truly
believe you can make this world a
better place through your service;
be prepared to devote your energy,
intellect and compassion to a long-

range vision (not just your term of
office) of a just and secure society.,
Elia:mill guide you to make even'
unpopular decisions when necessary for a greater good. In effect,
define yourself for voters; help
simplify a truly informed choice on
our part.
We voters, likewise, must be
adamant in demanding honesty,
integrity and facts of our -candidates. We all are in this together?
We, all of us, are imperfect; we do
the best we can. But let .us
ressurect the concept of "our best,"
and strive to operate out of this
ideal. Our power as agents for
positive change is rooted in "our
best."
Thank you,
Judith A. Lippmann
2206 Merrick Road
Louisville, Ky. 40207
Member of the CIVIC (Citizens for Informed Voting in the
Commonwealth)

Diogenese and Socrates speak again
Dear Editor,
Diogenese visits with Socrates.
Di
Socrates! Socrates! Are
you at home?
Soc Is that you, Diogenese?
Come on it. I'm in the courtyard.
Di
Socrates, when recently
we met, you hinted at further
national problems, but you refused
to say more.
Soc Yes, Diogenese, what say
the peoples of the Realm now?
Di
The People of the Realm
now speak of a meeting of select
congressional solons and pragmatic
president's people in The Giant
Air-Chariot on the Andrews Plains.
Socrates, what does this mean?
Soc
First, our leftover talk
from that previous meeting.
Di
Yes Socrates, you said
S&L losses and Annual Budget
Deficit Debacles are different.
Soc You recall it well. The
budget is rough-drafted by executive people, simply because there
are many of them and because they
are close to the problems, and
because they have the expertise
(presumably).
Then the Congress works over
the proposed budget, changes any
figures it chooses, and reconstitutes
it at will. So, it becomes a congressional budget, except as legally
modified before completion.
Di
But Socrates! You are so
far afield. We were thinking of differences between S&L Debacle and
Budget Debacle.
So
Yes, Diogenese, the
Budget Debacle Debacle is different because budgets are legal
appropriations of money, either of
taxes collected from The People of
the Realm, or money borrowed
from The People of the Realm, or
from the Japanese, the Swiss, the
Germans, or the Arab Enirates —
or whereever.
A part of the S&L losses are due
to illegal acts — not only a part.
Di
But Socrates, we have
reports of illegal uses and losses of
budget money too.
Soc Yes, but The People of
the Realm perceive these matters

differently. It brings up the age-old
question, namely, — Which is
worse, "illegal dishonestly" or
"legal dishonesty?"
Di
You mean a matter of ethics? Explain, Socrates, explain!
Soc Don't push me, Diogenese. Ethics is a wordy matter. We
are hearing much about it these
days, a revival of sorts. Yet another
story.
Di
Will the Great AirCtrariot bear results?
Soc Yes, the Gramm-Rudman
strawman will removed from Oct. 1
to post-election, or sooner, depending on the pragmatic politics of the
situation.
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Socrates, what is the phiDi
losophy of this Gramm-RudmanHollings Act?
Soc Diogenese, there you go
again, pushing! Frankly, the
G*R*H Act is what the moderns
term "Gimmick Legislation." If
The People of the Realm fail to
face the inevitable, the strawman
falls and the inevitable becomes a
Catastrophe.
Socrates, you sound like
Di
me. Perhaps I should treak over to
Delphi, retrieve my old lantern —
for you.
Very sincerely,
Lindell Bagley
Murray, Ky. 42071

Calloway County Education
Association needs donors
Dear Editor,
The Calloway County Education
Association is working toward the
goal of ending hunger in Calloway
County. Although most of us cannot conceive of what it is like to be
hungry, there are families in our
community who do not have
enough to eat. We challenge everyone to join us in this endeavor.
During October, you can help by

sending canned and non-penshable
foods (no home-canned foods,
please) to your local county
schools, (Southwest, North, East,
Calloway Middle, or Calloway
County High School). Each local
school committee will distribute
these items for you.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Jane Cothran
KEA PR for CCEA
Murray, Ky. 42071

Today In History
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 3, the 276th day of 1990. There are 89 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One year ago: Panamanian officers launched an unsuccessful coup
against their country's military leader, Gen. Manuel Antonio Noricga. In a,
move to stem the flow of would-be refugees to the West, the government
of East Germany suspended unrestricted travel to Czechoslovakia.
Today's Birthdays: Author Gore Vidal is 65. Actress Madlyn Rhue is
56. Rock 'n' roll star Chubby Checker is 49. Sen. Jeff Bingaman,
D-N.M., is 47. Singer Lindsey Buckingham is 43. All-Star outfielder
Dave Winfield is 39. Actor Jack Wagner is 31.
Thought for Today: "You do not know what life means when all the
difficulties are removed! I am simply smothered and sickened with advantages. It is like eating a sweet dessert the first thing in the morning." —
Jane Addams, social worker and Nobel Peace laureate (1860-1935).
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Couple celebrates 50th anniversary Chapter M meets at Twomey home
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sholar of
Lake Jackson, Texas, formerly of
Murray, recently celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary.
They were married Sept. 6,
1940, in Cadiz.
Mrs. Sholar is the former Emma
Higgins of Murray.
The couple resided in Murray for
47 years before retiring to Lake
Jackson, Texas, in 1987.
Mr. and Mrs. Sholar have one
daughter, Mrs. Linda Sholar Prem
of Lake Jackson. One son, Edwin
Sholar, was killed in action in
Vietnam in 1969.
They have one granddaughter,
Kristin Rhea Prem of Like
Jackson.
A celebration was hosted at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Prem
of Lake Jackson on Sept. 6.
Out-of-town guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Dodson of Murray.
On Aug. 24, Mr. and Mrs. Starkie Colson and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Bogard, all of Murray, celebrated
the occasion in Lake Jackson with
the Sholars.

Mrs. John Twomey opened her
home for a meeting of Chapter M
of the P.E.O. Sisterhood on Saturday, Sept. 15.
The biennial program on the
P.E.O. Constitution was presented
by Mrs. Henry McKenzie who
titled her presentation,"A Study of
Constellations."
Assisting her was Mrs. Gary
Flickinger who placed the appropriate stars in six major constellations as members responded to the
study.

for a grant from the Sisterhood's
International Peace Scholarship
Fund, who is attending Rochester
Institute in New York. Her present
study is in hotel management under
the direction of a large hotel chain
which is anticipating building
hotels in her native country, The
Cameroon, in West Africa.
The chapter voted to submit the
name of another graduate student
to the Sisterhood Executive Board,
hoping to secure for her a grant for
graduate work at the University of
Indiana from a new project of the
organization not covered .by their
present educational loans and
grants.
Mrs. Twomey was assisted t):,
Mrs. Larrie Clark in serving
refreshments on the screened porch
overlooking Kentucky Lake.

Hospital gives report

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sholar
Troop holds Court of Honor

•

a

Mrs. Flickinger, president, conducted the meeting which was
opened by readings from the
Bible's Wisdom Literature by the
chaplain pro tern, Mrs. Robert
Bryan.
Miss Ann Herron's report on
Cottey College noted the acceptance of Cottey credits at all universities, and the high percentage
of graduates continuing their
education.
A report was made of a graduate
student, sponsored by the chapter

•
,
a.
.•
4
:53 1
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Boy Scout Troop 77 held a Court of Honor on Monday, Sept. 24, at First Christian Church. Pictured,
from left, first row, Patrick Haney, Eli Linn and Jerry Boyd, all Tenderfoot and Second Class; second
row, Jason Rouse, Second Class, Justin Rouse, Star, Derek Vander Molen, Second Class, and Tommy
Durham, First Class; third row, David Landis, Star, and Mark Mohler, Jeromy Painter and Michael
Haney, Life; fourth row, Bill Wharton and Dale Sparks, assistant Scoutmasters, Larry Painter, Scoutmaster, and Doug Vander Molen, Committee Chairman. The troop meets each Monday night at First Christian Church.

•

.

Cornelius named

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Oct. 1,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Grisso baby girl, parents, Kimberly and David, P.O. Box 934,
Murray.
Dismissals
Elmer Sutton, Jr., 60 Blue Water
Rd., Cadiz; William Rushing, Rt.
6, Box 50B, Murray; John David
Sumter, Rt. 2, Box 166B, Hazel;
Luke Jones, Rt. 1, Box 395, Benton; Mrs. Deborah Grass, 1600
Wiswell Rd., Apt. 1, Murray; Miss
Jamie Rebecca Miller, Rt. 1, Box
65, Murray;
Albert Crittendon, 1305 Story
Ave., Murray; Harold Humphreys,
Rt. 1, Box 190, Puryear, Tenn.,
Harry Erwin, 1308 Farris Ave.,
Murray;
Mrs. Barbara Tucker, Rt. 1, Box
135, Kirksey; Mrs. Flora Elliott,
Rt. 2, Box 646, Mayfield; Mrs.
Daisy Roberts, 1023 South Ninth
St., Mayfield.
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Tuesday, Oct. 2, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Herron baby girl, parents, Glenda and Terry, P.O. Box 369, Paris,
Tenn.:
Thorne baby girl, parents, Carolyn and David, P.O. Box 81,
Dexter.
Dismissals
Mrs. Janice Kirk, 105 Clark St.,
Murray; Mrs. Cynthia Ann Shaw,
RL 1, Box 258, Farmington;
Miss Angela Hoke and baby boy,
RL 2, Box 358A, Murray; Mrs.
LeeAnn Vaughn and baby boy, 106
Riveria Trailer Ct., Murray;

Humor used to fight AIDS
NEW YORK (AP)- Comic Jay
Leno is using humor to fight AIDS,
turning over all profits from his latest book on funny newspaper headlines to the battle against the
disease.
Profits from "More Headlines"
will go to the Samuel Jare Kushnick Foundation, which supports
pediatric AIDS programs and
immunology research.
The foundation is named for

MAJOR
MEDICAL
INSURANCE
FAIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY
614 S. 4th St.
753-0632

Leno's manager's 3-year-old son,
who died after contracting AIDS
from a blood transfusion.
The book is a sequel to Leno's
"Headlines," which sold 250,000
copies. It consists of "real but ridiculous samplings from America's
newspapers."
Two samples: "Man, Shot Twice
in Head, Gets Mad!" and "SpermDonor Project May Boost Chicken
Industry."

Lindawai„,„s
s &

glungs

CUSTOM MADE DRESSES FOR
•WEDDINGS
•PROMS .PAGEANTS

Mrs. Hattie Ray, 816 North 19th
St., Murray; Mrs. Jimmie Lee Carmichael, Rt. 1, Box 540, Hardin;
Wilson Christenberry, Rt. 7, Box
69A, Murray; Mrs. Edythe Hechler,
7362 Graceley Rd., Cincinnati,
Ohio;
John Trenholm, 119 Shady Oaks,
Murray; Woodrow Collins, Rt. 10,
Box 716, Benton;
Mrs. Allie Givens, 2000 Gatesborough, Murray; Mrs. Opal Phillips, 732 Vine St., Murray.
Expirations
Mrs. Peggy Wright, Rt. 1, Box
566, Hardin; Mrs. Annie Lois Sanderson, West View Nursing Home,
Murray.

Betsy's
Wedding (R)
Flatliners
(R)
Julie Minter - Bill Robertson
Vicki Edwards - Steve Simmons
Valerie Jones - Darren Clark
Mary Ann Kurz - Jeffrey Bell
Linda Bonner - David Hopkins
Dawn Kanachki - Daryl Rogers
Paula Owen - David Lane
Lisa Meador - Troy Wurth
Lisa Rhodes - Mitchell Moss

1000-5:00
247-5665
Hwy. 641 Puryear

Delta Force 2
(R)

Thursday Is
Bargain Night
Adult '3.00 Child '2.50
Bargain Matinee's

Pieriimports

Sat & Sun

Adult '3.00 Child '2.50
Rent sour movies•at th: movies!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3314 :

1205B Chestnut
University Plaza

Open 11:am to 10:pm

5 GREAT YOUR CHOICE
DIAMOND $199
BARGAINS
is2c, PER MONTH)

1/4 CARAT $490
1/4 CARAT' $499
WATERFALL I
LIGHTNING BOLT 99

'
ANNIVERSARY499
BAND

1/4 CARAT*$199
CLUSTER

"The Diamond Price Leader"

Complete Line Of
Specialty Fabric
TUXEDO RENTAL
Wedding Inwations, Etc

Hours: Tues.-Sat.

Problem Child
(PG)

•

4

WIDE BAND $499
CLUSTER
I

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

*-TOTAL WEIGHT OF DIAMONDS

Murray

Kim Cornelius, 16, of Gilbertsville will appear in the November issue
of 'TEEN as a Top 24 finalist in 'Teen Magazine's Sportsgirl of the
Year program and is eligible to receive a $10,000 college scholarship.
Kim was one of 240 regional semifinalists selected for the months of
June, July, August and September from the more than 10,000 entries.
Kim's excellence in water skiing made her standout from the 240
athletes.
MANUFACTURER COUPON
EXPIRES 11/30/90

SAVE 50c
on any packag• of

Bryan
The FLAVOR of the SOUTH!...

BRYAN'or
BRYAN'SMOKY HOLLOW'
SMOKED SAUSAGE

Bryan

00060 4962
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Coming community events are listed
Wednesday, Oct. 3
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.

Thursday, Oct. 4
State University. The public is
invited and admission is free.

Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:30
p.m. and regular meeting at 6 p.m.
at Ellis Community Center.
-Murray High School Golf Team
will host Fulton City.

Dr. Michael Strembitsky, superintendent of Edmonton Public
Schools, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, will present a lecture, "Restructuring: After the Rhetoric. The
What?" at 7 p.m. in Wrather West
Kentucky Museum, Murray State
University. Admission is free.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of _St, Leo Catholic
Church.

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include RCIA at 7:30
p.m.

Murray High School Golf Team
will host Lone Oak and Freshmen

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at

Thursday, Oct. 4
Football Team will host Heath.

Thursday, Oct. 4
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Race of Champions at Wranglers Campground.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Events at Si. Leo Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; WORD Program at 10 a.m.; Knights of Columbus at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday School Banquet will be
at 6 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.

Thursday, Oct. 4
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and Program/Facilities
Committee meeting at 6:30 p.m.
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Events at First Baptist Church

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
•
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.

Storey's

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4 p.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Wednesday Fellowship at
5:30 p.m.; Finance Committee at
6:30 p.m.; Administrative Board
and Chancel Choir at 7:30 p.m.
Events at
Church will
Bible Study,
and Mission

Elm Grove Baptist
include. Mil-week
Actecns, RAs, GAs
Friends at 7 p.m.

FOOD
GIANT

BI-RITE

BAG
—LIMIT TWO PLEASE—

BLUE BONNET

1 LB.
QTRS.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study akt 9:45
'a.m.; Fellowship Supper at 5:30
p.m.; Klaymata Fellowship, Prayer
meeting and Children's Choirs at
6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
p.m.

PEPSI COLA

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
BARQS OR CRUSH FLAVORS

Thursday, Oct. 4
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.

94 J

TWO
LITER
PLASTIC

Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a meeting
of all chairmen of events for Dickens' Christmas at 12 noon at R.J.
Brewbaker's.

Men's Stag Night will be at 5
p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 8
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.

BARQS OR CRUSH FLAVORS
12 PE.
12 OZ. CANS

Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 1 p.m.
at club house.
"Bicycle Thieves," a 1948 Italian
film, will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in
Curris Center Theater, Murray

,*
110ZIAtet•
bd.
Dixieland
144 Shopping Center
AO'

Murray

,ud
Just In Time
71 For Homecoming!
Pr 'Split Skirts 'Sweaters
'Jumpsuits 'Pants
'Dresses •Rompers
Jackets
410 'Vheck Our Great Prices!'

4

..Quitted

O CT. REG.
6 CT. STAIN
GUARD

C3

MACARONI
& CHEESE/
DIVVY P

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A' MEDIUM

EGGS

SWISS STEA

8 OZ. $119

STEW MEAT

_LGALA

PAPER
TOWELS

TENDER'
ALL V

WAFEI

98' 69 /1421

TOMATO SAUCE

3FOR

BONELESS BON
BONELESS

FOR

22 OZ.

CONTADINA

8 OZ.

KRAFT FREE

SALAD DRESSINGS

DISH
LIQUID

[ 99

$199

RONCO

IVORY

CAKE
MIXES

CRACKERS

CH
RC

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

MAC. & CHEESE

7,4 oz.5

$199

DUNCAN HINES
LAYER

SUNSHINE
HI-HO OR CHEEZ-IT

BO

\CHUCK STE

4

,

18 OZ. BOX
18 02
189

2

15 OZ.
WITH ONE
SHOPPERS
SMART SHOI

BONELESS BON

SOFTENER SHEETS

PEANUT
BUTTER

16 Oz

—AT SPECIAL PRICES—

1994

BOUNCE FABRIC

JIF
CRUNCHY OR SMOOTH

Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

Directing workshop taught by
Liz Bussey and Becky Reynolds
will be at 7 p.m. at Playhouse in
the Park. For information call
759-1752.

POTATO
CHIPS

CHILI W

SEE OUR DISPLAY]

Bounce

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE

Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Murray City Hall.

CRISCO
OIL
48 OZ. BOTTLE
19
9

17-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
Ellis Center from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
for activities by senior citizens.

REG. $1.39
LAYS OR RUFFLES

CHILI

"SUFFOLK" TOWELS

1 LB.
BOX
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

PURE VEGETABLE

PEPSI COLA
-

LADY PEPPERELL

69

9'

KELI

pc

CRACKERS

WITH ONE FILLED .'
,
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

Events at First Christian Church
will include Wonderful Wacky
Wednesdays with meal at 5:30 p.m.
and Choir Rehearsal at 7:15 p.m.

PR! ES GOOD N
THRU TUES

NABISCO PREMIUM

MARGARINE

YO

e

P-7

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Youth Choir at 6:15
p.m.; Mid-Week Service at 7 p.m.;
Sunday School Strategy Meeting at
8 p.m.

Calloway County Homemakers'
Annual Meeting will start at 9:30
a.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park
Hotel.

FO

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

SUG
AR
4 LB.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include supper at 6
p.m.; Youth, GAs, RAs, and prayer
meeting at 7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir
at 8 p.m.

BAG NO

1

DUNCAN HINES

KRAFT

SOFT COOKIES

BBQ SAUCE

11 OZ.

99
'

99'

18 OZ.

FRESH BAIC1

HAMBURGE

SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS

7
;
04,
1;1
1

PRENGLES

POTATO CHIPS

3FOR $1

FirroBsos-

BUSH'S
CHILI HOT BEANS
KIDNEY'S, PINTO'S OR
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS

PLANTERS

PLANTER'S
CHEEZ BALLS OR
CHEEZ CURLS

DANISH

COFFEE(

$129

99'

2 FOR 7

DAIRY

DONUT

FROZEN
BRYAN

GOLDEN ROD

NATURE'S BEST

ALL JERSEY

SOUR
CREAM

AMERICAN
SINGLES

COTTAGE
CHEESE

8 OZ.

16 OZ.

12 OZ.

49'

$199

69'

LIVER LC
TEXSUN

ORANGE JUICE
12 OZ. CAN

COOL WHIP

WHIPPED TOPPING
8 OZ.

ARMOUR

FARMER

99'

ASST. FLAV

JELLO Si
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Experts say hair loss from chemotherapy by many perons may be prevented
AP Sclonce Writer

WASHINGTON — The loss of
hair, a side effect that adds embarrassment to the suffering of cancer
patients receiving chemotherapy,
may be prevented with drugs now
being tested on laboratory rats,
researchers say.
Dr. A. A. Yunis, of the University of Miami Jackson Memorial
Hospital Medical Center, said
Thursday that he and his colleagues
had discovered "by chance" that

IC

nude. They lost all their hair," said
Yunis. "The ones with both ARAC and ImuVert, however, did not
lose hair at all."
Additionally, he said, in only
about 20 percent of the rats did the
leukemia thrive, showing promise
for the therapy in controlling the
disease as well.
Yunis said his group then tested
ImuVert with another common
cancer drug, doxorubicin, or DX,
and found that rats with this combination also experienced no hair
loss, while rats receiving only the

an experimental cancer drug
blocked hair loss in rats being used
in chemotherapy studies.
Yunis said they made the discovery while testing cancer-fighting
drugs on lab rats that had been
given leukemia cells.
Half of the rats were treated with
a drug called cytosine arabinoside,
or ARA-C. The rest were treated
with a combination of ARA-C and
an experimental drug called
ImuVert.
"We found, lo and behold, that
the rats with ARA-C only became

By PAUL RECER

MONEY

PR! ES GOOD WED., OCT. 3RD
rHRU TUES., OCT. 9TH
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FOOD STAMPS
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CHILI W/BEANS

29

VELS
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15 OZ.
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SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD
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ANGEL SOFT
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GRADE 'A' MEDIUM
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ler&AO

69
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SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

EGGS

29
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SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD
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KELLY'S

trolling hair loss during chemotherapy "is a very serious thing for
patients."
Curt said that during chemotherapy, doctors worry most about how
the drug is affecting the cancer and
the healthy organs in the body.
"But the two things that concern
patients the most about chemotherapy are nausea and that some people can get bald," he said. There
are drugs to control the nausea, but
there is no pill to block the hair
loss.
"For both men and women, it is

YOUR LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET

FOOD VALUE
-

DX lost hair on their heads and
shoulders.
ImuVert combined with a third
cancer drug, cyclophosphamide,
however, did not prevent hair loss
in the rats, said Yunis.
Finding a way to prevent hair
loss during chemotherapy could
give a major psychological boost to
cancer patients, Yunis said.
It will improve the quality of
life for these people," he said.
Dr. Gregory Curt, director of the
clinical oncology department at the
National Cancer Institute, said con-

1

33

BONELESS

BONUS PACK

i•4
0.
1=EN

•Ca"i
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HILLSHIRE ALL VARIETIES

CHUCK
ROAST

SAUSAGE

SMOKED
SAUSAGE

159

LB.
39
2

FIELD'S
OLD FASHION

SHOULDER
ROAST

$

189

LB.
69
‘ $1
I
BONELESS BONUS PACK
CHUCK STEAK
Ls. $179
BONELESS BONUS PACK

DON MARTINO'S 3 PACK

FIELD'S FRESH

LINK SAUSAGE

LB.$249

FIELD'S

SWISS STEAK

LB.$199

BONELESS

BOLOGNA

LB.

1.49

PIZZA
FIELD'S

Ls $209 WIENERS

LB. $129

CHUCK TENDER

$Q29

FILLET

LB. to

TENDER BEST

CHILI

LB. $49
1

CHUCKEYE

FIELD'S PROLEAGUER

STEW MEAT

$399

$Q49

HAMS

LB. Li

29 ON COR

STEAKS

LB.

$3

CHICKEN FRIED PATTIES LB. $179

MIIMMIMMTh

".••=•••1.1.

(
i7)6)it'ir tea
SUCED BACON

OSHE

BEEF
PATTIES
u.

WAFER SLICED
MEAT

2/994)

BACON
12 OZ.

FIELD'S

BApBON
79

$
4
99

94

WITH ONE FILLED SHOPPERS
OR SMART SHOPPERS CARD

FRESH PRODUCE

BAKERY

CHIQUITA PREMIUM

BANANAS

9#

FRESH BAKED

HAMBURGER BUNS .... 8 PK. $119
DONUT STICKS

89'

r:f-Th
Chiquita

LANSING, Mich. (AP) — June
Lockhart says life's a "hoot and a
giggle," and she's too busy to
settle down like Timmy's mother,
the character she played on the
1950s tslevision series "Lassie."
The twice-divorced grandmother
of two recounted adventures from
flying gliders to paddling down the
Amazon while speaking to a Town
Hall audience Monday.
"I'm not married, and this question sort of goes with how come I
look so good," said Lockhart, 65.
"There is nothing like a rich, full
romantic life to keep you looking
great."
While she has played mothers on
television's "Lost in Space" series
and "Lassie," she said she's anything but a homebody.
"I know so many wonderful
men that I date and they are bright,
intelligent and young," she said.
'And they are sort of all over the
country, because I travel a lot so I
just phone and say, 'Hey, I'm coming in, do you want to play?'
"I hit the ground in the morning
running. For me, life is a hoot and
a giggle," Lockhart said. "You
can't take the stuff seriously."
•

Nancy Wilson's
name is added
to Walk of Fame

-f

FLANDERS

TENDERBFAT 2.5 OZ.
ALL VARIETIES

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jazz
and soul singer Nancy Wilson's
name has been added to Hollywood's Walk of Fame, more than
30 years after she began her career
as a vocalist.
A party in Wilson's honor was
held Monday at the Hollywood
Roosevelt Hotel following the
installment ceremony on Hollywood Boulevard.
Wilson earned her first hit in
1963 with "Tell me the Truth."
Her other hits included, "I Wanna
Be With You," "Peace of Mind,"
and "Can't Take My Eyes Off of
You."

REG

•

DOZ.

DANISH
09
COFFEE CAKES ....12 OZ. $2)

•

DELI
BRYAN

LB

$349

B BAG

FRESH FLORIDA

CARROTS

TANGELOS

100
/6/$100 4/$

LIVER LOAF
BUY 1 LB. AND
GET 1 LB. FREE
ARMOUR

FARMER CHEESE
ASST. FLAVORS

JELLO SALAD

LB.

$399
129

3 LB. BAG JONATHON

APPLES
FRESH FLORIDA

TANGERINES

LB $

NEW CROP SWEET

EA. $159

3/79
'

5 LB. BAG JUICE

ORANGES

POTATOES
FRESH PURPLE-TOP

TURNIPS
FRESH CRISP

$2
49

LB

CELERY

LB

yr.

-t•

June Lockhart
compares her real
life to her career

Otte Ped44.444e

tau
BONELESS

one ot the side effects that concerns people the most because it
changes one's body image," said
Curt.
The physician said he remembers
at least two patients who were so
concerned about their possible loss
of hair that they actually refused
life-saving chemotherapy.
"It's not common, but when it
happens, those patients stick out in
your mind," said Curt.
ImuVert is now being tested as a
chemotherapy agent against brain
cancer. Yunis said it could be several years before it is approved for
use on patients.
But he said that the important
thing about the discovery by his
team is that it gives researchers a
clue to help find even more effective drugs to block hair loss among
cancer patients.
He said that ImuVert is a drug
known as a biological response
modifier because it alters the way
some cells in the immune system
act. If the precise effect of this
drug on the hair follicles could be
identified, then new drugs with this
action could be developed, said
Yunis.
A report on the University of
Miami research is published in
Sept. 28th Science, the journal of
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
Coauthors of the paper with
Yunis are Atif M. Hussein and Joaquin J. Jimenez of the University
of Miami, and Catherine A. McCall
of Cell Technology Inc.

39'
49'

We are pleased to announce
that Kelly Green, bride-elect of
Charles Palmer, has made her
domestic and house ware selections from our bridal registry.
Kelly and Charles will be
married October 13, 1990.

II 11.-\11RT
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mos.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6
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Kurz and Bell vows to be said Nov. 3

Married for 25 vt'ars

Food company
recalls some
brownie mixes
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Pillsbury Co. on Tuesday recalled a
limited number of its Great Additions brand Double Chocolate
Brownie Mix because some boxes
were inadvertently filled with Great
Additions brand Walnut Brownie
Mix.
The mix could be a problem to
people allergic to walnuts, but it
poses no other danger, the company said.
The mislabeled batch was distributed in Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Indiana.
The recall covers about 6,000
cases filled June 12-23 at a plant in
North Lake, Ill., said Jennifer
O'Neill, a spokeswoman for
Minneapolis-based Pillsbury. Only
a small number of boxes in those
cases were filled with the wrong
mix, she said.
Thirteen consuiners in Kentucky,
Indiana and Ohio complained about
the mistake in August and September, O'Neill said.
Pillsbury is recalling packages
with a production code of "FOK"
followed by any number from 12 to
23. The codes are printed on the
top flap of the mix box.
The ingredients pouch inside the
box is correctly labeled.
Consumers who want a refund or
replacement can return the product
to their grocer or contact Pillsbury.
Pillsbury has established a toll*telephone number for consumers who want more information:
1-800-767-4466. The line is open
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. CDT.

t
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Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ward of Rt. 1, Hazel, celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary on Tuesday, Sept. 18. They were married on that
date in 1965 at First Baptist Church, Murray. Mrs. Ward, the former
Loretta Faye Rushing, is the daughter of L.L. Rushing of Dover,
Tenn., and the late Mrs. Pauline Rushing. Mr. Ward is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Govie Ward of Murray. They have two children, James
Edward, 13, at home, and Kimberly Gay, 18, who died Feb. 26, 1990.
The Wards are self-employed farmers.

Doris Day returning to acting
LOS ANGELES (AP) — .Doris
Day is returning to acting, 17 years
after she left television.
Miss Day, 66, is signing a multipicture deal with ABC Productions
to star in television movies for
ABC-TV, the studio said this week.
The contract calls for her to be in
three TV films a year as a recurring
character.
The character is still in the planning stages.
Production is expected to begin
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Mary Ann Kurz and
Jeffrey Bruce Bell to marry
A reception will immediately
follow the ceremony in the Hospitality Room of University Branch
of the Bank of Murray.

Douole
Roll

753-3321
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Weaving event to be Saturday

The United Methodist Women of the Memphis Conference will have
their annual meeting on Saturday, Oct. 6, starting at 9 a.m. at Lambuth
College, Jackson, Tenn. Other meetings scheduled for the Paris District
UMW will be the Conference Training of District Officers at Lambuth
College on Saturday, Nov. 10; and the local officers training by district
officers at Fulton First United Methodist Church on Sunday, Nov. 18, at 2
p.m.

A weaving demonstration by Margaret Ruden will be Saturday, Oct. 6,
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Paducah Art Guild Gallery. A Paducah native,
Ruden started weaving in 1940 on a wooden lap loom made by her grandfather. While living in California, she resumed weaving and studied with
Mollie Freeman in Sacramento, and studied with Ayotte Designery of
Center Sandwich, N.H. Ruden works on a four harness floor loom and
table looms, on rigid. heddle and tapestry looms with a range of work
from rugs to fabric for wearing apparel. She is a member of American
Crafts Council, a current member of Handweavers Guild of American,
and a member of Paducah Art Guild. Her demonstration at the Guild will
be a tabby weave on a four harness table loom with various weights of
warp and weft. A display of Ruden's Christmas table linens will be at the
Guild at 200 Broadway, Paducah. For more information call 1-442-2453.

A special beauty pageant will be Sunday, Oct. 7, starting at 1 p.m. at
Jaycee Building, Paris, Tenn. Ten trophies and four crowns will be
awarded in each age group, not counting the optional categories. Persons
may register at the door. For more inf6rmation call 1-901-742-3395.
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Pleasant Grove plans services

5gniat Citizen Special

Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal
S. 12th St.

Methodist Women will meet

Beauty pageant to be Sunday

Julie's Family
Restaurant
(Formerly Jerry's Restaurant)

753-5101
",.

Announcing the Opening of

Murray Animal Hospital
October 3, 1990

An Old Fashioned Camp Meeting Service and Revival will be at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. Events on Sunday, Oct. 7, will
be Sunday School at 9:45 a.m., Old Fashioned Camp meeting at 10:45
a.m. and evening service at 7 p.m. Revival services with the Rev. Jim
Calhoun, pastor of First United Methodist Church, Dyer, Tenn., will be
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. with Youth Night on Wednesday, Oct. 10. The church is located five miles south on Highway 783,
four miles west of Murray off Highway 94 West. The pastor, the Rev. Jim
Alford, invites the public to attend.

Chapman accepted as member
Bari Lynn Chapman, 101 College Ct., Murray, has been accepted as a
student affiliate member of the American Dietetic Association. Chapman
is a graduate student at Murray State University majoring dietetics and is
president of Murray State Student Dietetic Association. Chapman received
a Bachelor of Science degree in business with an area in marketing from
Murray State in May of 1989.

Full-service Small Animal
Veterinary Facility
Medicine - Surgery - Dentistry

Ally

Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
24-hour Emergency Service

Please call 753-2088
for Your Pet's Appointment
MURRAY ANIMAL HOSPITAL
TERRY CANERDY, D.V.M.
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Civitan Club to meet Thursday
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Mr. and MIS. Mac Anthony Vaughn of 106 Riviera Ct., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Jesse Neil, weighing eight pounds four ounces, measuring 191/2 inches, born on Friday, Sept. 28, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Leann Marie McBurney. They have
another son, Michael Ray Crass, and a daughter, Kayla Marie Crass.
Grandparents are Josie McBurney of Nashville, Tenn., and Jerry and Shirley Vaugh of Murray. Great-grandparents are Veda McCormick of Hazel
and Roy Vaughn and Gladys Garland of Murray.

408 S. 12th St.

753-0005

✓
✓
✓
✓

Mr. and Mrs. David Bowden of Rt. 6, Box 274, Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a daughter, Ashley Kate, weighing nine pounds, measurig
211/4 inches, born on Thursday, Sept. 27, at 10:38 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have two other daughters, Laura and
Kayla. The mother is the former Terri Campbell. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. J.B. Campbell, Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Tip Bowden, Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.

Allison Jean Miller born
Mr. and Mrs. Scott T. Miller of Barstow, Calif., are the parents of a
daughter, Allison Jean, born Friday, Sept. 14, at Barstow Community
Hospital. The mother is the former Amy Gruggs of Benton. The father,
formerly of Murray, is employed at LUZ Solar Engineering at Barstow.
Maternal grandparents are Janice and Murrell Henson of Benton and Manson L. Grubbs of Paducah. Paternal grandparents are Viven Starr Miller of
Murray and Gerald and Linda Miller of Barstow.
(Cont'd on page 9A)

White Hampton Chairs, Reg. '159"
1/2 Price!
White Santa Barbara Chairs, Reg. '139"
1/2 Price!
Tea-Stained Hampton Settees, Reg. '249"
1/2 Price!
Our Newest Arrival, The Cinnabar Group, Including Settees,
We Must Reduce Our Inventory
Chairs & Tables
40% Off!
To Make Room For Our Fall
899"
V Papasan Chairs with Print Cushions Only
And Holiday Merchandise
V Plus...Selected Items From Throughout Our Store Reduced Up To
50% Off Reg. Prices!
Arriving Daily.

OVERSTOCKED!
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The Murray Civitan Club will meet for the first time in the new Civitan
Year on Thursday, Oct. 4, at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant. New officers for 1990-91 year will take over the duties. Rowena Emerson, president, invites any interested citizens to attend as guests. Elected to Kentucky District of Civitan International positions at the annual convention
of Kentucky Civitans, Sept. 20-21, were John Emerson, director, and
Wayne Williams, editor of the "Kentucky Traveler," the state newsletter
for Kentucky Civitan Clubs.

Ashley Kate Bowden b6rn

- Doctors Hours by Appointment -

306 N. 12th
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TERRY'S DECORATING
Southside Shopping Center

Re

Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and family are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The
Humane
Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Rex," a male 11-months-old Setter mix; "Silver," a spayed female adult cat; "Nadine,"
nine-months-old female Golden Retriever mix; and "Fluffy," a six-months-old Beagle/Dachshud mix. Animals who do not rind homes must a
be
destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane
Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.
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at the end of the year, with three
movies to be televised during the
1991-92 season.

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Mary Ann
Kurz of Murray and Jeffrey Bruce
Bell of Gilbertsville have been
announced.
Miss Kurz is the daughter of Pallie and Paul N. Kurz Jr. of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Sadie and Hayden Thompson
and of the late Mary and Paul N.
Kurz Sr., all of Owensboro.
Mr. Bell is the son of Mrs. Judy
Hatfield of Louisville and Bruce
William Bell of Calvert City.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Ruth
Dunning and the late Oliver Dunning of Sturgis and of the late Beulah and William Bell of
Morganfield.
The bride-elect is a 1977 graduate of Murray High School and
received her Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy from the University of
Kentucky College of Pharmacy in
1982. She is employed as a pharmacist at Charlie's Safe-T Pharmacy, Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1979 graduate of Marshall County High
School and received his Bache*
of Science in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Louisville in 1985. He is employed as a
process engineer at Westlake
Monomers, Calvert City.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Nov. 3, at 3
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club
House, Vine and South Seventh
Streets.
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Rogers talks about her divorce
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actress
Mimi Rogers says she's been so
busy lately she doesn't know if her
divorce from Tom Cruise has been
finalized.
"As far as I know, we're
divorced, but I've been so busy on
this new film that I haven't had
time to check, so I'm not sure,"
she said recently. "I bet that
sounds pretty silly, huh?"
The actress put her personal life
on hold while she worked in the
desert from early morning to late at
night on her new film "The Rap-
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Lure," in which she plays a woman
facing the end of the world.
She also appears in Oliver
Stone's "The Doors" and stars
opposite Mickey Rourke in the
thriller "Desperate Hours-' which
opens this weekend.
The Michael Cimino film is a
remake of the 1955 Humphrey
Bogart movie "The Desperate
Hours," which is about an escaped
felon who takes a family hostage in
their suburban home. Miss Rogers
plays the woman whose house is
invaded.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"Life is short, the art long, opportunity fleeting, experience treacherous, judgment difficult."
— Hippocrates.

The student body of Palestine School at Hico in Calloway County in 1924 is pictured. They are, from left, top row, Ruby Tatum, Bertha
Lee,
Bernice Lee, Avis Williams, Newman Grogan, Marelle Mardis, Emily Lee, Treva Brooks, Stanley Duncan, Edith Duncan,
Ruby Roberts,
Maudie Lovett, Lillian Lee, Adele Lee, unknown; second row, Autry Billington, Franklin Miller, Ben Childress, Paul Holland, Everett Duncan,
John Grogan, Mason Ross, Fulton Ross, Miss Emma Keel, teacher, Estelle Brooks, Hildred Adams, Frances Ross, Frank Parrish, Eulala
Burkeen, End Caldwell; third row, Lena Childress, Lela Burkeen, Melba Miller, Alma Roberts, Louise Tatum, Clark Ross, Lorene
Williams,
Carver Adams, Ruby Holland, Franklin Duncan, Vera Duncan, Clarice Grogan, B.C. Grogan, Rafe Brooks; bottom row, Elton Lee, Hassell
Caldwell, Otis Billington, Woodrow Kirk, Homer Burkeen, Ambrose Caldwell, Johnnie Ray McDaniel and L.V. Ross.

Researchers say aspirin *may prevent migraines
Buring and her colleagues
analyzed five years of data from
the Physicians Health Study, a project involving about 22,000 U.S.
male physicians that began in
1982.
The project is devoted to studying the effects of aspirin and beta
carotene, an orange pigment found
in certain fruits and vegetables, on
heart disease, migraine and cancer.
Of the approximately 11,000
doctors who took aspirin, 661
reported migraines at some time
after the study began compared
with 818 of those who took the
aspirin placebo.
The researchers did not analyze
the data regarding beta carotene
and migraine, Buring said in a telephone interview.
She said the aspirin portion of
the study ended in 1988 when the
researchers felt compelled to report
a finding that those on the aspirin
regimen had a 44 percent lower
risk of developing a first heart
attack.
Aspirin may help prevent
migraines for the same reason it
helps prevent heart attacks, Buring
said: In low doses it hinders the
formation of clumps of blood
platelets, which cause blood clots.
The effect disappears at higher
doses.
When platelets unite, they send
into the bloodstream a substance

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 8A)

Garden Group to hear Witte
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 4, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Mel Witte will present a program
on "Nature Conservancy," with Ann Uddberg giving the introduction.
Janet Wallis will give the thought for the day. Hostesses will be Dorothy
Byrn, Myrtle Douglas, Clovis Jones, Anna Mae Owen, Gene Wrather,
Pauline Parker and Modelle Miller. Members are asked to note the change
from the previous announcement about the program erroneously published
on Tuesday.

Hunter Nance Gnigles born
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Gingles of Rt. 2, Box 334, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Hunter Nance, weighing seven pounds seven ounces,
measuring 201/2 inches, born on Sunday, Sept. 23 at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother, the former Kameil Simmons, is on leave
from the office of Dr. Robert Williams. The father is a physical education
teacher at North Calloway Elementary School and golf coach for Calloway County High School. They have one daughter, Ellen, 6, and another
son, Rob, 3. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Rob Gingles and Mr. and
Mrs. Archie Simmons, all of Murray. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Bess
Gingles, Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray.

The Famous

Jo-Susan
Modeling School
of Nashville
will conduct 4-week
Modeling/Seif-Improvements
Classes in Paris, TN
.r.;

*Pre-Teens *Teenagers
*College Girls *Homemaker
*Career Girls
Interviews will be held Sunday, Oct.
7from 3 p.m.-5:30 p.m. at Best
Western Conference Room.
Classes will be held Wednesday evenings beginning Oct. 17 for four consecutive weeks.

called serotonin that is also
released shortly before a migraine
attack in most sufferers, Buring
said.
By hindering the release of serotonin, aspirin may prevent the
chain of events that culminate in a
migraine, said Buring, herself a
migraine suffercr.
In an accompanying editorial,
Dr. D.J. Dalessio of Scripps Clinic
and Research Foundation of La Jolla, Calif., suggestcd doctors incorporate aspirin into their treatment
of men who suffer migraine attacks
at least weekly.
Doctors have had some success

treating migraines with medications
including anti-inflammatory and
antidepressant drugs, said Dr.
Robert S. Kunkel, head of the headache section at the Cleveland
Clinic Foundation in Clpeland.
But aspirin would be preferable,
said Dr. Alexander Mauskop, who
runs a headache clinic at the State
University of New York Health
Science Center in Brooklyn.
"It certainly would be cheaper
because aspirin costs about a penny
a pill," he said. "And it would
have the additional benefit of preventing strokes and heart attacks."

Baptist seminary accountant
finds lost Mozart manuscript
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — An
accountant looking through an old
safe at a Baptist seminary has
found a lost manuscript of two
famous Mozart piano works.
"I thought, gee, this couldn't be
real, these are in an archive in the
Louvre or somewhere in a
museum," Judy DiBona said
Tuesday.
The 14-page original manuscript
of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's
"Fantasia in C Minor" and the
"Sonata in C Minor" will be auctioned Nov. 21 in London.
Sotheby's auction house said it is
worth between $940,000 and $1.4
million.
The whereabouts of the brownink manuscript had been unknown
since the 1915 death of its American owner, William H. Doane of
Cincinnati.
Found with it -were lesser compositions by Franz Joseph Haydn,
Johann Strauss the Elder and
others. They are expected to fetch a
total of about $110,000 at the same
sale.
Manfred Brauch, president of
Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary in Philadelphia, said the manuscripts had been listed in insurance records since 1984. But the
-.1T4kj:-.
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CHICAGO (AP) — An aspirin
every other day may help prevent
migraines among some of the millions of Americans who suffer the
excruciating headaches, scientists
reported.
The findings in the Journal of
the American Medical Association
are from the same study that found
aspirin effective in preventing a
first heart attack.
The researchers found that a
group of men who took one aspirin
every other day reported 20 percent
fewer migraines than a similar
group the. took a dummy tablet.
Headache experts called the
research results encouraging. But
they said aspirin could offer, at
best, only a partial solution to the
migraine puzzle.
Nevertheless, "there's enough
evidence here that health-care practitioners should consider aspirin for
migraine treatment," said Julie E.
Buring, leader of the team at Boston's Brigham and Women's Hospital that reported the findings.
An estimated 20 percent of
American adults suffer migraines.
Headache experts say there is no
known single cause of migraines.
The severe headaches, often
accompanied by nausea, appear to
be triggered in some patients by
certain foods and also seem related
to stress and a lack of regular
sleep, meals and exercise.
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insurance company was not aware
of the potential value, he said.
Ms. DiBona, accounting manager at the sister Eastern College in
nearby St. Davids, found the
Mozart manuscript in a vault within a vault in July while looking for
historical records.
"I hummed it and played it with
my fingers — I'm a pianist," she
said. "I can't express the feeling of
joy to be the first one to touch
these manuscripts in years."
Doane, a composer of hymns and
a philanthropist, left the manuscripts to his widow. They were
passed to his daughter, who in
1950 donated them with funds to
build a chapel and music rooms at
the seminary, Brauch said.
"Scholars have not seen this
Mozart manuscript since the early
19th century," said Stephen Roe, a
Sotheby's expert on music manuscripts. "It went through several
hands and crossed the Atlantic to
_Doane's collection in 1889.
"The two works have been played regularly by great pianists since
Mozart's time and he himself performed the 'Fantasia' in 1789.
They contain some of his most
moving music in the minor key,"
Roc said.

Today's hand was played in the
Memphis-in-May celebration earlier this year. This annual event is
held at the headquarters of the
ACBL to honor a foreign country.
France was the honored country in
1990, and one of the best French
teams played a close 48-board
match against one of our better
teams.
The spade game was reached at
both tables with both declarers succeeding by guessing the location of
both major-suit queens. After West
started with three high diamonds,
with East discarding first the club
deuce and then the heart deuce.
West chose the club shift as the one
least likely to cause damage. This
shift didn't tear up East's majorsuit queens, but neither did it do
anything to help beat the game.
Paul Chemla of Paris was quick
to point out the defense most likely
to beat the game. On the second diamond. East should play the club
deuce to show no interest in that
suit, and on the third diamond East
should drop his heart queen. Surely
East couldn't have both the ace and
the queen of hearts, so this unusual
signal should be interpreted as a request for the unusual lead of a
fourth diamond.
South must go down against this
defense. If he discards(or ruffs low)
from dummy, East's trump nine
builds a second trump winner. If he
ruffs with dummy's 10, East discards to build himself the same
trump winner.

NORTH

, ==#

10 3 A

4 A J 10 7
K J 97 3
•J 4 3
4Q
WEST

EAST
•Q 9 2
Q8 42
•8
J 10 9 7 2

44 3
V5
•A K Q 107 6

+8543

SOUTH
•K 8 6 5
A 106
•9 5 2
4A K 6
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding.
North
1
2•
4+

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
1+
3+
Pass

West
2•
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Diamond king
BID WITH THE ACES
10-3-B

South holds
•Q 9 2
V Q84 2
•8
J 10 9 7 2
North
1•

South

ANSWER: One heart. Close to a
pass, but the chances of finding a
better spot outweigh the risks of
bidding.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225 with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1990 1 'nited Feature Syndicate
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Student commended
through scholarship
program recently

Tootsie roll drive

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:004:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps
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RETARD
tITIZE
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avadti/Sauloy"
PARTIN'S SAUSAGE CO Cunnognem

Jerry Ainley, Calloway County
High School principal, announced
recently that Eric Duncan has been
named Commended Student in the
National Merit Scholarship Program. A Letter of Commendation
from the school and the National
Merit Corporation, which conducts
the program, will be presented to
this outstanding senior.
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Youngsters Coleman Maddox and Jeanne Maddox will be helping
Richard Maddox and the rest of the Murray chapter of the Knights of
Columbus when they kick off their annual Tootsie Roll Drive for the
mentally handicapped Friday in Murray. The drive will continue
through Saturday. About 100 Murray State University fraternity and
sorority members will also help out with the drive. The local donations will stay in the county to benefit the Work Activities Training
Center for the Handicapped (W.A.T.C.H.), Maddox said. Last year,
the Knights of Columbus raised $200,000 in Kentucky through the
drive.
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About 35,000 Commended Students nationwide are being honored
for their outstanding performance
on the 1989 PSAT/NMSQT, which
places them in the top five percent
of more than one million students
who entered the 1991 Merit Program by taking the qualifying test.
Commended Students scored
slightly below the level required to
continue in the 1991 competition
for Merit Scholarships, but they
have shown exceptional promise.
An official of the Merit Program
stated, "Being named a Commended Student in this extremely
competitive program is a credit to
these young people and their
schools. Commended Students
were offered an opportunity to be
referred by the Merit Program to
two colleges or universities of their
choice. We hope the referral service and the recognition Commended Students have earned will
enhance their higher education
opportunities and increase their
motivation to use their abilities to
the fullest. These young men and
women represent an important
intellectual resource which our
nation needs."
Duncan is the son of Steven
Duncan and Paulette Duncan of
Murray and Cynthia Duncan of
Charlotte, North Carolina. He is a
member of Beta Club, National
Honor Society and the Tennis
Team. Duncan has been honored as
a Furhman Scholar from Furhman
University, Erskine Fellow from
Erskine College and York Comprehensive High School Junior
Marshall in Academic
Achievement.
Three other Calloway County
High School seniors were also
named as Commended Students.
They are Charity Anderson, Tripp
Tibbetts and Travis Turner.

Celebrating 20 Years
In Business
Invites You To Stop
by & Take advantage
of FALL SAVINGS.

Sale Extended
Through Oct. 10

20%-40% OFF
throughout store
plus additional
20% OFF
on :Merchandise Already
Sale Priced
South Fulton, TN.
iNex! to "The Lean To-)

:
11"Thanks For 20 Great Years"
41!4

Eric Duncan

A NEW SERVICE FOR YOU
Ralston

We have purchased RO-HO's
Air Conditioner Inventory and will be
moving it to our present location.

Saltine
Crackers

Cut

A ple
Juice
64 Oz Jar
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Green
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s
15,,a

294
oz Can

Pictured above are W.A. Cunningham. Larry Cunningham, Randy Cunningham. Kevin
Lamb& Ricky Cunningham.Lamb was with RO-HO Air Conditioning for seven years. He is
a graduate of Calloway County High School and resides in Murray.

We offer TOTAL CAR CARE from tune-ups to major overhauls.
'The oldest independent repair shop in Murray.'

Cunningham Auto Repair
619 S. 4th Street

502-753-6831
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Bike-a-thon riders reminded
to turn in contributions
All bicycle riders who participated in the annual Diabetes Bikea-Thon in Murray, on Sunday,
Sept. 23 are reminded to turn in
ther contributions by Friday, Oct. 5
to determine prize winners.
Riders should show their sponsors their certified mileage to collect the amounts pledged.
Contributions may be mailed to
Diabetes Bike-A-Thon, c/o Nutrition Department, MCCH, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, Ky 42071.
Designed to raise funds for continued diabetes education and
research, the event was coordinated
by MCCH, Murray Bike Club, Alpha Delta Phi Sorority, and the support group "Diabetics Taking
Control."

Spoke and Pedal of Murray will
award $50, $25, and $10 gift certificates to the three top riders who
collect the largest contributions.
Winners will be announced at
the Diabetics Taking Control meeting, Oct. 29, at 4 p.m. in the third
floor classroom at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

The grand jury also charged Dillard with fraud, alleging that he
failed to report the CSX money on
his state income tax in 1988.
Judge John T. Daughaday
dropped that charge after Dillard's
attorney, Carol Johnson, argued
that the charge was in error
because Dillard filed the related tax
form in 1989, not 1988.
Dillard is accused of keeping
about $10,000 of $21,510 he
received from the subcontractor
between June 25, 1988, and Sept.
24, 1988. He paid the rest to special deputies who guarded the site,
according to the indictment.
Prosecutors contend the money
belonged to the county and should
have been forwarded to the county
treasurer.
Johnson said Dillard was not acting as sheriff when he and two
other men provided security on
nights and weekends.
Dillard faces up to 20 years if
convicted of the state felony
charges. Johnson said Dillard could
be sentenced to eight to 10 years
for his federal convictions.
Dillard, who gained publicity as
the first black elected sheriff in
Kentucky, left office Dec. 31 after
failing to win re-election to a third
term.

VOA tapes 'radio postcards'
from families of hostages

-

WASHINGTON (AP) - "Hi
Johnny ... we're having three
grandchildren, not two - Michelle
is having twins," was the joyful
message to one of more than 900
American hostages in Iraq and
Kuwait.
"You're in my thoughts constantly, constantly, constantly."
Families of those trapped in the
Mideast began sending messages to
their loved ones Tuesday, taping
them on a hotline set up by the
Voice of America.
"These are radio postcards,"
said VOA Director Richard
Carlson.
The families have been told to
keep their messages personal, to
refrain from expressing political
views and to avoid using last
names so they don't tip off Iraqi
authorities searching for Americans
in hiding.
A State Department task force
has started calling the families and
giving them the hotline number,
along with instructions on what
type of messages to prepare
The first calls to the hotline were
poignant.
One, to Sergio "from the west
coast of Mississippi," said: "Missy will be coming home for
Thacksgiving. I pray you'll be
here, too. Love, Mickey."
Another was to Bob "from his
loving wife Sue." Assuring him
the family was doing well, she
added: "We're praying for your
safe return. We miss you very, very
much. Come home soon."
There were also some humorously cryptic messages. This one, to
Mike from Jeff, said the caller had
spoken to "Mrs. W. in New York.
Notre Dame has won its first three
games. We think about you every
day."
The 30-second greetings will be
aired starting Thursday on the
government-owned radio network.
VOA, which since the gulf crisis
began has increased its English and
Arabic-language programs to 24
hours a day, will broadcast the
messages in three five-minute segments during each hour of the station's morning news program.
On the first day, the messages
may be aired in a 15-minute
segment.
An estimated 600 to 700 Americans- mostly men -are believed
trapped in Kuwait, with another
300 to 350 in Iraq. Most of their
families were allowed to leave.
Iraqi authorities have rounded up
about 100 Americans and moved

them to industrial and military
facilities as "human shields" to
guard against U.S. bombings.
The rest of the Americans in
Kuwait are hiding from house-tohouse searches by Iraqi security
forces. State Department officials
say many of those captured were
fingered by informants who led
security forces to their hideouts.
In many cases, Iraqi troops broke
down doors to get into apartments
where Americans were hiding in
cramped quarters and suffering
food shortages and uncertainty
about their fate.
A special round-the-clock task
force at the State Department has
been keeping in touch with the
families in the United States, relaying information about the hostages
if they have it and providing moral
support. It has also begun referring
families to support groups.
VOA, which broadcasts news
and entertainment in 43 languages
around the globe, said this was a
first-of-its-kind operation.
The only comparable project was
a program of messages in Pashto
and Urdu, the languages spoken in
Afghanistan and Pakistan, to refugee families after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979.
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Collins to run on democratic
ticket for Lt. Governor

This year, 48 riders pedaled a
total of 1,678.5 miles. Riding 127
miles each were 17-year-old
Michael Raymer and 18-year-old
Eric Dawson, both of Paris, TN.
Riding 108 miles each were Eric
Frantz and Dany Koch, both
15-year-olds from Murray David
Robinson of Murray rode 100
miles.

Former sheriff begins trial,
income tax charges dropped
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) A judge dismissed a state income
tax charge against William 0. Dillard as the former Christian County
sheriff's trial on 28 theft charges
began.
A Circuit Court jury of 12 with
two alternates was selected and
defense and prosecuting attorneys
gave 'their opening arguments
Tuesday.
Dillard, 51, also is awaiting sentencing next week in U.S. District
Court in Paducah on unrelated federal charges. He was convicted of
conspiracy to sell cocaine and conspiracy to steal $12,000 in government money, which came from an
FBI informant posing as someone
who wanted to set up a drug deal
with Dillard's help.
The state theft charges stem
from a June 1988 train derailment
at which Dillard helped provide
security. A CSX Transportation car
carrying phosphorous overturned
near Crofton, forcing evacuation of
several thousand homes and
months of cleanup.
Dillard, who was sheriff at the
time, was indicted by a federal
grand jury on 28 counts of illegally
keeping money that a CSX contractor paid for security at the derailment site.

Awarded gift
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•••
Tabitha McGregor (left), a sophomore history major from Princeton,
receives a $500 House Travel gift certificate for her participation in
the 1990 Murray State University Alumni Phon-a-thon fund-raiser
from Linda Moore, Development Coordinator for the MSU Office of
Development. Everyone who assisted with the MSU phon-a-thon was
eligible for the travel gift certificate drawing. Miss McGregor is the
daughter of Violet and Wayne McGregor of Princeton.

VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP) Steve Collins has never held public
office before, but he says he's
familiar with the political arena
from years of watching and helping
his mother, former Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.
Collins will get his personal
experience soon because he
announced Tuesday he will run for
the Democratic nomination for
lieutenant governor, an office hig"
mother held from 1979-83.
"I had a lot of experience in that
particular office," Collins said.
"The one where I felt I could go in
and hit the ground running was the
lieutenant governor's office."
Collins used the same room at
the Woodford County Courthouse

Quality Certainteed
Vinyl Replacement Windows
*Professionally Installed •Low Rates
Remodeling - General Construction - Home Improvements

Poll names Seattle best
place to establish business
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
SEATTLE - Seattle is the best
place in the nation to locate a business, elbowing out Atlanta for the
top spot in an annual survey of corporate executives.
About one-third of the 400
executives polled ranked Seattle as
"excellent," citing quality of life
for emiSloyees and the likelihood
that economic conditions will
improve during the next year.
Seat* finished second last year
behind Atlanta in the survey by the
corimiercial real estate firm Cushman & Wakefield. Atlanta dropped
to sixth this year.
"I don't know whether we
thought we'd stay No. 1 forever,"
said Roy Cooper, vice president of
economic development for the
Atlanta Chamber of Commerce.
Atlanta had held the top spot for
the first four years the survey was
conducted.
Second place this year went to
Sacramento, Calif., which was 15th
last year, while Portland, Ore.,
moved up from 27th place to third.
Rounding out the top 10 were
Norfolk, Va., San Diego, Atlanta,
Columbus, Ohio, Dallas-Fort
Worth, Minneapolis-St. Paul and
Tampa, Fla.
Texas and other "oil-patch"
cities made sizable jumps in the
survey. In addition to Dallas-Fort
Worth, which was 17th last year,
cities moving up the scale were
San Antonio (11th from 22nd),
Houston (15th from 26th), Denver
(17th from 28th), and New Orleans
(22nd from 31st).
Houston, Dallas-Fort Worth,
Denver and San Antonio all made
the top five list of where CEOs
believe general business conditions
will improve in the next 12
months, Cushman & Wakefield
said.
By contrast, heavily populated
and industrialized cities showed
significant drops in the survey.
Baltimore fell from 10th place to
27th, Chicago from fourth to 14th,
Los Angeles from ninth to 20th,
New York from 12th to 28th, Philadelphia from 18th to 30th and
Washington from llth to 21st. The
cities tended to score poorly on
quality of life.
Cities were rated on access to
markets and customers, the cost
and availability of labor, cost and
expandability of office space,
availability of manufacturing sites
with existing services, access to
raw materials and the governmental
climate.

to make his announcement that his
mother used 12 years ago. His
campaign paraphernalia also uses
the same typeface that his mother
used in her races.
Mrs. Collins will even be her
son's campaign finance manager.
But while Collins is depending
on his mother's reputation to help
get his own campaign off the
ground, he has some difficulty
when asked to clarify his own qualifications for office.
"I have used a lot of opportunities that a lot of other children of
leaders and children of politicians
have not done. And I think that
certainly, is a commentary on my
ability and on my commitment,"
Collins said.

D&M Construction

Seattle finished first in quality of
life. It also was praised for a
skilled labor force and access to
Canadian and Pacific Rim trade.
Seattle's access to international
air and water shipping gives it an
advantage over other cities, said
Robert Fulton, president of Generic
Software. However, he and others
said labor shortages in certain skill
classifications have created some
problems.
Seattle also fared well in a recent
Money Magazine survey of the
nation's most livable cities, ranking
second behind its neighbor across
Puget Sound, Bremerton, Wash.
Asked to select American cities
outside the top 31 that are attractive for business, the CEOs most
often cited Charlotte, N.C., which
earned the distinction for the fourth
year in a row. Other cities that
scored high in that category were
Raleigh-Durham, N.C., Orlando,
Fla., and Nashville, Tenn.

Locally Owned & Operated
Donnie Dick 489-2399 or Greg McCallum 489-2893

October
Bargains

AIC
Hardware

Here is the list of top business locations for
1990, according to an annual survey by
Cushman & Wakefield, with 1989 rankings
in parentheses:
1. Seattle (2)
2. Sacramento, Calif. (15)
3. Portland, Ore. (27)
4. Norfolk, Va. (19)
S. San Diego (3)
6. Atlanta (1)
7. Columbus, Ohio (8)
S. Dallas-Fort Worth (17)
9. Minneapolis-St. Paul (7)
10. Tampa, Fla. (5)
11. San Antonio (22)
12. Kansas City, Mo. (21)
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Fire Extinguisher
Protects your home or workshop Effective
against wood, paper, cloth, grease, oil,
gasoline and electrical fires 110-1A10B C
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13. Cincinnati (13)
14. Chicago (4)
15. Houston (26)
16. San Francisco (6)
17. Denver (28)
18. Pittsburgh (25)
19. Phoenix (20)
20. Los Angeles (9)
21. Washington (11)
22. New Orleans (31)
23. St. Louis (23)
24. Cleveland (24)
25. Boston (14)
26. Milwaukee (16)
27. Baltimore (10)
28. New York (12)
29. Miami (30)
30. Philadelphia (18)
31. Detroit (29)

433

White Bulbs AFTER REBATE
Soften shadows and reduce glare with this soft
white light bulb savings pack Available in
40, 60, 75, & 100 watt sizes 12 bulbs total

799
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32 Gallon Bruiser
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Refuse Container
Stands up to tough usage in all types of weather.
Features locking lid, handles 6 year warranty
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30" Greensweeper Rake
Heavy-duty construction helps make raking
easier. Cover a 30" area in one stroke

MURlAY

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

753-3361
208 E. Main

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CAEWET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

A Big SnackIdea
'fry Rudy's Farm Cheeseburger"Jr"

Remember the 10th
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Manufacture, Coupon
Expires December 31 1990 .1
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So... paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
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REALLY4 FALL FOR
Sale Dates — October 3 - October 9

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

1407 Main
753-4682

Deli Hot
Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Frying Chicken

Owen's Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless

Ground Beef

Sirloin Tip Roast

U.S. Choice

1-Bone Steak
'189

U S Choice
Boneless

‘
0
1
Lb

Sirloin Tip
Steak

Ham

$259

$239

Corn or
Veg. Oil
.-

Round
$ 1 79

Sliced Free

69

79

Good Sense
16 oz Plastic

Duncan Hines

I Lb,
Boneless 1,99

Cake
Mix

Cups

181/2 oz

Breast Fillets
$329
Nabisco Premium
Saltine

Crackers
1 Lb Box

99°

89

$219

Goldkist Boneless
or Skinlqss Chicken

U.S. Choice

ountry Hams

Bacon

MS
on

Stea1

Clifty Farms Whole

Wesson

Flav-O-Rich

Whole Milk
Gal $239

.
1,
drer.4

try
',.50/1
"

Gold Medal
Plain or Self-Rising

Prairie Farms

Ice Cream
$3
29
Gal Bucket

FREE Pepsi & Popcorn
Register To Win 90 Lb. Pumpkin
To Be Given Away Saturday 4 p.m
* Large Selection of Pumpkins *
Golden Ripe

39'
5/$1"
10/99'

Bananas

lb

California

Cantaloupes

12 Pk. Cans

15 ct. ea.

10 Lb. Idaho

Sunkist Extra Fancy

Potatoes

Lemons

Washington State Extra Fancy Red
Delicious Apples lb.
3 Lb. Bag Yellow

Red or Yellow Delicious
Atiples
3 Lb. Bag 77

49'

Om

2 Liter

$ 1 09

Onions
Hyde Park Chunk Light
Oil or Water Pack
Tuna
61/2 oz.

Minute Maid Refrigerated
Orange Juice
64 oz.
Scott Single Roll

Paper Towels
Rosedale Sliced or 1/2
Peaches
29 oz.
Armour 15 oz.

Chili w/Beans

199 At
69' (;)
89'
89'
89'

Hunt's Tomato
Ketchup 32 oz. Squeeze
Stokely C.S. or W.K. Golden
/$ 1 19
Corn
15 oz. V/
Del Monte Wedges or Whole
Tomatoes 141 /2 oz.
Sunflower S.R.

Corn Meal Mix

Murray
Executil
Fire Pre
way Co

5 lb.

69'
99c

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

49
'
Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Eckrich
All Meat

Turkey Breast
Ham Bologna
89 $389 $239

$3

Lb.

Lb.

Lb

Dole Juice Pack Cr., Ch. or Sliced
Pineapple
20 oz.
Armour
Beef Stew
24 oz.

69c

Tio Sancho Chunky

Salsa

Owen's Best

Wisconsin
Colby

Owen's Famous
Honey Dipped

8BQ Chicken Cheese Baby Back Ribs
$239 $389 $789
Lb

Dawn Dishwashing

Liquid
Bush's Blockeye Peas, PurpleHull Or
aps 15 oz.
Paramount Hamburger
Dill Slices
32

3/9

Golden Wheat Dinner

Mac. & Cheese

7 1/4 OZ

4/1
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Blalock to speak at women's seminar Oct. 6

Proclamation

Dr. Stanford Blalock, a plastic,
reconstructive, and cosmetic surgeon on the medical staff at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
will be guest speaker at a seminar
for women this Saturday sponsored
by MCCH.
The seminar is set for Saturday.
Oct. 6 from 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
in the third floor classroom at the
hospital. Dr. Blalock's presentation
is entitled "The Benefits Are More

Service
Notes

Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, left, and Calloway County Judge.
Executive George Weaks, sign proclamations designating Oct. 7-13
Fire Prevention Week as Ron Talent, center, forest ranger for Calloway County, looks on.

MSU to host session
on volunteer management
"Something for Nothing? Managing Volunteers Successfully," a
community education course, will
be offered at Murray State University on Saturday, Oct. 13.
The course will be taught by
Constance Alexander and Roy
Davis, co-presidents of INTEX
Communication, a marketing and
management consulting firm in
Murray. The course will begin at 9
a.m. and conclude at noon.
The one-session course is
designed to help participants manage volunteers by identifying the
essential skills of volunteers for an
organization's benefit; setting skill
priorities; assessing the level of
commitment; structuring "win/win"
relationship with volunteers; and
developing successful strategies for
handling the challenges of
volunteers.
The fee is $7.50 per person or $5
per person for organizations sending two or more representatives to

the session.
Pre-registration by Friday, Oct. 5
is suggested. Additional information is available by calling the
Murray State Center for Continuing
Education at 762-4159 or outside
Calloway County, 1-800-669-7654.

Vocational School
to offer switchboard
training class

Navy Seaman Russell A. Barnes,
son of Harold and Betty Barnes'of
209 W. Fuller, Mayfield, recently
returned from deployment to the
Mediterranean Sea while serving
aboard the destroyer tender USS
Sierra, homeported in Charleston,
S.C.
During the six-month deployment, Barnes participated in various exercises and operations
including Operation Desert Shield.
At the start of Operation Desert
Shield, Eisenhower's battle group
was directed to the Red Sea where
they conducted maritime interception operations and coordinated
with air, ground, and Naval components of the multinational force in
the region.
In the Mediterranean the battle
group continued its support of
Operation Desert Shield. The
return of the battle group demonstates the flexibility of our Navy
and its ability to provide and sustain the Naval presence required by
operational commanders.
He joined the Navy in September
1988.

Than Skin Deep." It is the first in a
series of Saturday Seminars
Offered by Women's Health Services of MCCH.
All those attending will receive
the book, "HealthyLife for
Women." A nominal $5 fee is
required. Participants must preregister by calling the MCCH Health
Promotions department at (502)
762-1384 before 4 p.m., Thursday.
Oct. 4.
Dr. Blalock will discuss and
answer questions about enhancing
and correcting a person's appearance and self-image through surgical procedures. Seminar participants can also explore the alternatives available to treat and repair
physical abnormalities. Thanks to
modern technology, many procedures can be done on an outpatient
basis.
Dr. Blalock holds an undergraduate degree in Engineering from
Cornell University and a medical
degree from the University of
Louisville. After completing his
internship and residency in general

surgery at the University of Alabama Medical Center, he attended the
Medical College of Ohio where
p she
completed his residency in
and Reconstructive Surgery and a
fellowship in Hand Surgery.

Light

Sugar bee

. •93% fat free
• Fewer calories

Dr. Stanford Blalock

Dr. Blalock is certified by the
American Board of Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery and is a
member of the American Society of
Plastic and Reconstructive
Surgeons.

• 100% sugar free
•97% fat free
• Fewer calories

• All natural

rBuy One Get One FREE-1

West Kentucky State Vocational
Technical School will offer a
Receptionist/Switchboard Training
Class beginning Monday Oct. 8.
The program consist of 12 hours of
classroom instruction plus on-thejob training. Classes will be from 5
to 8 p.m. The cost of the class is
S20.
To enroll contact Melva Garland
at West Kentucky State Vocational
School at 554-4991.

Regular Scoop New Light or Sugar Five

Otter good with coupon at participating Baskin-Robbins One coupon per visit
Void where prohibited or restricted by law Ottw 8xpees Oct l& 1 0

fr1)
Ice Crean-e46gurt-508 N. 12th (Olympic Plaza)

DatT
759-1144

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

Murray

753-3111

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Surf

Laundry Detergent
Family
Size
136 oz.
Duncan Hines

Prepriced
89€

15 oz.
Can
Trail Blazer

Downy Fabric

San i-Cat

Cake Mix

Softener Refill

IMMEIMI=1
trail
filAper

Dog Food

89
21 oz.
Just Add Water

Makes 64 oz.

Ivory

ishwashing Liquid

Blue Bonnet

Morton House

Margarine

Beef Stew
Morton House
Rid Stew

1 Lb.
Pkg.
Jif

Peanut Butter akir.za$I 79
• 18 oz.

$1 19

24 oz.

Folgers

White

Coffee

Potatoes
$139
ma 10 Lb

20 Lb.
Bag

ashington State
Red or Yellow Delicious

Apples
Fresh Green

Cabbage
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Inside Scoop
by DAVID RAMEY
I am hoping a visit to my native Indiana will
put the Murray State Racers back in the win
colum, and on track.
The Racers have straggled to a 1-3
mark so far this season, but at least the
last couple of games have seen the
Racer script unfolded like most thought
it would.
The script called for the Racers to
take their wounds early, with an
improved defense keeping Murray close
while the offense got used to life without Michael Proctor. Eventually, the
offense would turn the corner and the
Racers would find some victories.
Well, the question now is when is
the offense going to start peforming?

David Ramey is assistant
sports editor for the Murray Ledger & Times

You can not blame Saturday's loss on the` defense, which has
given up just two touchdowns in the last two games. The Racer
defense, which had been ridiculed in the area media, is playing
like I thought it would. It is going to keep the Racers in the
rest of their games, but it is up to the offense to win them.
The offense is suffering, and Racer coach Mike Mahoney says
Michael Davis will be on the back of the I when the Racers
travel to Terre Haute this weekend.
In addition to being the home of ISU, Terre Haute is also
the home of a respected engineering school, Rose-Hulman Institute. Maybe some of the guys from RBI can help fine tune the
Racer attack.
Davis on the back of the I makes a difference. Mahoney says
he misses Davis' speed at fullback, but it would seem to me
that a hard running, experienced back who has shown the potential to carry for 1,000 yards (he has the only three 100-yard
games since Mahoney became the head coach) is much more
needed on the back of the I, if you are going to run that
attack. I don't see how you can run the I formation effectively
unless you have that kind of back seven yards behind center.
Michael Davis is the only back Murray has that can carry
this team offensively. He's a senior, he is a leader by example,
he is someone who has been through the wars and is respected
by his teammates. I say let him lead.
And at fullback, playing Conrad Reynolds, despite his lack of
speed, isn't going to hurt the Racers. Reynolds is a good blocker, and can catch the ball out of the backfield effectively.
The quarterback situation zest in the hands of Kevin Proctor.
I would be surprised to see any change of personnel, but I'm
expecting a change in performance. Every snap Proctor takes is
one more on a road to being .comfortable with the Murray State
attack and with the personel.
He threw the ball decently against Tech, but he is still not
making good decisions in the pocket. Those decisions will come
in time, and with some more familiarity with the offense, and
what is expected of him in it.
When he does go back to throw, he needs more time in the
pocket. The offensive line is making slow, but steady improvement, but it needs to give Proctor a little more time to make
some choices.
Looking down the schedule, and taking in account as poorly
as the Racers have played, the best Murray can hope for is a
6-5 finish. They finished 6-4-1 with Michael Proctor last season.
I don't know if 6-5 will be enough to keep the critics quiet,
but, with two Division I schools on the schedule and with two
OVC schools having national championship caliber teams, it may
be the best Murray could have hoped for.
• • •
Watching the Boston Red Sox in October is like waiting for
an earthquake in the New Madrid Fault. You know everything
is going to fall in, you just don't know when.
The Red Sox, that wonderful group of heroes to all of New
England, who play in a jewel of a ballpark on Landsdowne
Street just off Kenmore Square in the Back Bay of Boston, just
can't seem to figure out how to clinch the American League
Eastern Division.
The one thing the Red Sox may have going for them is the
competition is the Toronto Blue Jays, who are quickly developing a similar reputation for falling apart in a pennant race.
As a good friend of mine (we'll call him Baseball Joe) says,
"It's hard to play baseball while clutching your throat with one
hand."
Even if the Red Sox do get past the Jays, the Oakland Athletics await, which is kind of 'like swerving to miss a bicycle
and being crushed by a tractor-trailer.
There is the Roger Clemens factor, if the Sox play the A's.
Clemens is the kind of pitcher who can get hot and carry a
team through post-season play. Unfortunately, Clemens has one
team that kills him, and it is the Oakland Athletics. It is the
only team in the AL that he doesn't have a winning lifetime
record against.
Clemens is also hurt a little more than he sees to let on. He
threw brilliantly on Saturday against the Jays, but maybe have
been pitching through some pain.
The key thing about following the Red Sox in October is to
be pessimistic until that one point where they can't possibly
blow it, and then become optimistic.
Of course, they always find that way to mess it up, and you
realize that you should have remain pessimistic all the wya
through.
• • •
I must say a few words about one of my favorite ballparks,
which saw its last game on Sunday.
Comiskey Park, the long-time home of the Chicago White
Sox, is being replaced by a new ballpark across the street.
I was in Comiskey earlier this year, and on my second visit,
I enjoyed going to the "Baseball Palace of the World" even
more than I did on my first trip.
Comiskey had a certain feel to it. You never knew what to
expect. Showers in the bleachers, exploding scoreboards, exploding disco records, fireworks, players wearing shorts, and old
men singing "Take Me Out to the Ball Game," over the public
address system.
It may be fitting that the White Sox are owned by a couple
of bozos, because Comiskey Park was always the kind of place
you could expect to see a clown.
However, in the right seat (one without a pole sticking up in
front of it), there may have been no place better to watch a
baseball game. The history of baseball had unfolded in the field
below.
When I watched Carlton Fisk this past spring, with my future
wife sitting with me, I couldn't help think of the generations of
people who loved the .Sox and loved that ballpark. The people
around us that night were all Chicagoans, all people who worked hard and loved the Sox.
I'm going to miss Comiskey Park. The White Sox won't be
the same without it.

•

'Channels' of communication?
MSU wasn't informed when TV, SIU changed schedule
Strickland did say the game had been moved,
and it wasn't done by Murray State.
"If it were totally up to Murray State
Murray State officials aren't happy — and Steve Newton, we would have chosen notand
to
weren't consulted — about it, but a December play this game at that particular time," Stricland
basketball contest at Southern Illinois has been said. "But the fact is that we are a member of a
moved to accomodate national television, conference, and whether or not this was handled
according to sources close to the MSU athletic properly by the commissioner, we will play the
program.
game."
MSU was orginally scheduled to play SouthMurray officials aren't happy for three
ern Illinois Saturday, December 15 at 7:30 p.m. reasons:
in SIU Arena. SIU and the Missouri Valley Con- '
Murray State was not contacted about the
ference moved the contest back one day, to Fri- switch, and found out about the change through
day, December 14 and to a late-night start, with second-hand information.
the Racers and the Salukis tipping off at 11 p.m. '
Racer basketball coach Steve Newton sits on
to accomodate ESPN. Murray State will make the National Association of Basketball Coaches
the official announcement some time in the next (NABC) Committee on Basketball Issues (CBI),
couple of days.
which has urged coaches across the country not
Murray State athletic director Mike Strickland to play during final exams. Moving the contest
and MSU basketball coach Steve Newton didn't to Friday will force the MSU team to miss final
want the game moved, but were forced to by examinations that day.
Ohio Valley Conference commissioner Dan *The game will count as the only ESPN game
Beebe.
for the Ohio Valley Conference, even though it
"He didn't order them to play it," said an was put together by SIU and the MVC and is a
MSU official who requested anonymity. "But he road game for the Racers.
strongly suggested that the game be moved, or
"We made a commitment to the presidents to
Murray State would pay the consequences."
put the athletes, and the demands on their time,
Beebe was unavailable for comment, but at the forefront," Newton said. "I think we
By DAVID RAMEY

Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

should have courage of our convictions on this
issue."
Newton is also upset about the deal with
ESPN.
"I think we have to stand up to the television
people," Newton said. "The Ohio Valley Conference and Murray State didn't receive a game
from ESPN. I'm disappointed that our league
didn't deserve at least one game."
Strickland is upset that Murray State didn't
hear about the game until last month.
"This whole thing could have been avoided by
Southern Illinois," Strickland said. "When we
moved our game with Evansville to New Year's
Eve (1988) for ESPN, we didn't do anything
until talking to them. We don't feel we got the
same level of cooperation from SIU."
Reportedly, neither SIU athletic director Jim
Hart nor Saluki basketball coach Rich Herrin
contacted Strickland or Newton until after the
game was set on the ESPN schedule.
Strickland says the Racers will go, but hopes
Murray has made its point.
"We feel like we have made our point,"
Strickland said. "We need to stand up to the
television people, so that the OVC is not overlooked, and that OVC games are played in OVC
gyms, and not on foreign soil."

Tigers win 'breather;' Lakers lose
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

The Murray High Tigers enjoyed
a breather, but there was no let-up
for the Calloway County Lakers as
each team competed in Second District soccer action Tuesday night.
Calloway was handed a 5-1 loss
in Draffenville by the Marshall
County Marshals, while the Tigers
stayed home- and enjoyed an 8-0
romp over Caldwell County.
"It's good to have a breather
every now and then, I guess," said
MHS coach James Weatherly, who
began heavy substitutions early in
the first half and took advantage of
the game to allow some injuries to
heal, with Chris Dill and Chris
Bailey each sitting the game out.
"Everybody got to play," Weatherly noted, "and our young players
did a good job; they got a lot of
playing time and they did a lot of
good things."
Weatherly hopes the easy game
will pay off as the Tigers head into
a strong season finish. "We've got
five tough games ahead of us,"
Weatherly said, noting the Tigers'
road trip this weekend to Owensboro, facing Apollo on Saturday
and Daviess County on Sunday,
before the Second District finale
Tuesday night in Murray against
Marshall to decide the top-seed
spot in the district tournament.
Murray also faces Fort Campbell
and Paducah Tilghman before the
tournament season begins.
The Tigers got on the scoreboard
quickly Tuesday night, with Jason
Perkins scoring off Aaron Whitaker's assist. Whitaker then scored
the next two goals, one off David
Gressler's corner kick and the second off an assist by Gressler,

Airborne assault

Murray Lodger & Times Sports

Murray Middle's football Tigers
and Murray State's volleyball Racers were hard-hitting road warriors
Tuesday night, while the Murray
High golf Tigers stayed at home
and upset a team that had just been
touted as regional favorites.
The MMS Tigers went to Trigg
County in a battle of undefeated
teams and pounced on the Wildcats
in a 24-0 victory. In Evansville,
Ind., the Racers' Jill Doty pounded
19 kills to lead MSU over the .500
mark for the first time this season,
and at Murray Country Club, Allen
Rayburn's 34 round helped lift
Murray High to a ten-stroke win
over the Mayfield Cardinals, who
had just won the Marshall County
Invitational on Monday.
• •

•

FOOTBALL
"They hit us harder than we've
been hit all year," Murray Middle
coach Scott Turner said of the
Trigg Wildcats. But the Tigers hit
back, with the offensive line clearing paths for Robert Weatherly,
and Chris Cheaney while the Tiger
defense continued their strong performance with the 24-0 shutout.
"It was a good performance,"
Turner said of his troops, who were
led by Weatherly's 107 yards and
two touchdowns. Cheaney tacked
on 102 yards and scampered into
the end zone on a 72-yard run,
while Ted Booth connected with
Ethan Crum on a 42-yard touchdown pass in the third quarter.
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Murray High's David Gressler was a flying freshman on this kick against Caldwell County Tuesday at Ty
Holland Stadium. Gressler recorded three assists during Murray's 8-0 win.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

before MHS began full-scale
substitutions.
Billy Barksdale made it 4-0 by
halftime off Matt Weatherly's
assist, and Brock Hammat scored
to start the second half with Perkins in on the assist.
Roman Shapla added a goal with
John Key's assist, Thomas Daniels
scored on Gressler's third assist of
the night, and Shapla scored the
final goal with Michael Carr's
assist.
A trio of Tiger goalies —
Michael Lovett, Hal Nance and Jon

Reid — preserved the shutout.
• • •
At Marshall County, Calloway
lost their chance to claim momentum in the second half of their 5-1
loss.
The Marshals held a 3-0 halftime
lead, but Calloway broke the ice in
the second half when Jeremy
Faughn scored off Matt Imes'
assist.
"We would have thought that
momentum would get on our side,"
said Calloway head coach Bill
Miller. "But it only took them

(Marshall) a minute to score, and
that about did it for us."
Miller was disappointed with the
loss, which ended Calloway's district schedule at 2-4, and said the
defense is going to have to keep
Calloway in the game for the Lakers to have success in the future.
"We're going to live and die
with our defense," Miller said. "If
our defense plays a good game,
then our offense is going to have
more opportunities. But if the ball
is on our end all night long, something is going to happen."

Teams win in football, volleyball and golf
Staff Report

Kelly Williams out-s
Busters 5-3 Tuesda
Soccer Association
Kelly Williams scor
added the fifth goal
Goal Busters Erin
Katy McNeary and
Grass Mob defends
performance as well
dy had one save i

Turner complimented the offensive line play posted by Matt
Westphal, Adam Blalock, Ryan
Vanover, Michael Carroll, T.J.
Myhill, James Foster and Tracy
Feezor.
VOLLEYBALL
The Racers were without the services of senior middle blocked
hitter Jill McCoy, who was ill, and
lost the first game to the Lady
Aces by a 6-15 margin before roaring back to claim the next three
games and move their season
record to 9-8 in the non-conference
action in Evansville.
Doty, a 5-9 junior outside hitter,
led the way with 19 kills and 14
digs as the Racers fought back to
take the second game 15-12, the
third 15-11, and the match with a
15-10 margin in the fourth game.
Senior Lea Ann Allen added 17
digs and seven blocks to the Racer
tallies while McCoy's replacement,
freshman Stacey Gerards, played
errorless ball with two kills and
two service aces.
The Lady Racers return to action
this weekend in the Arkansas State
Invitational Tournament in Jonesboro, Ark.
GOLF
Just one day after the Marshall
County Invitational victory posted
Mayfield as the team to beat in the
First Region, the Murray Tigers
beat them by ten strokes, 154-164
on the Tigers' home course.
Rayburn's 34 earned medalist
honors on the day, while Todd
Thomas and Adam Grogan followed with twin 38s and Ryan

Haverstock sealed the score with a
43.
Calloway County finished third
in the match with a 194 team total,
led by Jeremiah Rayburn's 40. Ed
Rehmus and Ryan Key had 50s for
the Lakers while Dustin Pool added
a54.
• • •
In girls' golf action, Murray
posted a 37-stroke win over Mayfield, 185-222, while the Lady Lakers of Calloway finished nine

strokes behind the Lady Cardinals
with a 231.
Jennifer Howe paced the Lady
Tigers with a medalist round of 41
while Joy Roach carded a 45 and
Connie Steely followed at 46. Kristen Hornbeck rounded out the Lady
Tiger tally with 53.
For Calloway, Kelly Gupton
posted a strong 44 round while Lee
Ann Wilkerson followed with a 59
and Pam Bucy and Amy Nesbitt
each had 64s.
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Murray State's Jill Doty, shown in previous action, recorded 19 kills
and 14 digs in the Racers' victory in Evansville Tuesday night.
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Actions& Reactions
League soccer
Kelly Williams out-scored Sarah Williams, and the Grass Mobs defeated the Goal
Busters 5-3 Tuesday in girls' under-14 competition in the Murray-Calloway County
Soccer Association.
Kelly Williams scored lour times for the Grass Mobs, while Heather Schroader
added the fifth goal for the Mobs to overcome Sarah Williams' three goals for the
Goal Busters. Erin Ford and Lena Sewell had assists for the Grass Mobs, while
Katy McNeary and Stephanie Walters had two saves each in the winning goal.
Grass Mob defenderss Ashley Morris and Kennette Cleaver were cited for their
performance as well. For the Goal Busters, goalies Ashley Gilson and Wendi Dowdy had one save each.

Boxing

SCOREBOARD

Jays live another day
after Red Sox fall in 11

local

Ticket prices for the six-fight boxing card set for Oct. 6 at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center are $15 for ringside seats and $10 for all other reserved seats,
with children under 12 in reserved seats for $5. All seats have chair backs To
order tickets for the fights, contact K&S Promotions at 489-2362 or the West Kentucky Exposition Center at 762-3125.
•Kirksey boxer Shawn 'The Sabre' Simmons will be lighting in his first defense of
the Kentucky lightweight title in the 12-round feature bout of the card. Other action
will see Murray's Mike Sykes and Paris, Tn.'s James McNairl in their second pro
outings.

Football
SEATTLE — The NFL said that Cincinnati coach Sam Wyche will be heavily fined
for barring Denise Tom of USA Today from the Bengals' locker room after a 31-16
loss to Seattle on Monday — the second controversy this season involving the
league and a female reporter. "It's a clear violation of a warning he received from
Pete Rozelle two years ago and from me last year about such things," NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue said. "If he wants to make a stand on the issue, he can
make a stand on the issue. He will be fined very heavily for it. It he wants to quit,
he can quit, because he has been warned twice already."
•Wyche defended his decision to bar Tom. "I will not allow women to walk in on 50
naked men," Wyche said. "I did everything I could to make sure that her rights
weren't violated. The policy was not violated in this instance." On Monday, just
hours before the Bengals-Seahawks game, Tagliabue asked Harvard law professor
Philip Heymann to investigate claims by Boston Herald reporter Lisa Olson that
New England Patriots sexually players harassed her in the locker room
• • •
BEREA, Ohio — Cornerback Frank Minnifield, a Pro Bowl starter for the past three
seasons, ended his 2'4 -month holdout and signed a contract with the Cleveland
Browns. Minnifield agreed to a reported salary of $700,000 this season and
$800,000 next season, with this year's pa
be reduced $164,705, reflecting the
lour regular season games he missed.
• • •
HOUSTON — Running back Mike Rozier, a Pro Bowl selection in 1987 and 1988
but more recently a seldom-used substitute in the Houston Oilers' run-and-shoot
offense, was waived. Rozier, who led the Oilers in rushing four straight years, had
10 carries for 42 yards and five recpetions for 46 yards in four games this season,
Oilers general manager Mike Holovak failed in attempts to trade Rozier

Basketball
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. — Hundreds of people, including political and sports leaders, attended the funeral of Larry O'Brien, who served as NBA commissioner after
a career at the highest level of American politics. One of the Democratic party's
leading strategists for two decades, O'Brien, who engineered passage of such
wide-ranging social legislation as the Peace Corps, Medicare and the model cities
program, died Thursday of cancer in New York He was 73. O'Brien served as NBA
commissioner from to 1975 to 1983.
• • •

DETROIT — A television reporter filed an assault and battery complaint against
Isiah Thomas of the Detroit Pistons, saying the NBA All-Star choked him and threw
him against a car. Virg Jacques, a reporter with Detroit's WJBK-TV, said he didn't
know what provoked the assault outside a gymnasium at Oakland University,
where the Pistons had concluded an informal practice. Jacques, who said he was
cut on the neck, filed the complaint with the university's Department of Public
Safety.
•Thomas has an unlisted telephone number and could not be reached for comment. But Pistons spokesman Matt Dobek on Tuesday night related a version of
the incident that differed from that given by Jacques. Dobek said he learned from
Thomas and center James Edwards. who witnessed the confrontation, that
Jacques followed Thomas out of the gym, and refused to let Thomas into Thomas'
car. After Thomas gained entry. Jacques stood in front of the car as Thomas tried
to drive away, Dobek said. Dobek said no punches were thrown.
• • •
OAKLAND, Calif. — Forward Tyrone Hill of Xavier, Ohio, the 11th player selected
in the NBA draft, signed a four-year contract with the Golden State Warriors.
Financial terms were not disclosed.
• • •
LOS ANGELES— Former Michigan forward Loy Vaught, the 13th player selected
in the NBA draft, signed a reported four-year contract with the Los Angeles Clippers for $4 million.
• • •

COLORADO SPRINGS, Cob. — The USA Basketball Council approved recommendations made last month by its Games Committee for an NBA coach to direct
a team comprised of NBA and collegiate players in the 1992 Olympics.

College
LAS VEGAS — The NCAA has agreed to reconsider its decision banning UNLV
from defending its national basketball championship, university President Robert
Maxson said. The NCAA's Infractions Committee will meet Oct. 28 in a special
session in Chicago to review the ban it imposed in July on postseason play for
UNLV. The committee imposed the sanction July 21 as a final resolution of a legal
battle with Tarkanian that stretched to 1977 when Tarkanian won a court injunction
prohibiting the NCAA from ordering his suspension from coaching for two years
• • •

LARAMIE, Wyo. — Wyoming guard Todd Barnett said NCAA rules are preventing
him from paying child support to his 3-year-old son. Michelle Allison of Milwaukee
is seeking child support from Barnett for her son, Marquis Allison, so she can continue to attend a technical college without having to accept welfare. Barnett has
admitted he is the father of the child and has said he would be willing to pay child
support, tut he said he has been told that NCAA rules will not allow him to work
while he attends the University of Wyoming on a full scholarship.

Baseball
SAN DIEGO — Former New York Mets executive Joe McIlvaine was formally
named general manager of the San Diego Padres, ending days of speculation
about a replacement for Jack McKeon. McIlvaine, 42, resigned last week from his
position as the Mets' vice president of baseball operations. He signed a contract
with the Padres that will pay him an estimated $1.6 million over five years McKeon
was fired Sept 21.
• • •

NEW YORK— Kal Daniels of the Los Angeles Dodgers and Dwight Gooden of the
New York Mets were named National League player and pitcher of the month for
September. Daniels hit .354 with eight home runs and 31 RBIs. Gooden was 5-0
with a 1.93 earned run average

The Insurance Center
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There may be no tomorrow for the Toronto Blue Jays, but at least they
still have today.
And if things go today — tonight, actually — like they did Tuesday
night, there not only will be a tomorrow but the one-game winner-take-all
playoff for the American League East will be in the Blue Jays' SkyDome
home.
"You have to go in saying it's do or ii[ie. We don't want to have to go
to Toronto for a,playoff game," Bosco
Jody Reed said after the Red
Sox failed to clinch the title by losing to Chicago 3-2 on Ozzie Guillen's
RBI single in the 11th inning.
An hour or so earlier, the Blue Jays had remained alive by edging Baltimore 2-1 on Fred McGriff's ninth-inning, two-out homer.
"There are a lot of things that go through your mind," said Bud Black
(13-11), who held Baltimore to a run and three hits in eight innings before
Tom Henke pitched the ninth for his 32nd live. "You're helpless. The
White Sox had a chance to help us, and they did.
"It's sort of like a doubleheader win, and that's what it's going to take
(tonight)."
It was Black's second victory in three appearances since the Blue Jays
acquired him from Cleveland on Sept. 17. He will not be eligible should
Toronto qualify for the playoffs.
McGriff hit a tie-breaking home run with two out in the ninth inning
Tuesday night to give Toronto a 2-1 victory over the Baltimore Orioles
and keep the Blue Jays' American League East title hopes alive.
McGriff's 35th homer came on a 2-2 pitch from Baltimore starter Dave
Johnson (13-9).
Trailing 1-0 after being held to one hit by Bud Black (4-11) over
seven innings — Steve Finley's leadoff single in the first — the Orioles
tied the game in the eighth.
Craig Worthington opened with a single and Jeff McKnight singled
pinch-runner Rene Gonzales to third after failing to sacrifice. Brady
Anderson's sacrifice fly tied the score.
Johnson had retired 12 straight batters when George Bell singled with
one out in the Toronto fifth. John Olerud singled Bell to third and Pat
Borders' single gave Toronto a 1-0 lead.
"I think Boston will have a lot of pressure on them," Toronto third
baseman Kelly Gruber said. "It's not ours to win — it's theirs. Its exciting, but I wish we'd have wrapped it up already because then we
wouldn't have to sit here watching, hoping they'd lose."
AROUND THE HORN
AMERICAN LEAGUE

Dennis Lamp (3-5), Boston's fourth pncher,
was unable to hold Chicago in the 11th after the
Red Sox failed to score with the bases loaded
and two out in the 10th against Donn Pall (3-5).
Ellis Burks flied out to end the inning after an
ventional walk to Wade Boggs.
With one out in the 11th, Ron Karkovice and
Robin Ventura singled. Scott Fletcher popped
Out but Guillen pulled a low outwit) pitch into
nght held and Karkovice just beat Kevin Romine's throw to give the ChiSox the 3-2 lead.
Wayne Edwards, Chicago's fourth pitcher,
pitched the 11th for his second save. Romine
singled with two out, but Tony Pena forced him
to end the game.
The Red Sox tied the SCOre 2-2 in the bottom
of the eighth just after the scoreboard showed
that Toronto beat Baltimore. Torn Brunansky
led off with a double, the fourth hit off Chicago
starter Melido Perez. Jeff Stone ran for Brunansky and Bobby Thigpen relieved. Pena sacnticed Stone to third and Danny Heep — hitting
.174 — pinch hit for Luis Rivera and hit a sacnlice fly.
Fletcher walked to start the Chicago seventh
and was forced at second on Guillen's bunt.
Ivan Calderon singled and Lance Johnson's
infield hit loaded the bases. Larry Andersen
replaced staner Tom Bdton and uncorked a
wild pitch that enabled Guitien to score.
"The guys are a little down," said Dwight
Evans, Boston's elder statesman. "We wanted
that game. It was a tough game to lose. We're
riot Out of it. We're a little down, but we're not
out of
eCeCil Fielder remained Stuck at 49 home runs,
popping out twice and striking out twice in the
Yankees 4-1 win over Detroit Jesse Barlield
singled home the first of three Yankee runs in
the eighth inning. Fielder went a weak 0-for-4
for the second straight game and has gone 20
at-bats since his last homer with only two singles in that span.
*Jose Canseco's two-run double after Rickey
Henderson's second stolen base drove in the
tying and lead runs and helped Bob Welch to
his 27th victory as the Athletics defeated the
Angels 6-4. The AL West champion A's, down
4-0 in the first inning, roared back with a display
of power, speed and pitching, including Dennis
Eckersley's 48th save, arid won their 103rd
game. Henderson's 64th and 65th stolen bases
moved him within two of Lou F3rock's career
record of 938. Henderson went 1 -tor-4 at the
plate and dropped a point to .325, three points
behind Kansas City's George Brett's league.
leading .328. Brett sat out last night's Kansas
City loss to Cleveland_ Welch (27-6) ended the
regular season with the most viclones in Athletics history and the most in the American
League since Denny McLain won 31 for Detroit
in 1968. The last major leaguer to win 27 was
Philadelphia's Steve Carton in 1972.
*Erik Hanson pitched a seven-hitter for his first
major league shutout and became the second
pitcher in Seattle history to win 18 games in a
season as the Mariners beat the Twins 3-0. The
victory was the seventh straight for Hanson
(18-9). who wound up one win shy of Mark
Langston's club record. Hanson, the first Seat:le right-hander to strike out 200 or more in a
season, tanned seven, giving him 210 for the
seasOrl.

*Chris James drove in three runs with two singles during Cleveland's nine-run first inning and
Tom Candatti (15-11) held Kansas City to a run
and three hits in six innings as the Indians posted a 13-3 victory.
.Milwaukee rookie Kevin Brown pitched a onehater over seven innings for his first major
league victory as the Brewers stopped the Rangers 1-0
NATIONAL LEAGUE
The Pittsburgh Pirates added one more
unhappy moment to the New York Mets' disappointing season.
The Pirates, who spoiled the Mets' season by
winning the NL East title, ruined Dwight
Gooden's hopes for 20 victories Tuesday night
by beating New York 9-4. Gooden entered the
game with eight straight wins and 16 victories in
his last 17 decisions, but allowed eight runs, six
earned, in five innings

"Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
95 66
90 71
8.4 77
77 84
76 85
70 91
West Division
W L
91 70
$6 75
8.4 77
74 87
74 87
65 96

x -Pittsburgh
New York
Montreal
Philadelphia
Crecago.
St Louis
x-Ctnannat
Los Angeles
San Franasco
r4OuSlon
San Diego
Atlanta
s-cinched dtvison tile
7-denotes first game was a win

Pct
590
559
522
47$
172
435

GB
—
5
11
18
19
25

L10 Streak
II-2 Won
7-6-4 Lost
3-7 Won
7-6-4 Lost
4-6 Won
7-3-7 Lost

1
1
2
1
1
6

Pet
565
534
522
460
460
404

GB
—
5
7
17
17
26

L10 Streak
7-6-4 Won
7-5-5 Won
7-3 Lost
4-6 Lost
3.7 Lost
7-5-5 Won

2
2
2
2
2
2

Hoene
49-31
52.29
46-34
41-39
39-42
34-47

Away
46-35
38-42
38-43
16-45
37-43
36-44

Horne
46-34
47-33
48-32
49-32
37-44
37-44
' --

Away
45-36
39-42
36-45
25-55
37-43
27-53

St Lou's (Hill 5
-Slat Montreal (Arowirson 0-1), 12 35
p rri
New Vont (Viola 19-121 at Pittsburgh (Rauu 0-0),
12 35 pm
Atlanta tLebrandt 9-111 at Sari Franosco (Downs
321. 235 pm
Chicago (Maddux 14-15) at Phil's:4*Na iGnmstey
3.21 s35 pm
San Diego I Show 5-81 an Los Angeles (Cook 9-3).
9 35 0 is
End Regular Season

Tuesday's Game*
Cincinnati 3, Houton 2
Montreal 2 St Louis 1
Chicago 3, Philadelphia 1
Pittsburgh 9. New York 4
Atianta 16 San Franasco 7
Los Angsies 8. San Dego 7. 10 innings
Wednesday's Games
Houston (niennis 0-01 at Cincinnati (Jackson 6-6)
it 35 a is

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Earl Division
W L
87 74
86 75
78 83
76 85
75 85
73 58
67 94
West Division
W L
103 58
94 67
83 78
79 82
77 84
75 85
73 88

y-Eioston
T vonto
Detroit
Clisistand
Balarnois
Milwaukee
New York
x-Oaktenct
Chicago
Texas
Callo(ha
Setatil•
Kansas City
lannesola ..... .............
x-cinched division title
y-cinched te for division title
z-clenotse first game was a wen

kYOFFS
NATI
L LEAGUE
Thursday, Oct. 4
Pittsburgh (Walt 7-5) at Ctnannati (Fier> 14-8), 730
pm
Feldsy, Oct. 5
Pittsburgh (Drabek 22-61 Si Cinannan (Browning
15-9). 218 pm
Monday, Oct. 8
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 2 18 p.m
Tuesday, Oct. 9
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 727 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 10
Cincinnati at Ptosburgh, 7 27 pm., if necessary
Fridley, Oct. 12
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, 727 p.m., If necessary
Saturday, Oct. 13
Pittsburgh at Cinonnat. 727 p m., if neosuary
•••
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Saturday, Oct. 6
Oakland (Stewart 22-11) at Boston or Toronto, 730
pm
Sunday, Oct. 7
Oakland at Boston or Toronto. 727 pot
Tuesday, Oct 9
Boston or Toronto at Oakland, 218 p m
Wednesday, Oct. 10
Boston or Toronto at Oakland. 218 pm.
Thursday, Oct. 11
Boston or Toronto at Oakland. 727 p m , if necessary
Saturday, Oct. 13
Oakland at Boston or Toronto, It 18 a.m.. if
necessary
Sunday, Oct. 14
Oakland at Boston or Toronto 727 p m it necessary

Tuesday's Games
Now York 4, Detroit 1
Chicago 3, Boston 2, 11 innings
Toronto 2. Baltimore 1
Cleveland 13. Kansas City 3
Seattle 3. lAnnesola 0
k4 Waukee 1, Texas 0
Oakland 6, Catfornia 4
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City ID Smith 0-01 at Cleveland (Valdez 5-6).
11.35 am.
Seattle (Johnson 14-101 at lennesota (Casten 1-1),

Pct
540
534
484
472
469
453
416

GB L10 Stresk
—
5-5 Lost
1
4-6 Won
9
5-5 Lost
11
7-5-5 Won
11 -/i 7-6-4 Lost
14
4-6 won
20
7-7-3 Won

Pct
640
584
516

GB
—
9
20

491
478
469
453

L10 Stress
6-4 Won
7-7-3 Won
3-7 Lost
24
4-6 Lost
26
3-7 Won
27'n 7-6-4 Lost
30
5-5 Lost

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Hoene
50-30
44-37
39-42
40-40
39-40
38-42
37-43

Away
37-44
42-38
39-41
36-45
36-45
35-46
30-51

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Home
51-29
49-31
47-35
42-39
38-43
45-36
40-40

Away
52-29
45-36
36-43
37-43
39-41
30-49
33-48

12 15 p is
Caffornia (Fetters 1-1) at Oakland (Moore 13-14
215 pm
.
Detroit (Morns 14-181 at New York (Adkins 113640
pm
Chomp (Fernandez 5-41 at Boston (Boddicker 16-8).
635 pm
Toronto Stieb 18-6) at Bafernore (McDonaid 8-5).
6 35 p is
Texas iCniarnpanno 1-21 at thlwaukeie lliguisra
10-10), 735 pm
End Regular Simeon

FASTBALLS
SCOREBOARD
Chicago at Boston (635 p.m. COT) Mks Boddicker tries to clinch the AL East title for the Pled Sox Rodeue Ales
Fernandez is

scheduled to pitch for th• White Sox If the Red Sol ose and Toronto heat Baltimore a ono-game
p/ayon is scheduled for Thursday in Toronto

STATS

Bobby Bonilla's 120 RBIs are the most by a Pittsburgh player since Willie Stargal had 125 in
1971 when the
Pirates son the Wood Sense in Seven games against Bettina*
Andre Dawson of the Chicago Cubs ruch•
ed the 100-RBI mark for the third time in he careot Tuesday

STREAKS
Dwight Gooden (19-7i had a personal eight-game sinning streak snapoed Tuesday night as Pittsburgh
beat the
New York Mots Gooden
s last loss was Aug. 4 in St Louis

SLUGGERS

Pittsburgh is 15-0 this season when first baseman SO Bream Nts a horns run
Atlanta's Tommy Gregg hit a
thru-run, pincti-hit homer in the Braves 16-7 victory over San Franosco on Tuesday night
Gregg's fourth pinchNI Nome( xi the season set a Braves record and led him with San Francisco's Etnest Flees for
the most pinch-ht
homers in the mutts this season
1
ARTERS
Oakland's Bob Welch recorded his 27th victory the season — the most in the Arnencan League trace Denny
McLain's 31 for Deficit in 1968 — as the A's beat Calkxnia 6-4 on Tuesday night
Montreal's Kevin Gross
cr.! St. Louis 2-1 On Tuesday fix his first victory in more tnan trite* months In tra rypAcus 17 parts Gress
was
0-8 wrth nine no-decisions

Gooden finished 19-7 and was 16-2
after June 2 His earned run average was 3.83,
the highest of his career. Despite missing his
chance to win No. 20, he wasn't totally upset
"In some ways I consider this my best year,"
he said. "I came into the season wanting to reestablish myself after the injury last year, and I
think I did that
The Mets gave Gooden a pair of two-run
leads, but he couldn't hold them. The Pirates
went ahead to stay in the fourth when Gooden
walked in the tie-breaking run and wild-pitched
home another.
Harrelson wanted to take Gooden out after
lour innings and a 6-4 delicn Gooden, pitching
on three days rest instead of four, asked to stay

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

(This Week's Special
Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich & Fries

n
It was his call,- Harreison said.

"I was only down two runs and I thought I'd
stay in arid see what happened," Gooden said.
What happened was Sid Bream's two-run
homer, his 15th, and an 8-4 lead that made Bill
Landrum (7-3) a winner.
Another Met also had a bad night. Dave
Magadan went 1 -for-5 and dropped to .329, six
points behind Willie McGee in the baiting race
He must go 5-for-5 today to win the title.
A crowd of 50.028 pushed the Pirates' season attendance over two million for the first
time in the franchise's 104-year history. The total is 2,022,267 wrth one home date remark%
When the total was announced dunng the
game, manager Jim Leyland led the players out
of the dugout. They waved their caps to the
fans and pumped their lists in the air
"It's a great milestone for the organization,"
Leyland said.
*The Dodgers locked up second place in the NL
West when Juan Samuel singled in the winning
run in the 10th to lift LA over San Diego 8-7
*Atlanta spotted the Giants a 4-0 lead, then
roared back with 12 runs in the Last tour innings
at Candlestick Park for a 16-7 win.
*The Reds tuned up for their playoff opener as
Paul O'Neill singled in two runs and Jack Armstrong led a parade of six pitchers who combined for a lour-hitter at Riverlront Stadium in a
3-2 win over Houston
.Andre Dawson reached the 100-RBI mark for
the third time in his career with a run-sconng
single as Chicago defeated Philadelphia 3-1.
*Kevin Gross won his first game in more than
three months arid Otis Nixon set a little-known
base-stealing record as Montreal handed St
Louis its season-high sixth straight loss, 2-1
Nixon set his esotenc record in the first
inning when he stole second base after beating
out a leadoff bunt single against St Louis rookie Omar Olivare's (1-1). The steal was Nixon's
50th in 228 at-bats this season, benenng the
mark of Miguel Dilone of the 1978 Oakland Athletics. who stole 50 bases in 258 at -bats

753-8355

'259

Special Good
thru Oct 6

Friday night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Roast Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets

95

Plus all the fixIn's $
and dessert bar.

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

II

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St

Murray

753-0045

K & S PROMOTIONS PRESENTS

PROFESSIONAL

BOXING

I

West Ky. Exposition Center, College Farm Rd., Murray, Ky.

Saturday, Oct. 6, 1990 at 7:30 p.m.

Tennis
TOULOUSE, France — Two-time defending champion Jimmy Connors and topseeded Andres Gomez were eliminated in the first round of the Toulouse Grand
Prix. Sixth-seeded Ronald Agenor beat Connors 6-4, 6-4 and unseeded Fabrice
Santoro defeated Gomez 6-2, 3-6, 6-3,

lettsTom EmEntoiDERY

Thursday thru Saturday
Daily: 9:30 am to 8 pm

KENTUCKY LIGHTWEIGHT TITLE FIGHT

'New Officesame good neighbor."

1 2 Rounds

12 Rounds
mow.

"My new office means I
can better serve your
family insurance needs.
Call or drop in anytime."

-----

Shaun "rbe Sabre"Mormons
(leampeon — Murray Al

Saturday 9:30 to 5 pm
20% OFF STOREW1DE
scur.Er• raiN r iNir;

NS OFF BASEBALL %WITS & JERSEYS
40% OFF BOOK BAGS I BACK PACKS

FREE NEON CAP OR T-SHIRT

Per-nell Foster

VS

1 Itallenger — %airport, A)

Mks Sykes vs. Frank Carter
11441111esrelsee4 — law,ss KY

Ilk
STATE FARM
(

WON vi. GregNorris

.....6(12
,
)0
OUVc..
INSURANCE
trio

With $20 purchase • while they last

Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.
(Next Ts Century 21)

753-9627

na
Siai• Farm Insurance

es • Horns Orboe El

on, sends

Jones Menai?, vs. Mark Carter
W•Pormrols04 - Ports. TN

Silty Mktg vs. Rainy White

"Reeky" Ray Phillips vs. TIM

* 36 Scheduled Rounds of Pro Boxing
* 6 Exciting Bouts

TICKETS: P47-sr'vc:1

$5 Croldren unclip, 12
• ALL BOUTS SUBJECT TO CHANGE'

Pr Ticket Inforynetiee Con:
K a s Premethwa(502)4.9-23.2
West Ky. Kip,Comer f WM 742-3110
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Jim Adams ICA Annual
Beef Round•Up Sale
•

At Jim Adams ICA, We Have
Rounded Op All Of Top Quality
Cuts Of Beef And Branded Them

Ay/

% OFF
7,•

REGULAR
RETAILS

1

,

Blue Bonnet

MARGARINE

ALL FRESH BEEF!

POTRATOES

Lb. Pkg.

10 Lb. Bag

(EXCLUDING GROUND BEEF)
Family Pack
Regular $2.89
Sirloin Tip Steak
20'/. OFF '2.29 Lb.
Sirloin Tip
Regular $2.79

Roast

.1,1

20'/. OFF '2.19 Lb.

Family Pack

Regular $4.79

T-Bone Steaks

20'/. OFF '3.79

Family Pack

1

111

Lb.

Regular $S.79

Ribeye Steaks

'4.59

Lb.,

4
tior,A1.

dwitP

‘-‘'Atur%thAst

Jim Adams
•10,

••
lC--,b1

Jim Adams

SAUSAGE

MOM&
SAUSAGE

-

$189

s•,
.
-011213"

s
Wirlis..`

SLICED BACON

Carrots

$119

New Crop

••:••

lb. bag 3/$1

3 lbs.9

Sweet Potatoes
Kiwi Fruit

MI 12 Oz. Pka.

3/s1

)0011

S.

offurig

"Th

Louis

Crisp

,14.1114111 00.111••

Imo Adams

Lb. Pkg.
4

I nj(

1149

Rich Sun

Length

TSIO,S

10103

10

Includes 2 lb. Pork Steak, 2 lb. Ground Beef, 2 lb.
Ribeye Steak, 2 lb. 1-Bone, 2 lb. Field Wieners

Includes 3 lb. Ground Beef, 3 lb. Ribeye Steak, 3 lb.
T-Bone Steak, 3 lb. Center Cut Pork Chops, 3 lb.
Fryer Breast

10 lb. Grilling
Delite Pkg.

15 lb. Grilling
Delite Pkg.

Dinner
Franks

16 oz.

$1.79

r
S
OS*

tab•

99
$sb•

Field

POPC001

itg

99 S2
$27.00

Redenbacher
Orville °wave
laict

wail% to

eattldfla"
el oh%

,t:

It‘

Includes 3 lb. Ground Beef, 3 lb. Bnls. Chuck Roast,
2 lb. Bnls. Shoulder Roast, 2 lb. Bnls. Stew Meats, 3
lb. Fresh Fryer Breast, 2 lb. Pork Steak

15 Lb. Down Home
Cooking Pkg.

$41.50

Includes 2 lb. Ground Beef,2 lb. Bnls. Chuck Steak,2
lb. Bnls. Shoulder Steak, 2 lb. Fryer Leg Quarters, 2
lb. Mixed Pork Chops

10 lb. Down HomeCooking Pkg.

$24.95

Tyson Microwave

Flanders

Hillshire

Chicken
Sandwich

Beef
Patties

Smoked
Sausage

4 oz.

$1.19

5 lb. Box

$4.49

S16.95

16 oz.

$2.49
_

diammlimo

)
41 ,
4 /1

•

• Gob)

poll.s
r9
cit.A9-3

A POW°

DA
1
,1

SELF-RISING

,

SELF-RISING

'

PLOP

COPS 4

I

PEPSI, DIET P 'SI,
MT. DEW, DIET MT, DEW

Peter
BITTER

2 Liter

•

WW1sin

.„,

*omega
.4igairecid
POTATIIT CHIPS

LaundryID
tergent
DeE

7 Oz. Bag

136 Oz. Size

8
9
95*

18 Oz. Jar

yde

ICR

C

I GA

$699

Kraft

Corn
Flakes _18 oz. Box

I.

Kraft
Dressing .8 oz. Btl.

$1.09

1GA Pure

Bar-11-0
Sauce _28 oz. Btl.

$1.49

Cheerios
Cereal_ 15 oz. Box

$2.59

Vegetable
Oil_____48 oz. Btl.

$1.79

•

wit
A

S'‘

f•-•••'

Friday and Saturday
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

kA%

---7411110.W
Jim Adams IGA

BATH TISSUE

PRESENTS

4 ion Pkg.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

79
°
HomorowN

Participating schools collect Jim Adams IGA
register tapes to redeem for IBM Computers.
Available to all schools wanting to participate!
vo SRI SION tillikalf For Additional Details

Oct.

EFFECTIVE DATES:
31, 19111

10th 8 Chestnut St.

100

OUR FIFTH ANNUAL
RIBEYE STEAK
SANDWICH
COOK-OUT DAYS
Cold Drinks
8 or. 26'
Charbroiled Hamburgers

109

Ribeye Steak Sandwiches

$1.75

ollor

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors
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Miss Kentucky Rural Electric

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Angela Danette McKinney,
17, of Brodhead, was
crowned "Miss Kentucky
Rural Electric" at the
41st annual statewide
pageant in Louisville.
Jennifer Ann Peyton, 20, of
Nebo (below right), was the
first runner-up and Julie
Carol Webb, 20, of Nicholasville (below let), the second
runner-up. The winner represented the Jackson County
RECC. In all, 13 contestants
received $5,000 in scholarships
from the Kentucky Association
of Electric Cooperatives.
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Special4-Day
Oriental Rug Show & Sale
4

Save35%
See our exquisite collection of over 700 new and antique rugs in wool
and silk. Hand -selected from India, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkey
and China ... only in our stores during this special showing.

Cape Girardeau
and Paducah
hours:

Injections shrink fibroid tumors
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 40-year- even big ones, may spontaneously deold female recently diagnosed with generate (shrink and disappear).
having a fibroid tumor of the uterus Therefore, treatment is reserved for
the size of a grapefruit. While my doc- women with large, symptom-productor recommended hysterectomy, I ing fibroids that do not regress with
opted for the hormone Lupron Depot time.
to reduce the tumor's size with evenLupron (leuprolide) injections retual removal through the vagina. My duce the level of estrogen in the body;
Lupron injections will continue for this treatment usually shrinks fiseveral months prior to surgical re- broids, which appear to be stimulated
moval. I've also considered a myo- by estrogen. As you say, Lupron may
mectomy,instead of hysterectomy, in make removal of fibroids easier bethe hope I can continue a normal sex cause they are smaller. Under these
life, yet have read there is a 10 to 30 circumstances, many gynecologists
percent chance fibroids will recur. would opt simply to remove the fiWhat are the pros and cons of this broids(myomectomy)through the vaprocedure?
gina, rather than subjecting the womDEAR READER: Fibroids are be- an to the more complicated and
nign growths arising from the muscu- dangerous hysterectomy.
lar wall of the uterus. When small,
Also, hysterectomy is permanent;
they rarely cause symptoms other although it effectively reduces any
than increased menstrual flow. As fi- possibility of future fibroids, it makes
broids enlarge, however, they can pregnancy impossible. Thus, women
lead to menstrual hemorrhage (and who wish more children invariably
anemia),
excessive
menstrual choose the limited, non-hysterectomy
cramps, lower abdominal discomfort approach.
and painful intercourse. Fibroids,
Hysterectomy does not, in the vast

1
1
1

majority of women, reduce sex drive
or sexual pleasure. However, like any
surgery, it is best avoided if at all
possible.
Fibroids tend to recur. If you eventually decide on myomectomy, you
may experience future growth of new
fibroids that would possibly require
further Lupron treatment or limited
surgery.
In my opinion, your best bet is hold
your course. I believe you've made a
wise decision to use medicine and reject hysterectomy.

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Oct. 4
Oct.5
Oct.6
Oct. 7

5:00 pm to 8:00 am
9:30 am to 5:00 pm
9:30 am to 5:00 pm
1:00 pm to 4:00 pm

QuAoMartin
intriors of DiAinction-

533 Lone Oak Road • Paducah, Kentucky •(502)443-0077

FALL SALE ... Now In Progress!

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

nn
50
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o ANNIVERSARY
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.2
2

CELEBRATION
Through October
Save on these great prices!

GRAND PRIZE GrVEAWAY

*Nintendo *20 in. 10 Speed Bike *Power Wheels Corvette
• Magnavox AM/FM Dual Stereo •

With

50OFHSAVOINGUS!!R! S

Children 12 and under may register. One prize given away
each week.

Breakfast Special

Dinner Specials

1 OFF

Shrimp Scampi

Breakfast Bar

r0
Shrimp Fettucini

11 a.m. to 2 p,m. Moft.-Fri,

0111
Shrimp Stir Fry

Choose from 3 meats...

1 meat, 2 vegetables
and Bread

extra vegetable

$549

Tender shrimp in a delicately seasoned Alfred()
cream sauce served over fettucini noodles, then
sprinkled with parsley flakes. Served with parme
sari cheese.

Lunch Specials

00$

$549

Plump shrimp baked in our own special garlic
butter. Served with rice.

Tender shrimp delicately sauteed with broccoli,
carrots, mushrooms, green peppers and onions
with teriyaki sauce on the side. Served with rice

24-Piece Shrimp Dinner ..$479

Two dozen juicy, tender s rimp, lightly dusted in
seasoned flour and fried golden brown. Served
with choice of rice or potato.

Charbroiled
Steak Nt Shrimp

99
69'

$549

$649

A U.S.D.A. Choice sirloin steak charbroiled to your
order with your choice of charbroiled or fried
shrimp. Served with rice or potato.
All Dinners include bread and our all-you
can-eat Soup. Salad and Ft-Litt Bar.

5 p.m. 'til close
‘11

t- •

Only at
Murray Store

HONEY'S
1501 N. 12th St.

•

753-9257

Central Shopping Center - Murray

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Crisco Reg. or Butter Flavor
3 Lb.

THRIFTY SAVER

Cheese
Loaf

Shortening
2 Liter

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

ow Available It }our
Supermarket

lathe
NEW
UALITY
STAMPS
CATkLOG
Setting the Price Jar the 90's

pig
Prices Good Thru 0 ctober 9th
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE ROUD TO SI
641 South-Murray
753-9616

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

Bakery

753-0265

From now on. your groceries will be handled by a stockl
Wiggly Food Stores Each quaiifie employee now ow
company through participating in e r E.S.O.P lEmploye
ship Plan). As owners, well give ou the personal si
desire. Our attitude is positive ab ut the future of o

Value Priced Groceries
Betty Crocker 18 oz.

Charmin 4 pk.

Cake Mix

Bath Tissue

89c

Folger's 8 oz.

3.59
2/89°
1.19
2.59

Instant Coffee..................................
Bryan's 5 oz.

Vienna Sausage
Heinz 32 oz.

Ketchup

Honey Nut or Reg. Cheerios 14-15 oz.

Cereal

Pizza Special

99°
Ivory 22 oz. 40' Off

Betty Crocker 16 oz.

1.29
Oil
2.99
Choc. Flavor Chips
79°
Peanut Butter..
1.89
Muffin Mix
4/1.00
Ready To Spread Frosting

Dish Liquid

Puritan 48 oz.

Cheer 136 oz. $2.00 off

Detergent
Bounce 60 ct. 40' off

Martha White 7.5 oz.

60 oz.

Bisquick

Oreo Bonus Pack •

Cookies
Cookies........

Golden

Saltine Crackers

Potatc

lb.
Popsrite 2 lb.

Royal

79°
3/1.00
1.99

Cookies and Cakes

6.99
2.59

Hunt's 8 oz.

Tomato Sauces
DInty Moore 24 oz.

Beef Stew

Fresh Produce

Popcorn...

oz.
Special P tatoes
Pop Secret 10.5 oz
Microwav Popcorn
Betty Crocker 5-

Dairy
Dole's Finest Jumbo Head

Pillsbury 4 Pack

Lettuce

Biscuits

Apples

Blue Bonnet 2 Lb.

89
- Pet

1.39
Cheese Singles
1.79
Country Crock Spread 1.29
Yogurt
3/1.29
Cheez Whiz
2.89
Spread Margarine

New Crop Florida

6W
il . 79c
1.99
1.29

Navel Oranges

lb.

U.S.A. Bartietts

Red Pears
New Crop Florida Juice 4 lb. bag

Oranges
1st of the Season 1 lb. Bag

Cranberries

50c REFUND
when rot: purchase
lour cans of 10
PIllsbirev bescuns
pre lanced al 441 09
(Butterrn,11). Country.
Butler or Tench,.
Layer)
1••• ow.si Pillsbury Ihresus
(len hsonanionan et Pr usnenes
rued risen.I
St-rrel
The MC serressas
eau eftlara
we
Isteruarsequellyessr I
warm antsmileses
A.
Sarum We asssail
Pi) bus 400137
gihrsiSalbilaatr
UMW.: SIP•rasa by radba

MAIL-IN
CERTIFICATE

rtran

Garden Fresh Solid Head

Cabbage

lb.19°

Garden Fresh Long Stem Bunch

Green Onions
St. Clair 16 oz. Ready To Use

Slaw Mix

2/89'
99'

SisTt
/SP
Loma
mown tay mow..or•••••••••••(wows...
•ww.•••• maw m• ••••••• Num
Tye ••••• AN.•••••••••••• /NM Owe MO 41. OW
••••••
am./ um •••• 1••• Name••••
Sm.••••••••••
war MINIM am. mimosa ••• •••••• •••• ••••• •••••
•••POJ 11••• or ow 0.11.., ••• en So •••••••••p•
0••• pm.•IAA
••••• po••••••••I
0,
11. ••• war mAa. 14 OtO3 IGO Molar
Cris 01•111 OMAN,IL OM
• Ole
era"Cassonr

Cc

Kraft 12 oz. American

Gort

Shedd's 24 oz.

Rich

Lite'n Lively 8 oz.

Path

Fi;
GI,
BL

16 oz.

Jimr

Br

VALUE PRICED CROCE
Time Saver 3t. Cl.

Laundry Detergent
Wisk 64 oz.

C11
,

OZ.

Chips Ahoy 14-18 •

Premium 16 oz.

Scarlett

lb.

Sandwich :read

Value Priced Groce ries

5.90

2/5.00

2.79
2.89

Fabric Sheets

Shrimp

Jo.

Napkins......
Roman Meal 20 oz

Chewy Bro flies

Jif 18 oz.

Red Snapper
Hokie Fillets

Northern 250 ct

Duncan Hines 20 o

40-50 Ct. Per Lb.

Pizzas

99°
5.99

Baker's 12 oz.

Seafood

Pepperoni, Sausage, Ham or Beef
Deli Made 12" Single Topping

Bounty

Laundry Detergent
Snuggle 64 oz.

Fabric Softener

79°
3.99
1.99

Vess 12 oz

Sodas
Mother's Maid

Applesauce
Fasweet 12- oz.

Liquid Sweetener

6/1.00
3/1.09
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Miracle
Whip

Coffee

99°

Miple
Whip

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Chuck
Roast

1.49th

iktqaprr.5

d Thru 0 ctober 9th
...„4"

[

nippy
1
fgofiefay Season

WESTERN
UNION )

0000k Qum roof
"...no oleo or no

‘119

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

oceries will be handled by a stockholder of Ngly
Each qualified. employee now owns a part of the
licipating in ci ar E.S.O.P lEmployee Stock Ownerrs. well give il'irou the personal service that you
IS positive a b •ut the future of our company

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

QUALITY
STAMPS

EES ARE fROUD TO SERVE YOU

PAGE 7B

THRIFTY SAVER

Folger's 13 oz.

KR CARD
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t

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

WNW .0•••

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
Bounty 1 Roll

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless
Sliced Free - Whole-1215 lb.

aper Towels

Ribeye

69c
ern 250 ct
in Meal 20 oz

ldWiCh
an Hines 20 o

read

ewy Bro flies

oz.

Bonus Pack

okies

; Ahoy 14-18

z.

okies.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Shoulder Roast
Lean Fine For Soups

Stew Beef

Breakfast Bacon

Ground Chuck
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Steaks

1111.69

Beef Patties
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Ribeye Steaks

lb. 1.99
1111.69

DINNER
FRANKS

99°

Spare Ribs

pedal P tatoes
Secret 10.5 oz
licrowav Popcorn

ip

lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Jb.
Quarter Pork Loin-Cut Into Chops

Swiss Steak

Pork Chops

Sliced Bacon

Lean & Tender

Pork Steak

lb
Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab-Ohse

1.59
1.79

Jo. 1.29

Boneless Center Cut

lb. 1.69

Chuck Roast

Fresh Meats

Crystal Lake Split Family Pack

Frozen

Dinner Franks

Fryer Breast

Catfish Steaks

1.4

69'
99'
1.79

oz.

Pork Sausage
Piggly Wiggly All Varieties 2V2 oz.

Wafer Meats
Field Reg. or Thick 1 lb.

Sliced Bologna

99

lb. 1.39
2/89°
1.49

Field 1 lb. Roll

Chili Roll

1.69w

lb

1.59
2.69
1.09

pkg.

Lo-Ann An Varieties

Egg Rolls
Field In The Piece

Braunschweiger

Frozen

lb

Louis Kenp Imitation All Varieties 8 oz

Crab Meat
Crystal Lake Boneless-Skinless

Fryer Breast

lb.

Crystal Lake Skinless

Fryer Breast

Deli

1.99
2.89
1.59

lb

Bakery

re Ida 2 lb.

ick

Fresh From The Kitchen
Chickenin Dumplins - Chili -

Crinkle Cut Potatoes

Ls

Pet Rltz 26 oz.

Cobblers
Gorton's 12 oz. Fillets

Fish Sticks
Rich's 14 oz

Glazed Donuts
Patio 5 oz.

Burritos
Jimmy Dean 4.4-5.8 oz.

Breakfast

1.69th

4r-

2.29
2.39
1.49
3/1.19
1.29

Baked Beans
Field's

Jumbo Bologna

lb.

Sliced or Shaved Wilson

Deli Ham

Prairie Farms 24 oz.

Cottage Cheese
Prairie Farms 1/2 gal.

Buttermilk

2.79
1.79
99'

6/1.49

Creme Cake

2.79
lb. 1.69
1.99
2.99

Hot Plate Lunch
Heat & Serve

lb.

r100 fr 100
COUPON

Orange Juice

Bagels
Boston

Meat, 2 Vegetables & Roll

VALUE PRICED GROCERIES
Tropicana 64 oz. Callon

All Varieties

Vegetable Soup

1.39

(.11tD114
(111•11.1111

„6/1.00
3/1.09
1.99

3.99
4.99
113.1.99
lb. 1.59

Small & Lean

Field 1 lb. pkg.

Field Old Fashion 1 lb.

ipsrite 2 lb.

lb.

lb.

Fresh Meats

Potato Chips

'9
9
9
9

1.39

Extra Value 5 lb. Box

lb. 1.99

Extra Lean

Golden Flake 6 oz.

Ity Crocker 5-

Boneless Ham

lb

roce ries

'opcorn...

Field Finest Reg. or Thick

3.09 2.90

1.59
89'
1.69
2.09
2.09

pkins ......

Field Half Kentuckian

II COUPON

me

8 oz. Loaf Garlic

Cheese Bread
16 oz. Loaf

Oat Bran Bread
Oven Fresh 16 oz. Loaf

Italian Bread
36 oz.

Pecan Pie

3.99
99'
99°
99*
4.99

luunr.C1066.1

reCO=Z4

II
II
FREE II
FR
EE
FREE 1 1 FREE
- Quality Stamps

Quality Stamps

• With purchase of

Any

Witt purchase of
I2pkgs. McCormick I

I Diapers

,pravy

&MN
L

IIII

rn

Mixes ;

Quality Stamps

With purchase
any 2 bags

Brach's
IlLandY

• Quality Stamps With purchase of

111 Pumpkin

L

_

t'14
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CCMS activities

West receives Lovey Raburn Memorial Award

4011100.110

The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. recently presented Lu
Ann West with the Lovey Raburn
Memorial Award, at their 24th
Annual Dinner Meeting.
The Lovey Raburn Award is presented annually to a deserving citizen whose outstanding community
service, dedication and support
have made contributions in the
areas of mental health, mental
retardation and/or substance abuse.
West, the parent of a 32 year old
son with mental retardation, has
been an advocate for individuals
with mental retardation and their
families, for more than 30 years.
During this time, she has been a
leader and catalyst behind the formation of several organizations.
The Graves County resident currently is president of the board of
directors of Kentucky Residential
Living, which owns and operates
Willow Apartments Group Home
in Mayfield. With the exception of
a one year absence, West has volunteered in some capacity, since
the establishment of the group

home in the early 1980s.
West played an important role in
the organization of the MayfieldGraves eounty Association for
Retarded Citizens. Through the
years, she has served in each office
of the Mayfield-Graves County
ARC, along with holding an office
in the Western Kentucky Association for Retarded Citizens.
West was part of the original
committee who organized and
established the i.U. Kevil Memorial Foundation in Graves County,
and was an active board member
and officer for a number of years.
West has also served as a board
member and secretary of the Western Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board,
Inc.
In addition to her local activities,
West has been recognized on a
state level as an "Outstanding
Young Woman of Kentucky," for
her work with individuals with
mental retardation. She was also a
member of the State Advocacy
Board for the handicapped and was

Monday-Thursday Buffet at Seven Seas
4 varieties of fish, ribs, creole, fried shrimp, boiled
shrimp, sealegs, onion rings and vegetables. Salad bar
.and d.ssert. $6.99. Served from 4:30-8:00.
Regular menu al'-.o available
Hwy. 641 N 753-4141

30" SELF-CLEANING
ELECTRIC RANGE
••••

Electronic Clock
with
touch controls

• Electronic clock/thermostat
• Black glass oven door and
lower panel
• Litt-up spill-catching cooktop
• Lighted oven window

Magic Chef'
We Service What we Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

1

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505

a delegate and voting member of
the Kentucky Association for
Retarded Citizens.
"This years's Lovey Raburn recipient exemplifies the long-term
dedication and commitment this
award was established to recognize," said Donald W. Fox, Executive Director. "Mrs. West's accomplishments speak for themselves."
The Western Kentucky Regional

1990 Dodge Caravan S.E. — Loaded.
1989 Chrysler New Yorker — Loaded.
1989 Dodge Colt —2 Dr. 1 -owner.

Ani
inc

Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. is a private non-profit
agency that serves the nine county
area of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and McCracken. The
WKRMH-MR Board, Inc. is the
largest provider of mental health,
mental retardation/developmental
disability and substance abuse services in the region.

Dr. J
joined
faculty
instruct
nology
as a d
Conte'
Medici]
She (
ary mi
Univen
postdoc

By Abigail

MG"

Van Buren

Mike Ray, right, a river boat pilot, shows David Fherrian, Lloyd
Long and Angela Pace the rivers he has traveled. These students are
in Debbi Swift's and Janay McKee's science class at Calloway County
Middle School.

Neither Name Nor Nose
Reveals a Person's Faith
DEAR ABBY: I have a question
for a new friend and need help in
devising a subtle approach.This new
friend has the potential to play a
significant role in my life. If the
answeris yes, or if it is no, I couldn't
care less either way, but I would like
to know if he is Jewish.
How can I find out if he doesn't
volunteer? His last name is questionable. He is from a large family in
upstate New York. His nose tells me
nothing. His father is French and I
don't know about his mother. His
complexion and hair are very dark.
He has jokingly referred to Jews as
"Hebes."
Abby, how can I ask without
sounding too concerned, which I
really am not.
CURIOUS DOWN SOUTK

ers have special license plates issued to handicapped people, and do
you know what one person's handicap is? Hard of hearing! Why on
earth would a person who is hard of
hearing need a special place to park?
I also know a man with a handicapped license who is supposed to be
disabled.He goes dancingfour nights
a week until 1 a.m. Why should he be
given a special place to park?
Another person I know borrows a
car from a handicapped relative so
she can park in reserved-for-handicapped spaces. Those places are
meant for people who are in wheelchairs, walkers or crutches.
Is there no decency left in this
world?
DISGUSTED WITH CHEATERS

DEAR DISGUSTED:I, too,am
DEAR CURIOUS: It's a good disgusted with cheaters,but may
thing you are not drawing your I remind you that not all handiconclusions on the basis of his caps are visible. People with
name or his nose because both heart conditions or emphysema
are easily changed. Having a may "appear" to be hale and
French father doesn't tell you hearty, but they can't walk a
anything about his religion. block without needing to stop
There are French Jews, and rest.
Mormons, Christians, Moslems,
*5*
Buddhists and atheists. And
don't draw your conclusions on
the basis of hair color or comDEAR ABBY: Add this to your
plexion;Jews come in all colors. collection of unbelievable hospital
Also,some Jewish people jok- bills: In 1953, my wife gave birth to
ingly refer to Jews as "Hebes." a baby girl. Before checking out of
But if, as you say,this new friend the hospital, we were presented with
has the potential to play a sig- the following bill:
nificant role in your life,if you're
Birthing and hospital care
still seeing each other in Decem- $129.00
ber,ask if you can attend ChristCircumcision
$25.00
mas services with him.
FRANK IN HAMBURG, N.Y.

PRE-OWNED CARS
1990 Nissan Sentra XE — Auto., A/C. 2,000 miles.
(3) 1990 Dynasty L.E. — Program car'!'

,11111111.

To order"How to Write Letters for All
Occasions,"send along,business-size,selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby,Letter Booklet,P.O.Box 447,Mount
Morris. III. 61054.(Postage is included.)
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Judy Barber demonstrates the use of scuba gear on Mingo Fowler to
Debbi Swift's and Janay McKee's science class at Calloway County
Middle School.
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Loaded.

1989 Dodge Aries — 1-owner. Auto, A/C.
1988 Mustang G.T. Cony. — V-8, AJC.

N
N..74

1987 Dodge Shadow —5 Speed, A/C, AM/FM
1987 Dodge Aries —2 Dr., Auto., NC. 28,000 miles.

PRE-OWNED TRUCKS

No. 15-543. Tempered, serrated blade.
81/2x111/2 in. 47 in.
hand. #105-14008.

Jeep
Eagle
2400 E. Wood St., Paris TN 642-5661; 1-800-748-8816
CceyrrrurAs P zr

v..

--SIATBPIA/4

Potting Soil

Studed
'T" Posts

195

Potting Soil
Indoor/outdoor use7bilended for house
plants, cutting and planter boxes. 40
lbs. (#102-95088)

No. 18-816. 14 tines.
14 in. wide. 54 in.
handle. #105-14035.

$215

Full 3 Cu. ft. bag.
Keeps soil moist and plants warm
(#102-95075)
3 cubic feet

$399
Unconditionally
Guaranteed
its 100% complete and ba
lanced food for adult dogs And
it has a taste your dog will love

$279

$109

7-4

Industrial Road, Murray

$5995
753-1423

QualityforEveryone
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Double-welded, double-braced
con- poly hood resist dents. Won't
struction. Safety rolled corners. Non- tip over. (#100-24314)
toxic lead-free paint (0100-28004)
Unassembled.

$2999

New
through
prepara
may wi!
enthusii
LEO
(July 23
Trave
togethei
Work it
pleasun
seat for
VIRGO

Zag

loft. Tubular 1 Windvane Feeder
Breeze turns hood to protect
Steel Farm Gate salt
or minerals. Rubber tub,

50-lb. bag.

(June 21

Rolled from minimum
50,000 psi rail steel.
Five free fasteners
with each post. 6ft.
(#081-14502)

Statesman®
Pine Bark Mulch
Get ready for fall!

Your Choice

GEMI1S
(May 21
It cer
with y(
accept
Be on gi
proposr
CANCE

iw/anchor &
- clips)

Welded Bow Rake

Big Red Nuggets

Dodge

$1799

Molded polythylene vase. Heavy
canvas hopper with closure flap.
#102-31923. $

Round Point Shovel

1988 Dakota L.E.— V-6, Auto., NC.. 2 Tone.
1987 Dakota — 4 Cyl., 5 Speed, Sliding Glass. 1

PEPPERS

• ef4

grip, adjustable shoulder strap.

'Eagle

1988 Chevrolet Silverado 4X4 — Loaded.
1988 Dakota — V-6, Auto. 14,000 miles.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car and truck company"

•%;

denim with longer
front rise, fuller cut
seat and thigh.
American
truck
drivers say its the
most comfortable
Jean in the world
Sizes 32-44.
#067-61001.

Hip

$4495 t\\0
-A

•OP*

Cyc one®
Shoulder
Seed Sower
No. X4A/1A1.
support, hand

Tube-Top Stock Tank
No. FZE224. Seal of Quality "double-life sidewall.
1-folds approx. 100 gal.
Galvanized with drain
plug. #100-24450.

Loaded.

1988 Nissan P/U 4X4 —21,000 miles.

UI

Now thru October 13

1989 Dodge D-250 3/4 Ton — Auto., NC.
1989 Chevrolet S-10 Club Cab Tahoe —

owner.

'fliii1111111111111111111111101111111

.1..•

1990 Ford F-250 XLT 3/4 — Loaded. Clean.
1990 Jeep Cherokee Laredo 4X4 — Loaded.
1989 Jeep Cherokee Laredo 4X4 — Loaded.
1989 Chevrolet Silverado — I owner. Loaded

e.
•
•

.4001"`

1 1111111011111111111111111

1988 Mercury Cougar XR7 — Loaded. Leather.
1988 Chrysler Lebaron Turbo — Loaded.
1988 Ford Tempo — Auto., A/C, Windows - Locks.
1987 Nissan Maxima Wagon — Loaded.
1987 Dodge Omni — Auto, NC, AM/FM, P.S., PB.
1987 Chrysler 5th Ave. — Loaded.

Long
Haul
Jeans
Durable stretch

Southern States

1989 Dodge Daytona E.S. Turbo — Clean.
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Angie McClure, owner of McClure's Tropical Fish, explains her
130-gallon fish acquarium to Donnie Tipton (standing) and Jeremy
Scott (front.) They are students of Debbi Swift's and Janay McKee's
science class at Calloway County Middle School.

*5*

DEAR ABBY: I have been wanting to write this letter for years, but
I'm finally getting around to it. I
used to respect the signs that read
"Parking for Handicapped Only." No
more. In my community, many driv-
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Animal health instructor certifies
in college of animal medicine
Dr. Joan Taylor Richerson, who
joined the Murray State University
faculty this fall as an adjunct
instructor in the animal health technology program, has been certified
as a diplomate of the American
College of Laboratory Animal
Medicine.
She earned the doctor of veterinary medicine degree at Auburn
University in 1986 and had some
postdoctoral training in laboratory

re
ty

to
ty

YMCA trip

"Decorative Clothes for the
'90s," a community education
course will be offered at Murray
State University this month.
The course will meet for three
consecutive Tuesdays from 6 to 9
p.m. beginning Oct. 9 on the MSU
campus. Teaching the course will
be Wanda Henry and Paula Clark
of Heart and Tole craft store in
Murray.
The class will offer students a
chance to learn how to decorate
clothes and accessories including
special event sweatshirts such as
Halloween and Christmas. Students
will also have an opportunity to

animal medicine at the University
of Missouri.
The American College of Laboratory Animal Medicine is a specialty board recognized by the American Veterinary Medical Association. Certification as a diplomate is
achieved by demonstrated competence in laboratory animal medicine and successful completion of
experience requirements and a
comprehensive examination.

that prevents an estimated 37 million Americans from having access
to affordable coverage.
The business group that released
ill report said an economic analysis
of plans to mandate health insurance showed that from 630,000 to
3.5 million workers could lose their
jobs because employers couldn't
afford the program and would be
forced to lay off workers.
The group recommended that
cost control measures be implemented in the nation's medical and
insurance systems to rein in soaring
COM.
The medical community is probably "licking their chops" at the
thought of mandated health insurance that would keep medical costs
high, said William Stone, a Kentucky businessman and board member of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
)1? THURSDAY,oCTOBER 4, 1990
ARIES
cpit SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
:(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
In business, matters may he slow,
It's a step forward for you in
but otherwise it's a good time to go business today. However, don't get
after what you want. It's important 4own on yourself for a mistake
that you act. on your ideas. A lucky you've made or some detail that
social invitation comes.
you've overlooked. Accent the posiTAURUS "
tive!
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
fie SAGITTARIUS
You'll be pleased with develop- (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
ments in connection with family.
Though you'll be pleased with the
today. Monetary interests prosper way a close relationship is going, you
now, but a disappointment may arise may feel that there aren't enough
with an adviser.
funds available to you now for a
GEMINI
proper celebration.
(May 21 to.1une 20)
CAPRICORN
It certainly is a time to get together (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
with your friends and you should
It's a good day to arrange financing
accept invitations which come now. and to go hopse-huntitig. Try not to
Be on guard against dubious financial be so sellypreoccupied that you
propositions.
ignore or 'belittle the feelings of
CANCER
someone-you're close'to.
(June 21 to July 22)
)
41E AQUARIUS
New financial opportunities arise (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
through business today. Continue
You have get up and go today.
preparatory work on a project. You Partnership developments now make
may wish a close tie would be more for happiness, but you - -may be
enthusiastic.
chagrined to learn that someone was
LEO
not honest with you.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
PISCES
Travel is favored now and getting (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
4litt
meleit
together with your friends in a plus.
It's a good day for shopping and
Work interests, though, come before overall business progress. Do not,
pleasure and social plans take a back however, get entangled in the finanseat for now.
cial problems of another, as you
VIRGO
could be in for a letdown.
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
YOU BORN TODAY are both
You may now receive the financial whin's and adventurous. You have a
backing you need for a project. In way with people and can succeed in
romance there's a need to keep your fields where personal contacts are a
feet on the ground. Someone may factor. Sometimes you're torn
disappoint you.
between a desire to be responsible
LIBRA
and escapism. You need to-v4tch that
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
self-indulgence doesn't get theliest of
Partnership interests are high- you at times. You can succeed both in
lighted today and its a good time to husirttss and creative areas. Birthmake plans for holiday time together. cia of: Felicia Farr, actress; Pancho
A pressing family matter, however,
la, revolutionary; Frank Crosetti,
requires your attention now.
-/ baseball player.

ife

A

UNSOLD
SCHOOL SEWING MACHINES
NECCHrS SCHOOL SALES DEPARTMENT ORDERED THE PRODUCTION OF
LARGE QUANTITIES OF THEIR NEW 1990 SEW & SERGE SEWING
MACHINES, ANTICIPATING LARGE SCHOOL SALES. THE ANTICIPATED
SALES WERE NOT REALIZED THESE MACHINES MUST BE SOLD!!! All
machines offered are the most modern in the NECCHI line. These machines are
made of metal and sew on all fabrics — Denim...Upholstery ..Canvas...NylonSilk...Stretch — they even saw on Leather!!!
These machines are all brand new with a 5-year manufacturers warranty. With the
new 1990 NECCHI SEW & SERGE Sewing Machine you just set the Color Coded
dial and see magic happen! Straight sewing. .Buttonholes (any
Zag...Invisibie Blind Hems ..Monograms Satin Stitch Embroidery AppliquesSew on Buttons and Snaps,. Top Stitching.. Elastic Stitcti...Straight Stretch
Stitch. .Professional Serge-Over Lock Stitch ALL THIS PLUS MORE!! Without
the use of old fashioned cams or programmers

Your price with this ad is only $198 — without ad $529
MASTERCARD, VISA, CASH, CHECKS, LAYAWAYS ACCEPTED
These machines convert for use in treadle.

ONE DAY ONLY
Best Western Travelers Inn
1 mi. N, US 79, 1297 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
Thursday, October 4, 1990
2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
You must absolutely have this ad to purchase these machines.
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Clothes decorating course
to be offered at Murray State

Mandated health insurance
would costjobs, study says
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
many as 3.5 million Americans
could lose their jobs if Congress
forced employers to provide health
insurance for workers, according to
a report released Tuesday by a business coalition.
But supporters of national health
care reform dismissed the study
conducted by the Partnership of
Health Care & Employment.
"Ever since there were employers and employees, they've claimed
that every program we've had —
the 8-hour day, minimum wage,
child care — results in lost jobs.
It's a familiar cry that's just not
based in fact," said Steve Rosenthal of the Communications Workers of America.
The CWA is one of several
unions organizing rallies around
the nation Wednesday to bring
attention to the health care crisiis

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1990

decorate totebags and costume
jewelry.
For the first class meeting, students should bring a sweatshirt that
has been washed and dried without
fabric softener.
The class is limited to 20 students and pre-registration ir
required. The fee for the threesession course if $40 and does not
include supplies, but supplies will
be available upon request.
For registration or for additional
information call 762-4159 or outside Calloway County,
1-800-669-4195.

50 Lb. Chicken Feed
$525
Layer 15, pellets or crumbs

Laura Luciano and Michael Dale, members of the Calloway County
High Coed Y-Club, attended the state YMCA executive council meeting in Louisville recently. Luciano was selected as a member of the
Kentucky Youth Assembly Cabinet and Dale was chosen as a representative to the Kentucky United Nations Association Council.

'45°
$350

Scratch
Crack Corn

Troops receive card signed
by Everly Brothers fans
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia have
received the giant card signed by
23,000 Everly Brothers fans in
August.
Dorothy Lynn of Greenville,
who wrote her narpe and address
on the card during Everly Brothers
Homecoming III in Central City,
received a letter last week from a
soldier who wrote to thank everyone for the card.
"I was really shocked when I
got it," Lynn said Monday. "He
must have gotten my name off the
banner."
The letter writer was John Fox,

part of an anti-tank crew assigned
to Fort Campbell's 101st Airborne.
He didn't say where he was from,
but his words to Lynn expressed
appreciation and boredom.
The troops have been stationed
in Saudi Arabia since August, soon
after Iraqi 'forces overran Kuwait.
"I thank you for your support,
..." Fox wrote. "I'm glad you took
the time to show your support.
There's nothing here but sand and
junkyards as far as you can see."
Fox asked Lynn to write back
with more names and addresses of
friends that he can write. She said
she would.

Sloane gets campaign boost
from gubernatorial candidates
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic Senate nominee
Harvey Sloane got a boost from his
party's gubernatorial hopefuls, but
exactly how much is a question
mark.
The four primary contenders for
the 1991 nomination were host for
the event Tuesday for Sloane at
party headquarters. Tickets were
S500 or $1,000 a pop.
The event brought about 150
people out, though many of them
were non-paying staff members for
the gubernatorial candidates.
Sloane gave a rousing speech to
the assembled Democratic choir,
and each of the hosts also gave
brief, party-promoting speeches.
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones, Dr.
Floyd Poore and Martha Wilkinson
all extolled the virtues of defeating
Republican incumbent Sen. Mitch
McConnell in November.
Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler
did not attend, and his absence was
unexplained.
Lexington lawyer Gatewood
Galbraith was not invited to take
part.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson gave
the strongest supporting speech,
blaming recent Republican administrations for the woeful state of
the nation's economy and America's fall from economic
preeminence.

Sloane's camp said it could not
be determined how much money
was raised with the event.
"I'd like to get a million
bucks," Sloane said.
Sloane has spent most of his
time recently trying to raise money,
but he said he will soon emerge to
begin a five-week sprint to the
election.
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FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
..1

Why do you own your home and cars,
but lease or rent your gas tank?
Doesn't that sound fuelish!
000000000000000000000000OULJ

Lake Region Gas
wie MSC

Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
(1)354-8011

r
GAS DECK

Dwight McDowell
of

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.
Four Time Consecutive
Presidents Award Winner
1986-1987-1988

1989
The Highest Honor
A Ford Dealer
Can Receive.

$159.99

On Sale
s139.99
Less Factory
s20.00
Mail-in Rebate
Your Cost
After Rebate S11999

fErAro

•

occupant

Regular Price

• easy starts with exclusive
Pro-Fire'" electronic ignition
• optional vacuum attachment

WE GUARANTEE TO HAVE A LOWER PRICE

saseliaisahasaasoakwasakkaftriamegam

"IEDD

•21cc-2 cycle engine
• lightweight less than 9 lbs

753-3808

1990 UMW Featixe Syndicate Inc

THE BLOWER
TO BUY IS ECHO!
THE TIME
TO BUY
- IS NOW!
Hand Held
Power Blower

Shoemaker Feed & Seed Co. Inc.

Old Concord Rd.

Factory mail-in rebate valid Oct 1-31, 1990

H0
AliE440)4

Dwight McDowell, 28, well known in Murray, is a member of
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury sales staff.
A native of Murray and lifelong resident, Dwight's previous
work experience includes seven years with Fisher-Price Toys.
After graduating from Murray High School in 1980, Dwight
attended Murray State University.
He is married to the former Karen Jones of Eddyville, who is
employed at the Happiness Place. They have one 3 year old son,
Justin Bennett McDowell.
Dwight is the son of Bobby and Joyce McDowell. He also has
one sister, Anita,(Mrs. David Poy nor) and one brother, David
McDowell.
At Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, Inc., Dwight joins Ron
Wright, Nick Ryan, Keith Williams, Rodger Mayer, Thomas
Jones, Larry McCully and Joe Rowland on the dealership's sales
staff."We appreciate our sales staff and what they mean to our
business and to their customer service dedication which has
helped us win our fourth consecutive President's Award for
Customer Satisfaction — the highest honor a Ford Motor
Company dealership can receive," David Parker said.
As we celebrate our 62nd year in business, we invite you to call
on Dwight or any one of our salesmen who will be glad to help you
find a new or used vehicle or to assist you with any question or
problems you may have.

•
Parker Ford NI
Lincoln-Mercury

FORD
"E RLL RY
NCOLN

Since 1928

FORD
.%+ERCURY

Li NcOLN

New Ideas Fro,,, The Area's Most Experienced Dealer

753-2571
°

701 Main Street, Murray

753-5273

1

A VAA.
AZAJAA.A,
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If you know Delores
"teller" Happy
Birthday tomorrow.
It's gonna be a
MG ONE.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Notice

Say Hello To
A Good Buy!

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

NEW shipment Guess
Jeans 28-32 waist, Jr and
Misses Also Jordache,
Southern Bluegrass, and
Lees Country Jeans has
lowest prices on name
brand jeans. Check our
prices Group of jeans half
price, also childrens jeans
(basic) Open Fri. 4pm, Sat.
10-4pm Hwy 94E
759-1062

Growers
Mini
Warehouses

PSYCHIC & Astrology
readings by Mrs Gables
She can tell you past, present and future Answers all
questions and gives advice
on all problems of life By
appointment only
247-9671

2nd & Maple
Bays Available
Now!

753-3678

Working
Around
The
Clock

TOUR New York City, April
1-4, 1991 If interested call
489-2630 between
3:30-9pm

A&F
Warehousing

advertising rt*SfAgin a,
,fieet
'rig
they'd? seen or heard for a
leo seconds
and then they are
gone

Sot,

Its not that way when you &Nett''
,
rintalled Your message.
can be read and te read
any Prete
of the day or ntght

Mini-Storage

At..,, you're looking tor results,
look to classatied One phone cell
outs your ad iri prtnt and tk HIM
Oft WOrb ,ng tor yOu
r.ht wound
Its* clock

Business
Opportunity

Notice

$400 worth of
Schwinn LeTour
12-speed for $250.
bought new last
Spring and rarely
ridden. Have
mountain bike so
selling this road
bike.
Call 753-4316 for
information.

GOLD CREDIT CARD
Cash Advance program
Visa/Mastercard Guar no
security
deposit
1 900 446 0040 $25 fee

100

000

Notice
PUBLIC NOTICE
AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO
INSURANCE COMPANIES AS AMENDED
Section 1: There is hereby imposed upon each
insurance company except those excluded in
Section 2 a license fee for the privilege of engaging
in the business of insurance within the County of
Calloway beginning with the calendar year January 1, 1991, and thereafter on a calendar year basis.
Section 2: The license fee imposed upon each
insurance company which issues any insurance
policy which is not life, health and accident
insurance, or worker's compensation insurance
shall be 7% of the premiums actually collected
within each calendar quarter by reason of the
issuance of such policies on risks located within
the County of Calloway on those classes of
business which the company is authorized to
transact, less all premiums returned to policy
holders. Any license fee or tax imposed upon
premium receipts shall not include premiums
received for insurance employers against liability
for personal injuries to their employees or death
caused thereby under the provisions of the Workers Compensation Act; shall not include premiums
received on policies insuring vehicles used in
interstate commerce; and shall not include premiums received on policies of group health
insurance provided for state employees under KRS
16A.225 (2); and shall not include premiums on
policies on risks located within the corporate limits
of the City of Murray; and shall not include
premiums received on policies issued for Agriculture Crop Insurance.
Section 3: All license fees imposed by this
ordinance shall be due not later than 30 days after
the end of each calendar quarter. License fees
which are not paid on or before the due date shall
bear interest at the tax interest rate as defined in
KRS 131.010 (6)
Section 4:.Every insurance company subject to
the license fees imposed by this ordinance shall
annually, by March 31, furnish the County of
Calloway with a written breakdown of all collections in the preceding calendar year for the
following categories of insurance.
(a) Casualty
(b) Automobile
(c) Inland Marine
(d) Fire & Allied Perils
Section 5: All fees collected from this ordinance
shall be placed in a special fund to be used solely
and exclusively for the purpose of solid waste
and/or jails.
The first reading of this ordinance as amended
was held on September 27, 1990.
The second reading of this amendment will be
held on October 16, 1990 at 1:00 p.m.
George H. Weaks
Judge/Executive

Wray Ledger & Times

All Sizes To
Meet Your Needs

No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on otfice calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information
Call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"
050
Lost
And Found
LOST cat female, long
gray hair, white flea collar
Canterbury area
753-5736
MISSING Cocker Spaniel
Rust/cream with freckles
on her nose wearing gold
collar and flea collar Hwy
1836 17, miles north of Coldwater Reward $100
489-2641 or 762-3801

AVON representives
needed Earn up to 500/0
commission $8 00 and
$1500 kits available Free
jewelry with this ad Call Fri
Oct 5th after 10am
753-2299
CRUISE SHIPS now hiring
all positions. Both skilled
and unskilled. For information call 1-800-442-5507
Ext J1386
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality it You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a in.-11:30a m
NOW hiring waitresses
Apply in person Wed-Sun
at Valley Drive-In 94E Hwy.
PART-TIME help needed
nights and weekends
Quick Chek 641N
TYPIST - $500 WEEKLY
AT HOME! Information,
Send self-addressed,
stamped envelope. Honey,
P.O. Box 6509, Charlottesville, VA. 22906.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

THE FAR SIDE

JUST
,,.
REMEMBER.
ONE THIN&,
YOU STUP
\h AGLE;;JJ

I CAN KICK LEAVES,TOO 1!

MAYBE I
COULD BUY AN
ALBUM AN'
START A LEAF
COLLECTION

As,

/#
fit&

IS1 Se.c.

)

WENDY'S now hiring for all
shifts. Apply Mon and
Tues. 2-4pm.

Ifiresimirr
ONJ L't'

090
Situation
Wanted

‘Y
IX II att .
41,0

EXPERIENCED house
keeper has opening References available Call
753-7161, leave message
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BOOK REPORT' cit,0 CALL
TliI6 A $00K*7 rT6 ON1
6IXTEEN PAGE LONG!
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REPORT GOING -TO BE7
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GET REAL
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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LOOKS GOOD,
POESN'T IT?

A
l
p

RRR1 131'

LOOKEP BETTER
THAN
TAsTEP
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At
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Fra-zirimmtvi
YOU SURE
SMELL GOOD,
mi56
BaLEY

VD LIKE TO 'SET
SOME OF THAT PERFUME
YOU'RE WEARING!

•

•

I JUST BAKED
A LOAF OF
BREAD

41

0.3
BLONDIE
DO NC:1U THINK 1 HAN
DOUSLE 0.4114 7
1•
PAUNC04

WHAT ABOUT A ,',101 140
-7 ...3A1-17 SPOT?
HALO
SPOT

NOT SAD,
THREE OUT
OF FOUR

WHAT'D
YOU
PAEAN ?

WILL stay with sick or elderly Live-in or out
753-0785.

Centipede parking lots

Rqoatt

-Ai

Cr
.
•

WILL sit with sick or elderly
day or night. Can't lift
474-2386.

WE HAVEN'T DISCUSSED
YOUR BRAIN
CELL.5 ses-r

1 Harvest
goddess
4 Carpenter's
tools
8 Rant
12 Sorrow
13 Exchange
premium
14 Kind of
cheese
15 Conducted
16 Tadpoles
18 Antlered
animals
20 Money, in
Italy
21 As far as
22 Brickcarrying
device
23 American
ostrich
27 Pedal digit
29 Ordinance
30 Clever
person
31 Paid notice
32 "Salem's -"

33 Underworld
god
34 Maiden loved
by Zeus
35 Renovate
37 Mournful
38 Viper
39 Jog
40 Pigpen
41 Mr. Pacino
42 Drink
heavily
44 Shouts
47 Wire
messages
51 Grain
52 Sandarac
tree
53 - vera
54 Couple
55 Containers
56 Former
Russian
ruler
57 Nahoor
sheep

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SHAD
PAD
TRAM
NOTE
OUR
AERO
OUTLET
YELPED
BREAD
LOOSE
NYElil PUNS
LUID
NOVEL
ERN
I0
TIE
HE
PAC
RAMPS
LOW
REAL
SAGA
SP IRA K
LATHE
ERDISED
MESHES

RITE

IRE

PEWS

AGEE]

PET

ERSE

3 Staid
4 Weakens
5 Time gone by
6 The
"weeping"
tree
7 Not hollow
8 Requites
9 Fuss
10 Forcible

restraint of
speech
11 Baltic Sea
feeder
17 Negative
prefix
19 Proceed
DOWN
22 "Top -"
24 That man
1 Night birds
25 Slender
2 Bard
finials
26 Above and
touching
27 Sour
28 River in
Germany
29 Not loud
30 Succor
1
2
3
4
7
5
6
8
9
10 11
32 Pieces of
corre14
13
spondence
12UU
33 Doris or
15
17
Dennis
16UUU
1111
36 Japanese
drama
18
19
20
111
37 Takes
unlawfully
21
22
23 24 25 26
38 Apportions
40 European
27 28
29
30
herring
41 Diphthong
31
32
33
34
43 King of
Bashan
35
36
37
38
44 North Sea
feeder
40
45 Expanse of
41
grass
42 43
44
45 46 46 Portico
47 Flap.
48 Period of
47 46
51
50
time
illIIUII
19 Fall behind
52
54
50 Extinct
53UlI
flightless
55
57
bird
56Ill

111

11

11.
THE PHANTOM
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NEAL'S new and used furniture, appliances and cars
Just opened at 103 B St
Benton, Ky 527-0403
NEW livingroom suite King
size waterbed, washer,
dryer, dining room. misc
527-1223 before 3 30 p m
or after 10 p.m
PLAID earth tone couch
and chair. 2 lamps, picture,
$300 753-9357

130
For Sale
Or Trade

2 BEDRO
longer I
pliances,
blinds
345-2028

MOBILE h
1 acre I
435-4144

Firewood

FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436-2562,
436-2758

An

GAS heat
mostat
50,000 b
6500Obtu
Hardware
Open all ,

FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753-5476

300

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

SMALL sh
Very ne$
equipped
but has Ii,
ties Amok
small bus
RE 753-91

220
Musical

MARSHALL 100 watt guitar
amp $400 Ibanez multi
effects unit and rack $250,
art proverb $150, 15"
speaker $25 759-1081 at
BUYING . aluminum cans, ter 6pm
battery, scrar metal, copper and junk cars KGA
MARSHALL 100 watt guitar
Recycling, 753-4741
amp $400, Ibanez multiCASH for mobile home ax- effects unit and rack $250,
les and tires We will re
art proverb $150, 15"
move 527-2061
speaker $25 759-1081 after 6pm
EMBER Hearth free standing stove in good condition
240
474-8831 or 354-8987

I buy furniture, antiques,
tools, trailers, tractors and
equipment, good or salvage. 1 piece or complete
sellout. 247-1514 nights

1988 CC
home 2bi
cathedral
built, s
345-2469

210

BLOCK brick, concrete,
drive ways, foundation,
bases, patios, chimneys,
repair work Charles Barnett, 753-5476

MANAGER TRAINEE A 3 AXLE trailer with ramp
dynamic growth oriented 16'x6' for sale or trade for
company seeks individuals 4-wheeler 489-2689
with a strong desire to improve their talents and abilities We offer •fast ad140
vancements 'excellent pay
Want
scales 'working conditions
To Buy
9-5 Mon-Fri. 'excellent re
tirement plan. To quality for
a confidential interview you ANTIQUES by the piece or
must be 18 or older and collections Call 753-9433
have a high school diploma after 5pm
or GED. If interested please Apt. SIZE Elec stove,
one
call 753-5966 Thurs or Fri half bed, child
copy book of
9am-5pm and ask for Mr. Little Black
Sambo, deWade.
pression glass. 753-3642
days, 753-5738 nights.

c''Zr

-"b
1714,

FULL or part time service
advisor and/or warranty
clerk Apply in person, see
Dennis. Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Murray, Ky
42071.

START AT THE TOP Own
your own business that has
built-in demand and repeat
business Own your own
business that provides financing assistance, thorough initial and continuing
training, on-site operations
and sales support and expansion assistance Own
your own business that is
recession proof and services the business community Own your own
short-run commercial printing center In Tennessee
call collect 615-399-0622
Other 1-800-422-3278

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran- SCHWINN air-dyne excerteed Free details, write, iser. 753-4307
SD, 12610 Central, Wuite WANT to buy Tom
Jones
255-TKY Chino, Ca 91710. LP with the song "Keep On
WANTED: Actors for T.V. Running.' Call 753-1916
commercials, movie extras 8am-3pm and ask for Greg
and game show contes- WE buy junk batteries. Top
tants. Many needed. Call prices paid. Marshall Co
1-805-682-7555 EXT. Battery. 527-7122.
T-1511.

177270r11
f0-)

FEDERAL Law Enforcement - DEA, ATF, US Marshalls Now hinng For application information call
219-662-1136 eat Ky 109
8am-8pm 7 days

State Approved Nurse
Aide Training Program
free to qualified applicants. Applications are
being taken for 3-11 &
7-3, full time and part
time. Apply in person at
West View Nursing
Home, 1401 S. 16th St..
Murray, KY 42071
EOE M/F

By GARY LARSON
JI0•41.1.0

EXCELLENT INCOME!
Easy work! Assemble
simple products at home
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
24 hours

NURSE
ASSISTANTS 1

M.T. or M.L.T., ASCP or equivalent.
Part-time, midnight shift. 20 hrs. per
week, every other weekend. Call or
send resume to:
Debbie Taffer, Laboratory Manager
Western Baptist Hospital
2501 Kentucky Ave.
Paducah, KY 42003
Phone: 502-575-2706

Call
753-7668

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

ELECTRONIC JOBS No
exp nec $14 50/hr Call
219-736-1669 Ext 5306 7
days 8am-8pm

Now
FuraishInas

Ibliscallanoous
200arnp SERVICE pole
$260 753-6881
2 PERSON Health Mate
radiant heat suana, like
new, $1200, 1-24 bulb
commercial tanning bed.
excellent condition, $2100
Call Tropics Tanning Salon
753-8477
5 HEIFERS, ages 8-16mo ,
90 cents pound Call
489-2284, leave message

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
has a full line of coins, silver
dollars, proof sets and
150
hobby supplies at Home
Articles
Run Hobby Shop, 603 S
For Sale
4th St. (Murray) and at Ox12" BANDSAW, Crafts- Yoke Antique Store
man, all accessories, $275 (Hazel). Our newest outlet
is at the Book Rack in Paris,
435-4351
Tennessee on E Wood
ELECTRIC treadmill, row- Street
(901-642-5188). We
ing machine 753-9302 af- also have a full selection of
ter 4pm, 767-1297 days
coin's at the Treasure
HOBART portable welder House(Murray), Mercantile
with leads, 200amp 2 cylin- (Aurora), and Old Tobacco
der Wisconsin engine, Towne (Mayfield). We ap$750. Call 753-7668 days, praise estates and buy
coins. 753-4161
753-2394 nights
KING wood burning stove, FABRIC'FABRIC*FABRIC
fire brick lined_ Good condi- BARGAINS to numerous to
mention. See you at Countion. 753-6793.
try Remnants. Hwy 68-641
LIQUIDATION Sale - Old Draffenville, Ky. (next to
and New. Home entertain- Bonanza, Marshall Co.)
ment center cabinets, TV- 10am-5pm Mon-Sat
VCR carts, microwave ca
binets, wardrobe's, jelly ca- GLS 808 satellite dish,
binets, oak china cabinets, 1983. Complete system
name brand clothes, toys $850. 901-247-5567
Baby items, ceramics, gifts, HOSPITAL bed, breathing
exercise equipment, tools, machine, adult walker,
lamps, odd pieces of furni- heater/fan 759-4490
ture. Hours 9-5 Mon-Sat
800 S. 4th St. 121 South LARGE,large, large, selection of larger size storage
city limits 247-1514.
buildings in stock, ready for
immediate delivery For
OFFICE furniture: desks, sale or rent-to-own, some
chairs, and filing cabinets restrictions Acree Portable
S. 4th and Elm St or call Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
753-7668 days
247-7831

320

2BR dupl
washer/dr)
No pets $:
753-9741

2BR dupt
behind Cr
able Oct

APARTME
2 bedroot
ished, hea
duded Ca
5pm

EXTRA la
apartment
$285 per
Farm Roat

LARGE 1
wooded y
hookup, nc
deposit 7!

NEW dupic
garage wi
opener, sp,
wave, 21
753-8668

QUIET, qt
Discounte
Central H/,

-7
RO0-ff7
privileges
762-3784 c
5

2 3BR hon
lake, $375
437-4446 I
2 BEDRO
ment, 2
garden spr

3BR house
gas heat,
or 759-49::
4BR housi
$400 and
side pets
REAL cha
newly redc
N/A, attic
discounte
753-8734.

WOOD stove, boys size 16 LOG splitter Call after
coverall 474-2240
' 6 30pm, 753-5456
160

270
Horne
Furnishings

Mobile
Homes For Sal*

5 PIECE den furniture
$200, gas cook stove, $50
kingsize waterbed, $100.
weight/exercise bench
$50, mens 10-speed bike
$50 759-9309

1972 FIFTH Avenue
12x60, 2br, natural gas
heat, 1 year old air conditioner, washer/dryer, extra
good condition, furnished
759-1915 or 759-1085

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 2%
* Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
'An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
'In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199

REGISTE
Gelding,
753-6337.
REGISTEF
wig, bay,
753-2967

AKC
A Pekin
'A Sheepd
$25 each
zu, Pe
474-8057
SHELTIES
sable and v
AKC Reg'
Hound pt.{
old, $
901-782-32
AKC Scott
Pies $150
Spaniels $
COCKER
butt color,
After 2pm
BOG Obei
No force F
Fast, eff
436-2858
POODLE
white/apri,
Kennels 7f,
REGISTEI
Shai-pei p
at $200. :
247-8834 r
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CLASSIFIEDS
270

450

410

Mobile
Homes For Sale
1988 CONCORD mobile
home 2br. 2 bath, Jacuzzi,
cathedral ceilings, well
built, special order
345-2469
2 BEDROOM 12x60. Challenger furnished appliances, curtains, mini
blinds. 382-2448 or
345-2028.
MOBILE home extra clean,
1 acre lot, Hwy 1346
435-4144 or 436-5243
290
Heating
And Cooling
GAS heaters, vented, thermostat control heat,
50,000btu, $389,99,
65000btu $429 99 WaIlen
Hardware downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays.

South Fulton, Tenn.

FLEA MARKET

2nd Weekend of Each month
October 12, 13 & 14th
on iiwy 45 E Fultoneklartin Frey
Mils South of So Fulton
Cie Limes
19011 479-0007 (901) 489-5503

Yard Sale
Oct. 4 Only
641 N. turn left on
Tucker Rd. first
house on left.
Glassware, furniture,
children's clothing,
antiques & lots of
other items.
2-Party
Yard Sale

300
Business
Rentals
SMALL shop on 641 North.
Very neatly decorated,
equipped for beauty shop,
but has limitless possibilities Ample parking for any
small business Coleman
RE 753-9898
320
Apartments
For Rent

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.
Oct. 3rd-4th-5th
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
405 S. 16th St
muit-gym exerciser, J-2
Jiffy commercial steamer,
drapery,
bedspreads,
blanket, sheets, towels,
domes (some new), stoneware dishes, plus much
morel'

Gigantic 4 Family
2BR duplex, outlets to
washer/dryer, dishwasher.
No pets $285 plus deposit I
753-9741 after 5pm
2BR duplex with carport
behind Cain AMC, available Oct 15. 753-4487
APARTMENT for rent 1 or
2 bedrooms Fully furnished, heat and water included Call 759-1743 after
5pm
EXTRA large 2 bedroom
apartment Lots of space
$285 per month College
Farm Road Apt 753-3530
LARGE 1br unfurnished,
wooded yard, deck, w/d
hookup, no pets $190 plus
deposit 753-4446
NEW duplex with fireplace,
garage with electric door
opener, space saver microwave, 2br, no pets
753-8668
QUIET, quality 2br duplex
Discounted rent, $320,
Central H/A 753-8734.
ROOM for rent, fu
block

YARD
- SALE

Thurs.-Sat., Oct. 4-6
7 am.-?
1622 College Farm Rd.
Boys', men's, girls', Juniors',
misses name brand clothing
Shoes, sweaters, coat,
cookware, pictures, decora!lye items, electric grill, baskets, odds and ends. Too
much to list

Five Party

YARD
SALE
Thurs., Oct. 4
301 S. 6th St.
If rain, will be
Thurs., Oct. 11

d. 1
ar-

required
ROOleli for rent with kitchen
privileges, Private home
762-3784 or 753-5981 after
5

2-3BR home close to the
lake, $375 per month Call
437-4446 Mon-Sat

GARAGE
SALE
Thurs., Oct 4
Fri., Oct 5
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
1000 Westgate Dr.
(Gatesborough)
Clothes, porlable sewing
machine, small tools,
misc.

2 BEDROOM, full basement, 2 upstairs rooms,
garden spot 489-2534

5 Party
Yard Sale

3BR house near university,
gas heat, $350 753-4475
or 759-4935

Thurs, Oct 4th
7 am.-?
509 Chestnut
Stereo with two
speakers,
baby
stroller, antiques, king
size waterbed with 5
sets of sheets, bicycle, new odds & ends.

4BR house in Butlertown
$400 and deposit. No inside pets 753-5744.
REAL charmer' 2br house
newly redone Central gas
H/A, attic and basement,
discounted rent $400
753-8734

no
370
Livestock
& Supplies

Real
Estate

Miierray Ledger & Times

a90

500

san

Used
Cars

Used
Trucks

Services
Offered

54 ACRES on 121 North.
WA miles from Murray,
94 miles from Mayfield in
Calloway County. Natural
gas hook-up, cable tv, excellent well, rolling terrain,
(mostly pasture some
woods), cross fenced
(some woven wire mostly
cresote wood), two ponds
stocked with fish, five year
old 24'x40' metal stockbarn, (great for horses and
calves), completely remodeled Vindale mobile home
with expando 18'x20' living
room, recently remodeled
kitchen, cabinets and appliances, one bath, large
bedroom, and 1 bedroom
addition, 2 porches, 1
screened, separate garage, lovely landscaping
with 32 J&P roses, some
fruit trees. Excellent garden
spot. Due to age and health
need to move closer to
work. Make offer and save
realtors fees Call day
753-2728 or night
489-2449

1978 CHEVY Nova, extra
clean, $800 436-2237

1973 STEPSIDE Chevy,
side tire mount, new 350
big block, with holly quadra
let 4 barrell 753-4201

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

Homes
For Sale

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
19111 'N 1 2111
HERWCKM FORRES11
bd., 3 ba. Bnck on I acre!
1,600 sq. ft. 2 car garage.
Private estate setting! Alan
-Dale & Sherwood Dr. 753
375 for a intment.
REAT HOME IN
LMOI $39,900 3 ltd
Brick ranch over I acre wit
ssumable VA loan.
Mans
features.539,900 753-0530
BEST LOTS IN TOWN!
pedal prices available fo
lots just off Johnny Robertson
Road.
WOODGATF
ESTATES!! CHECK 'fills
UT! 753-0375

1982 PLYMOUTH Reliant
wagon, 65,000 miles, new
tires, AM/FM cassette,
$750 753-9371 evenings
before lOpm
1982 TOYOTA Tercell/
Corolla, 5 sCetici, 2dr, air,
AM/FM cassette, ood condition 753-7853
1983 CUTLASS Supreme
Olds 65,000 actual miles.
$2100, 1976 Monte Carlo
45,000 actual miles. $1000
753-8477
1983 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Ciera, 64,000 miles,
$2300 Call 753-9693
1984 CITATION $1500
498-8281, 759-1142
1984 HONDA CRX good
condition A/C, AM/FM cassette, 5 speed, $3000
759-4654
1984 PONTIAC Sunbird, 1
owner, $2400 759-1142,
498-8281
1985 MUSTANG convertible, automatic, pw/ac,
cruise, AM/FM cassette,
$6500 Call 753-8778 after
5pm
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 S-10 Blazer
5329.83 ma'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease
1985 PONTIAC 6000 STE
good condition, 69,000
miles, $4995 759-4730
1986 DELTA 88 Royale
Dark blue, 42,000 miles,
$6800 753 368 2 or
759-4884

1987 CHEVY S-10, white, 5
speed, $5500, 1985 Volvo
GL silver, excellent condiLOCATION NEAR KY,
LAKE Well maintained 3 bsl. tion. $7500, 1985 Mazda
RX 7 GSL. $5900.
rick on 3 acres. Large room
nd 30x40 workshop. 10 mi 753 7027
from Murray on Hay. 94F
75,000
374-2257
•
1988 OLDS Calais - Quad
4, excellent condition Call
WE HELP YOU SELL!!! (901) 232-8535 evenings.

The New Revolution
In Real Estate
3BR brick with carport, nice
neighborhood in town
Central heat/air. 753-5054.
COMFORTABLE 2br, 1
bath with attached carport
and outside storage building off Hwy 280, near Panorama Shores SID
$19,500. (Possible owner
financing) 759-4081.
FOR sale or lease by
owner. 2 or 3br home, 1
bath on 1 51 acres, located
in south Graves Co. 15
minutes from Mayfield, or
10 minutes from Murray
Priced in the $20's. If interested, 382-2420.
HOUSE and lot at 505 S
6th St 3br, 2 bath, basement, garage, like new
See Carlos or Keith Black
at Black's Decorating Center or call 753-0839,
436-2935, or 753-5246
HOUSE on Ter acres on
121 North. 6 miles out.
$40,000. 489-2802 after
5pm.
HOUSE under construction
at 1499 Oxford Dr. in Canterbury S/D. 2445so ft
under roof. 3br, 2 bath,
great room, flex room, large
garage and wood deck
Brick exterior with vinyl
trim 759-4081.
KY Lake View by owner 4
rooms and bath at Jo
nathan Creek, All appliances, some furniture. In
the teens Call 247-7026
after 6pm

FOR your real estate listREGISTERED Arabian ngs, sales, or auctions,
Gelding, 3 1/2yrs. old. contact one of the oldest
HOUSE HUNTERS. Gov753-6337.
offices in Murray Wilson
ernment Homes from $IO
REGISTERED gentle geld- Real Estate 302 S. 12th
Foreclosed or seized from
ing, bay, 10 years old 753-3263.
failed Savings & Loans.
753-2%67.
KOPPERUD REALTY ofHUD, and tax delinquent
fers a complete range of
property. To be auctioned
380
Real Estate services with a
next month in Murray and
Pets
wide selection of quality
Kentucky.
Call
& Sup**
homes, all prices. (219)165-5562.
753-1222, toll free
AKC
Pekingese,
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
470
Pekingese $50;
'6 Sheepdog, A Airdale 711L.
Motorcycles
$25 each. Soon AKC Shi- WATERFRONT, 800k. 35
z u , Peek-a-poos acres, near Barkley Lodge,
474-8057.
$77,000 Possible commercial dock. Will finance.
SHELTIES (toy collies) Tripp Williams,
broker
sable and white, 354-8211
753-0563.
AKC Registered Bassett
1986 YAMAHA 225, good
410
Hound puppies, 7 weeks
condition, $1500 Day
Lots
old, $125 each
753-1270, after 5pm
For Sale
901-782-3254, after 4pm
753-8766
ACRE lot in Kirksey. YAMAHA tri-zinger 60,
AKC Scottish Terrier puppies $150, AKC Cocker Well, septic tank, water line shaft drive, $300. go-cart
Spaniels $100 489-2246 for trailer, $5000. After 4hp 2 seater, $200
5pm. 753-8679
435-4351
COCKER Spaniel, male,
buff color, 7 weeks old MOBILE home lot in Scenic
380
Acres near East ElemenAfter 2pm 759-7910
Auto
tary School City water,
DOG Obedience training. $3850 Days 753-7668,
Services
No force Problem solving nights 753-2394
NEW and used tires Key
Fast, effective, easy
WOODED blacktop fron- Auto Parts Hwy 1215
436-2858
tage lot in Anderson 753-5500
POODLE puppies AKC, Shores, $2900 759-4081
white/apricot Paradise
.1Q0
WOODED building lot in
Kennels 753-4106
Usia
Candlelite Estates near
cats
REGISTERED Chinese Almo 100x 195, city water,
Shai-pei puppies, starting natural gas. $3850 Days
1969 FORD convertible
at $200. 247-4488 days, 753-7668, nights needs motor $550 firm
247-8834 nights
753-2394
345-2495

1989 WHITE Grand Prix,
26,000 miles, loaded, excellent condition. Call
753-9302 after 4pm,
767-1297 days.
MUST sell 1990 Mazda
MX6, low miles 753-2456

sm
CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
hnonc;nq On The Spot

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
'90 Toyota Corolla
1,417
12,787
10 Toyota Cary
'89 Olds Cutlass Ciera _1,487
'89 Nercury Topa GS '7117
19 Toyota Cary
'14,987
'89 Dodge Daytona 1,487
'19 Aarra...
19119
'89 Cressida
'16,487
'19 Ford Escort
'6,917
'88 Toyota Corolla
'7,987
'88 Pont. Bonne, LE 10187
'88 Olds Cutlass Calais ...7187
81 Nissan Pulsar NX 1,987
81 Yazda 626 Calpe 7,687
'87 Honda Accord Ill.... 1,487
17 Mazda RV
1187
'17 Criry LE Wgn 10487
'16 Chevy Elosport.........1,787
'86 Pont, Sunbid GT„ 1117
'86 Olds Cutlass Ciera _1187
'86 Tol 4 gn 1,417
16 Honda Accord DX '7187
'86 Buid Centlry LTD '4,987
'86 Toyota Supra
10,487
'85 Olds Regency Brou ¶.987
'85 Toyota Corolla
'4.687
'85 Cressida Wagon '7,987
15 Toyota Ca mry LE '6487
15 MEN. Grand ilaquis 1,987
15 Olds Delta 81
'6,487
'85 Bud Elec, Prk AVE '6187
'84 Chevy Ca7i:e
'4,487
'85 Buick LeSabre
'3187
'13 Ford 1-Bid
1,9.37
'83 Bud Park Ave
1.487
'82 Chevy 1-28
'3,987
'12 Honda Prekide
'82 Olds Delta 18
'3,f437
'82 Lit Cutental '4,981
'82 Ford Farmont. _1,487
'81 Pont Grrd Lelirs
79 Toyota Corolla
1,487
71 Plymouth HOrilOil 1,217
77 Cutlass Supreme 1,987
WE Guarantee!

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

vpARS

It's

'138 Chevy Cavalier.

54987

'58 Pontiac 6000..

$4987

'88 Dodge

$4987

'87 Chevy Eurosport

$4987

'87 Ford Taurus V6

$4987

'87 Chevy Celebrity__ $4987
'87 Chevy Cavalier Wgn $4487
'86 Ply. Horiion_

$3487

'85 Pont Bonneville

$4487

'85 Olds Delta 88 .....
'84 Pontiac Fiero

That's right' If you are
not happy with the operation of your used
car or truck you
bought from us, return
it to us within 3 days or
200 miles (whichever
comes first) and we'll
repair it or we'll refund
your money.

$2987

'84 Dodge Aries Wgn $2987
'78 Ford Fairmont

$787

'73 Pont Grand Pnx

$787

TRUCKS
'87 Chevy S-10
$4987
'86 Ford Ranger V6 $4967
'84 Ford Van

$3987

'81 Ford Van

$3987

'77 Chevy Stepside Van$2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere'
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit v OK
Divorce V OK
W. so dapandabie,
affordable cars to Iwos
who want to establish Of
re-establish their credit.

Low Monthly Payrntrits
Other Locations:
Mayhew Paducah
We accept visa a tat
Pie Salesman Kelvin York
Sammy Bradshaw, Sales fil;ir

as simple as that'
We'll Repair It
Or
We'll Refund
Your Money'

YE

1976 DODGE dub cab PS/
pb, cruise 759-1223

OF MURRAY
515 S 121b
Murray. KY

Phone
753-1961

Services
Offered

SHARPEN hand and circular saws (including carbide), knives, scissors
chisels and other edged
tools Murray Sharpening
and Repair 753-9503

T ENTERPRISE - Dozer,
backhoe gravel and dirt
hauling, septic systems
753-0577

camp•ts

WOODWORKING

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters rooting.
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

1975 TRAVEI trailer good
condition would like to trade
for mobile home Call
753-2316

1987 EBBTIDE I/O motor.
120hp, excellent condition
753-4257, 653-8563

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references

PONTOON boat 1989
Crest III 21ft , blue, metal
canopy, economical Johnson 40hp motor, 2-12gal
metal fuel tanks, seat covers, Humminbed depth finder, ladder, anchor and
misc gear Excellent condition, private party.
753-9837 after 5pm

'Drop

by & seer our showroom

409 SuNBURY WARP Behoc Bum, Eteac

Roberts Realty
753-1651

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
The City of Murray has a vacancy in the Sanitation
Division for a Equipment Operator 11-Cushman
Refuse Collection Vehicle Driver. Applications/
job descriptions are available in the City Clerk's
Office. 207 South 5th Street and will be accepted
until Friday, October 12, 1990,4 p.m. The city of
Murray is an equal opportunity employer operating under an affirmative action plan. Starting
salary depending on qualifications. Grade 9, salary
range 512.400-13,500, CERS Retirement/Health
Insurance Benefits provided.
Jo Crass
City Clerk/Personnel Officer

MR Chimney. Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying. Lawns, trees,
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call A-1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers, Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

414 12th St.

L&R Plumbing 24hr
emergency service Water
and sewer lines Specializing in mobile homes
753-8101 8-5pm, alter
hours 753-0768

Services
Offered

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing. Free estimates B & B Construction, 436-5263

Custom Woodworking

COME AND SEE this three bedroom home
on two acres, just minutes from town. The
price is right, too. $32,000. MLS 2523.

A LICENSED electrical
contractor: JAMES C. GALLIMORE ELECTRIC. Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service. 759-1835.

530

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

Types Of

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

FOR sale Carver 28 Express cruiser Twins sonar
complete instruments, heat
and shower, bottom
painted '90 & slip paid until
91 A beautiful family
cruiser in excellent condition Phone 395-5501

ABLE Construction Co
Building Contractors. Residential and commercial renovation, trim/framing carpentry, roofing, painting.
436-5598

All

INBOARD/outboard repair
service. Service calls, winterizing, OMC, Mercruiser,
Mercury, etc Call anytime
436-2768.

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
R B. MITCHELL PAVING
Driveways, parking lots a
specialty Over 30 years
experience 753-1537,
753-1221
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763

MARTIN HEIGHTS CHARM
Less than 2 years old, mallitenance-free home. Three
bedrooms, 2 baths, well landscaped, 7 ceiling fans,
central gas heat with workshop arca in garage. Mid
590's.

ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing,
driveway sealing Call
436-5895, 753-7036

**THE Sol ND

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

SE1.1.1\t.**ruE

753-1222

souND

ESTATE AUCTION
Thursday, October 4, 1990 ; p
Rain or Shine

rn
M•

At the home-of Ada Farris, deceased, 1711 Ryan
Ave., Murray. Kentucky. 3 blocks west of MSU campus; one block south of College Farm Rd.
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS: Whirlpool washer and dryer. Frigidaire refrigerator, kitchen items, glassware. Comingware, crystal tea glasses, linens,
silverware, GE electric range, round kitchen table w/six chairs (metalFormica-upholstery), floor fan, ladders, stools, sofa bed, lamps (floor and
table), drop leaf coffee table, maple bookcase,swivel rocker, 12 yr.collection
of National Geographic magazines, Philco stereo, misty blue living room
sofa, round multi-wood coffee table, matching end tables, like new sofa table,
maple rocker, solid wood,study desk w/matching chair, Fashion Mate Singer
sewing machine (model 248), Thomasville three-piece bedroom set.
Thomasville high boy vanity, wood nightstand. brass headboard, books,
paintings and more. All very nice.
ATTENTION COLLECTORS: Automobile. 1972 Dodge Swinger, one
owner, 36,000 original miles, new tires, exceptional in looks and
performance.
PATIO: Folding lawn chairs, swing set, heavy gage metal rockers (21
REAL ESTATE: Ideal Location. Extra Nice. Come prepared to own!
Offered for sale at 6 p.m. sharp by W. Dan Farris. Executor for the Ada Farris
estate this:
Professionally landscaped, exceptionally well-maintained three bedroon•
brick home. This well constructed house has hardwood floors throughout
The living room features a handsome stone fireplace w/built-in bookcases
Fenced backyard with large storage building and patio. Lawn has completel
outfitted goldfish pond.

SFP

TOYOTA

Sonless
Offered

TREE trimming brush removal, handyman Call
DAVIDSON
Roofing Co All STALLON'
1976 SILVERADO Chevy
S General anytime 436-2768
types of rooting 30 years Home
350, V-8, 48,000 miles
Repair
Roofing
experience All work guar- plumbing,
VACUUM cleaners re
753-4647 after 5pm
painting and sidpaired Murray Sharpening
anteed in writing Free esti- ing All
work
is
guaranteed
1977 CHEVROLET Luv, mates Specializing in
and free estimates Call and Repair 753-9503
$650 759-9309
shingle work 753-5812
474-8064
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
1977 CHEVROLET pickup LICENSED for electric,
Service Center, cleaning
$650 345-2495
gas refrigeration Installa- SUREWAY Tree & Stump servicing $15, most repairs
1977 F250 4x4, good tires. tion and repair Free esti- Removal Insured with full $35 all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1 5.
line of equipment including
rebuilt 400 engine Call af- mates 753-7203
Mon.-Fri., 753-0530
aerial
60ft
brush
trucks
and
ter 5pm, 759-1412
FENCE sales at Sears
chipper To assure a safer WEEKLY Housekeepin
now
g/
Call Sears 753-2310
1979 CJ5 JEEP Rebuilt 6
operation at a lower com- Laundry Service
for free estimate for your
Longcylinder, good shape
petitive cost Free esti- term Committrnent
7 years
needs
Needs paint lob, $2800
mates without obligation experience
w/references
474-8820
GENERAL Repair plumb- Day or rote. 753-5484
Available on Mondays
1985 FORD pickup 1973 ing, roofing, tree work. WILL do plumbing All guar
Tuesdays, or Wednesdays
830am to 4 pm (later in
VIP boat 115hp Mercury 436-2642
anteed 435-4169
emergencies) Rates $35
motor
753-6483 or GREEN'S Home Improveminimum, over 5 hrs $6 hr
753-4331
ment. Roofing, siding, gar- WILL landscape Bushhog
ging Free estimate
Contact Jackie Brandon
ages,
room
additions,
re1988 JEEP Comanche
436-5430
753-9429
sport truck Blue with blue modeling of all kinds.
354-6445,
24 hours.
interior, white spoked
wheels, Michelin tires, 1 GUTTERING By Sears .
owner, 17,000 actual miles, Sears residential and com$6350. 753-4873
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica510
tions. Call Sears 753-2310
CUSTOM KITCNIN COMPS
for free estimate.
CUSTOM

APPLIANCE SERVICE
TRUCKS
Kenmore, Wesbnghouse,
'IB Toyota Ext,ab 10,487 Whirlpool 30 years experience. Bobby Hopper,
1,917 436-5848.
'89 Toyota R
11 Toyota 4 Runner 11487 BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, opera'81 Chevy Scottsdale 7117 tor
30 years experience.
system drive-ways,
18 Plrouth Yager _11,487 Septic
hauling, foundations etc.
10,487 759-4664.
18 Toyota 4X4
BOGARD Paving - parking
'81 Toyota PIJ
1,487 lots,
driveways sealing,
striping 20 years experi'88 Chevy Step Side 1,47 ence
For free estimate call
'81 Chevy Silverado 1,487 753-9552
'17 Toyota 1 Ten_..... 1117
17 Ford kerosta XL 1,987
'17 Chevy Ft10 K... 1,917
86 Ford Biro II
'7,487 D
-1
N
15 Chtry 510 Bluer '7,417 ILLUSTRATION
1,181 7 5 3 - 9 5 8 3
'85 thrry Cut!
$.481
'84 Jeep Sadler
CARPENTER decks,
1,187 fences
'13 GlIC S15
remodeling, addi'82 Top44'4981 tions and replacement win
doves Call 759-1424 after
Open til 7 p.m
Aubrey Hatcher
Mark Elkins
Bill Calvert
Tom Thurman
Chad Cochran, Sales MGR

530

530

Farms
For Sale

aan
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5pm
BUILDER New homes,
framing, additions, gar- a
ages. barns, patios, decks, a
greenhouses, remodeling,
site preparation, hourlyi
contract Tripp Williams,
7
753-0563
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
:anal service Glen Bob
bers 759-1247, leave
message
HAULING, yard work tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683

7

House shown by appoirurnent before sale
Contact Dan at
492-8796.
TERMS: 15% down
day of sale. Balance
within 30 days.
ALAMEDt0AUCTION

•

Althaaalr ell steserisl dr atrettmases obukaned
trent swarm deaame seitebes,
sacomeor, real
mem *aim awl oasis sae so reurareey or
surema,expoomal wbarliert. es to Ow socatecy
des alcemsaae Itassis caraird. It is kw dr nuts
eat ast boyars asoeld seal aitamaloos On amortises
so =ohs impactane pro to de maim All elosemos•
mama day of eele so
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Educational professional standards

OBITUARIES
Joe Ed Seavers
Joe Ed Seavers, 63, died Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. at his home on Rt.
1, Murray, Lynn Grove community.
His death followed an extended
illness.
A Navy veteran of World War II,
he was a truck owner and a retired
plasterer. He was of Church of
Christ faith, a Kentucky Colonel,
and a member of Murray Moose
Lodge.
Born June 2.4, 1927, in Graves
County, he was the son of Beauton
Mayfield Seavers and Fred Seavers
Sr., who died in 1950.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Ann Carter Seavers, to whom
he was married on July 11, 1951;
one daughter, Mrs. Naketa Edwards
and husband, Mike, and one son,
Dickie Joe Seavers and wife, Tam-

my, all of Lynn Grove; his mother,
Mrs. Beauton Mayfield Seavers,
Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Olson, Phoenix, Ariz.; three
brothers, Fred Seavers, Pilot Oak,
Charles Seavers, Mayfield, and
Hugh Seavers, Seattle, Wash.; six
grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
Graveside rites will be Thursday
at 10 a.m. at Maplewood Cemetery,
Mayfield. Richard Adams will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Taft Reeder,
Rickie Reeder, Dickie Joe Seavers,
Shane Seavers, Tony Seavers and
Mike Lancaster.
In charge of arrangements is
Miller Funeral Home ofMurray
where visitation will be after 4
p.m. today (Wednesday).

Mrs. Lois Sanderson
Mrs. Lois Sanderson, 77, of
1006 Main St., Murray, died Tuesday at 5:25 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The widow of Voris Sanderson,
she had been a member for 40
years at Memorial Baptist Church
where she had also served as
church secretary for several years.
Survivors are two sons, John
Sanderson and wife, Hannah, Manchester, and Robert Sanderson and
wife, Marilyn, Stone Mountain,
Ga.; two sisters, Mrs. Linda Hen-

derson and husband, Guy, and Mrs.
Dorothy Powers, Mayfield; four
grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Sanderson and the Rev. Jim Simmons
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Wednesday) at the
funeral home

Arnold Stephens
Arnold Stephens, 76, Rt. 1,
Wingo, died today at 1:15 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was a member of Wingo
Baptist Church.
Born March 26, 1914, he was the
son of the late Lee and Mary Stephens. He also was preceded in
death by one sister, Mrs. Clemmie
Duke, and two brothers, Horace
Stephens and Clarence Stephens.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Helen Stephens; two daughters,
Brenda Stephens, Rt. I, Wingo,
and Mrs. Sally Tucker, Rt. 2,
Wingo; one son, Bob Stephens, Rt.

1, Kirksey; four grandchildren, Stephen and Stan Tucker and Bobby
and Wendy Stephens; two greatgrandchildren; one sister, Mrs.
Kathleen Copeland, Mayfield; four
brothers, Clifford Stephens, Rt. 4,
Mayfield, J.C. Stephens and Muriel
Stephens, Water Valley, and Ervin
Stephens, South Fulton, Tenn.
Graveside rites will be Thursday
at 1:30 p.m. at Wingo Cemetery.
The Rev. Charles Dinkins will
officiate.
Friends may call at R.D. Brown
Funeral Home, Wingo, after 6 p.m.
tonight (Wednesday).

Mrs. Peggy Wright
Services for Mrs. Peggy Wright
will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. Darvin Stom and
the Rev. Paul Bogard will officiate.
Burial will follow in Ferguson
Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Wright, 74, Aurora, died
Tuesday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by her husband,
Hester Wright; one daughter, Mrs.
Shirley Wilson and husband, Wade,
Rt. 1, Hardin; one son, Neil
Wright, Boonville, Ind.; four
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

School cancels class
due to earthquake
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Western Kentucky and southern
Indiana school officials say they
are in no hurry to join Hopkins
County in canceling classes
because of a theory that an earthquake is likely in early December.
"We've still got a couple of
months to make the decision," said
Steve Fritz, an administrative assistant for the EvansvilleVanderburgh County school system
in Indiana.
"We'll wait and see what has
transpired and make that decision
once we get closer to the time," he
said.
The Hopkins County school
board voted Monday night to
cancel classes for its 8,000 students

on Dec. 3 and 4 because of the predictions of New Mexico climatologist lben Browning. He has said
conditions will be ripe for a Midwest earthquake on or around Dec.
3.
Browning's methods have been
largely discredited by scientists.
Nevertheless, Hopkins County
Superintendent David Gover said
the board felt it had a duty to protect students just in case.
"We're praying it doesn't happen. But if we have an earthquake
and the kids are in school, then
we're the losers," Gover said.
Many of the district's buildings are
old and vulnerable to collapse, he
said. "

Views On
Dental Health®
Dr. Joe L. Mason, Jr. D.M.D.

SILVER AMALGAM FILLING
If dental decay has not done mercury. The mercury dissolves
major damage to a tooth, it can the metallic powder, thus formnormally be salvaged by one of ing the solution.(An amalgam
the most common of dental re- is,in fact,a solution ofa metal in
storations - the filling.
mercury.)
Essentially: (1) Decay must
The filling is made while the
be completely removed, and the mix is still in a plastic state and
tooth prepared to receive the easily manipulated. It is carved
filling;(2)a soundly engineered and shaped as it is beginning to
pattern must be cut in the tooth set. Patients are usually cauto hold the filling strongly; and tioned not to expose a new
(3) the filling is then carefully amalgam filling to strong biting
placed in the tooth.
pressures for four hours, until it
Many materials have been develops its initial hardness.
used to make fillings, but silver Full hardness will be complete
amalgam is probably the most in 24 hours.
common. Properly used, it is a
very good material. Silver amalPrepared as a public service
gam is formed by mixing a
to promote better dental health.
powder of silver (about 70%),
From the office of Joe Mason,
tin, copper and zinc with pure
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

Governor has yet to appoint board
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
backlog of cases in which teachers
are accused of failing to meet moral or professional standards has
been mounting during the 10 weeks
Burley Miller, 84, died Tuesday Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
at 6 a.m. at his home in Cadiz. His delayed appointing a new educadeath was from an apparent heart tion panel.
The delay in forming the Educaattack.
tion Professional Standards Board
A member of Dyers Chapel also has
held up efforts to reshape
United Methodist Church, he was some
teacher-training programs at
retired from Elk Brand ManufacUniversity of Louisville.
turing Company and Cadiz Pallet the
But
state Education Secretary
Company.
Jack Foster said he saw no urgent
Born June 2, 1906, in Trigg need
for the board to start its work.
County, he was the son of the late
don't want to lend credibility
"I
Jim Miller and Melenda Wallace
to the notion that we're in some
Miller.
sort of a crisis here, because we're
He was preceded in death by
not,,, Foster said.
four daughters, Treva Estelle MillThe school-reform law enacted
er in 1938, Levena Ruth Miller in
spring called for the Profeslast
1947, Velma Runell Miller in 1956
sional Standards Board to be
and Retha Garner in 1986; and one
created July 15. The board will
son, Gillon Wayne Miller on Feb.
consist of 15 members — 13 of
11, 1990.
them named by the governor —
Survivors are his wifa,MI
.
s.
who will set standards for teacher
Euva Jewell Bland Miller;
education
and certification.
daughter, Mrs. Lavada Garner,
board
The
will wield powers forCadiz; one son, Eldo Gene Miller,
merly held by the state Council on
Hammond, Ind.; eight grandchilTeacher Education and Certificadren; six great-grandchildren.
tion,
which it replaces, and by the
The funeral will be Thursday at
state
school
board. The panel will
2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
approve teacher-training programs,
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev.
and issue and revoke teaching
James A. Shuck will officiate. Mrs.
certificates.
Mae Perdue will be organist.
Wilkinson has decided on most
Burial will follow in Long Creek
the appointments and should be
of
Cemetery in Land Between the
ready
to announce all of them
Lakes.
soon, Foster said. The governor has
Friends may call at the funeral
been holding two or more meetings
home after 4 p.m. today
week in an effort to get "the
a
(Wednesday).
right balance" on the board, he
said.

Burley
Miller

Census Bureau
to review
population count
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Census Bureau officials will return
to Kentucky this week to review
population count challenges filed
by 81 communities and involving
at least 20,000 households.
The challenges represent about 1
percent of Kentucky's population,
or about 36,000 people, said Bill
Hill, regional director for the
bureau in Charlotte, N.C.
That could boost significantly
the state's preliminary population
estimate of 3,665,220.
"We received about 124 challenges," Hill said. "But some people were just expressing their dismay over the count, saying they
had more people than we said they
did."
The 124 challenges were pared
to 81. Hill said the census review
should be completed by the end of
October. Kentucky's official census
likely won't be calculated until
near the end of the year.
Slow growth could mean Kentucky will lose one of its seven
congressional seats to a state with
heavy population gains such as
California or Florida. Kentucky
will have to pick up more than
3,000 residents on Mississippi —
the other state at risk — to retain
the current number of
congressmen.

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Market News Service October 3, 1990
Kentucky Purchase Ara Hos Market Report includes 4
Ruyan Mahone Receipts: Act757,FsL 300 Barrows& Gibs
1.00-134 10Mer, Sows rteady-1.00 lower.
US 1-2 221-240 64
c4.eo-5700
IS 1.2 214-211 bs
552.00-54.00
US 2.3 220•2511 bi
55530-5030
US 3.4 250.270 bs
SSA %SS-SO
Sows
US 14 270.354 bs
.342.00-43.00
US 1.3 3116-011 be
34300-44.00
US 1.3 400.525 bs
SA& 04-43.00
US 1.3 525 and up
544.00-4900
US 2-3 310.5011 ba
54100-43.00
wri 530.1111-43.110

Stock Market
Report

A Uoll dean, a Kentucky
Department of Education official
and the head of the state's largest
teachers' union differed with Foster, saying the board needs to be in
place.
"Obviously, everything that
would normally go to the board is

on hold," said Elizabeth Nelli.
deputy head of the education
department's division of teacher
education and certification.
"We are creating a list in priority order" of tasks for the board,
and "some things are reaching a
critical stage," she said.

GENE BUHMAN

He moved to Murray from
the Detroit area in 1982. He
and his wife Sheila have two
sons, Brian 10 and Charles 8.
He has been selling Chevrolets for 71/2 years
at Dwain Taylor.
641 South

753-2617

ALL PRICED
LESS THAN

DIAMOND
FASHION $140
RINGS
I

10 DIAMONDS

DIAMOND HORSESHOE

COIN REPLICA

S139-

939

WIDE BAND
CLUSTER

1 DIAMOND
NUGGET

FILIGREE
CLUSTER

939

929

$99

939

Prices as of 10:00 AM

•
Industrial Average
Previous Close .................. 2505.20 )
Air Products
47 • 1/2
(
A.T.C-Class A .........29V48 293/4A
AT&T ............................321/4 +
Bank of Murray
135B)
Bell South
527/s • 1/4
Briggs & Stratton
233/s - 1/4
Chry sler...........-..—...-......11 uric.
CSX Corp
28/s • 1/4
Dean Foods
353/s - 1/s
Dollar Gen. Store
83/IB 83/sA
Exxon
501/s + 3/s 'S
Ford
321/1 • 3/1 i
, General Motors.............363/s - 3/s
Goodrich
323/1 • 1/s
Goodyear ............
167/1 + 1/1
I.B.M
1083/s + 3/11
Ingersoll Rand...............393/4 • I/2
K Mart
257/s • 1/2
Ky. Utilities.
183/4 • 1/4
Kroger
127/s • 1/2
Lou. G & E
363;4 - 1/4
McDonalds
27'h unc. i
JCPenney...............
437/s - 3/s
Quaker Oats............ 453/s + 1/4
Sears ...................
261/1 • 3/I
Snap-On Tools
28/s
3 + 1/s
Texaco
-611/s + 3/s
Time-Warner .....
—.731/2 - 3/I
UST
313/4 - 1/4
Wal-Mart
.281/2 - 1
Woolworth
243/4 •
( C.E.F. Yield
7.43
Additional Information Available
crUpon Request.
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•

,
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414 Main St.

Murray, Ky
753-3366

ILLIARD

LYONS

\Cosq)est investment
is you.
Member New York, Amencan and Midwest Stock
Exchanges and S.I.P.0

Old
Market
Days

"The Diamond Price Leader"

MARQUISE CLUSTER

$99

JEWELERS
Chosinut Hills Shopping Centex
Murray

"If everyone would
stop mumbling,
I could
%pt
J
hear
just
fine."

Eddie Cr.e:t
twv Be'tcn,Friites

SOUND FAMILIAR?
Do you always ask people to speak louder, or repeat themselves? Do your friends and loved ones tell you that you play
the radio or TV too loudly? If so. you may have a gradual
hearing loss. I should know. Before I was fitted with two
Beltone Petite hearing instruments, lust listening to everyday
conversation was a struggle.
Perhaps Beltone can help you too. If you can't hear as well as
you'd like, even if you've been told you have -nerve deafness:.
call your local Beltone Hearing Aid Center during their Special
Consultation. They'll give you, or one of your friends a

thorough electronic evaluation atno-cost-and with-no—
obligation.
Beltone helped me change my life for the better. Now its
your turn. Call Beltone today to schedule a free hearing
evaluation during their Special Consultation. You'll be surprised how easily most hearing problems can be helped.

Paducah, Kentucky
Saturday, October 6th, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday, October 7th, Noon to 5 p.m.
Around Market Hous,. Square - 2nd and Broadway
Arts & Crafts, collectibles, antiques, food sales, fresh produce,
craft demonstrations, sidewalk sales and games.
Free Country Concert on the River - Sat., 6:30 p.m.
Antique Car Show - Sat., 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., City Hall Plaza

Taste of Paducah - Sat., 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., City Hall Plaza
11 Paducah restaurants - small portions at small prices
Town Trolley - Sat., 9 to 6 and Sun., 1 to 5 - 25e

Paducah Tourist & Convention
Commission
1-800-359-4775

FREE hearing test during
Beltone's Special Consultation
October 8 through 12
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
(502) 759-9809
Dennis Lamb, Specialist
Jerry D./Anita K. Wheeler
Your Authorized Beltone Dealers

Benosee
Reiter Wrens* rherrugle l'enfe-r.mrsel I an
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